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INTRODUCTION 
by Timothy K. Perttula
 This Special Publication of the Friends of Northeast Texas Archaeology (Pittsburg and Austin) presents 
the archaeological and archaeogeophysical findings from 2010 research at the Boxed Springs site (41UR30) in 
Upshur County, Texas. The Boxed Springs site is a little known prehistoric Caddo mound center of apparent 
Early Caddo age (ca. A.D. 900-1200) on the Sabine River, situated on an upland landform a short distance 
upstream from the Sabine River’s confluence with Big Sandy Creek. 
 With the permission of one of the landowners of the site, Mrs. Carolyn Flores, we have been able to 
initiate long overdue archaeological and archaeogeophysical studies in the northern and western parts of the 
site; we were unable, unfortunately, to obtain permission to conduct archaeological studies on the eastern 
portion of the site. More archaeological work is planned in 2011. This work was conducted in January and 
March 2010 by Bo Nelson, Mark Walters, Shawn Marceaux, Dr. Chester P. Walker, Jeff Durst, and Timothy 
K. Perttula.
 Following this introduction, the report discusses the environmental setting of the Boxed Springs site in 
the middle reaches of the Sabine River basin, as well as previous archaeological investigations at the Boxed 
Springs site. The next section summarizes the purpose and goals of the current investigations. The main parts 
of this report present the specific findings of the work, beginning with the results of the archaeogeophysical 
investigations conducted by Dr. Chester P. Walker of Archaeo-Geophysical Associates, LLC (Austin). The 
findings from extensive shovel testing and more limited hand excavations are summarized next, and included 
in that are (1) discussions of unit profiles and sediments encountered, (2) the presence and character of 
archaeological features, and (3) the distribution and intra-site density of artifacts in the different habitation 
areas at the site. Artifact analyses include a study of the ceramic artifacts from the Boxed Springs site by 
Timothy K. Perttula, as well as a detailed analysis of the lithic artifacts by Harry J. Shafer. Dr. Shafer also 
contributed a larger comparative analysis of the distinctive character of Early Caddo period lithic artifacts 
found in habitation as well as mortuary contexts from important sites in East Texas and Northwest Louisiana 
occupied by the Caddo elite. The findings from the analysis of animal bones and charred plant remains from 
the prehistoric Caddo occupation at the site are included in sections by LeeAnna Schniebs and Leslie L. Bush, 
respectively. Finally, the last two sections of the main body of the report include a summary of the findings 
and conclusions and recommendations for future investigations at the Boxed Springs site.
 This report also contains eight appendices. They are: Appendix 1, Shovel Test Descriptions; Appendix 
2, Detailed Ceramic Sherd Analysis; Appendix 3, Documentation of the Flores Collection of Artifacts from 
the Boxed Springs site; Appendix 4, Photographs of Artifacts in the Red McFarland Collection from the 
Boxed Springs site; Appendix 5, Analysis of the 19th and 20th Century Artifacts from the Boxed Springs site; 
Appendix 6, OCR Dates from the Boxed Springs site (by Douglas S. Frink); Appendix 7, a tabular summary 
of the plant remains from the Boxed Springs site (by Leslie L. Bush); and Appendix 8, a summary of 
archaeological information on the site obtained by Buddy C. Jones in 1957 and 1961.
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SETTING
by Timothy K. Perttula
 The Boxed Springs site is located in the modern East Texas Pineywoods (Diggs et al. 2006), in the 
Sabine River valley. The site is estimated to cover approximately 48 acres of a large and prominent upland 
ridge projection that extends from a bluff on the Sabine River (Figure 1a-b) about 800 m north to where the 
landform merges with a broader stretch of uplands and Bienville alluvium (Figure 2). Old channels, sloughs, 
and oxbow lakes on both sides of this upland ridge and alluvial terrace suggest that previous channels of the 
Sabine River as well as Big Sandy Creek ran from north to south immediately adjacent to the site. 
 According to Roberts (1983:Sheet No. 31), there are several different soils on the landforms occupied by 
prehistoric Caddo peoples at the Boxed Springs site; each would have been moderately productive and arable 
soils for Caddo horticulturists (cf. Roberts 1983:Table 5). On the main part of the site is Trep loamy fine sand, 
1-8 percent slopes. Roberts (1983:30) notes that the Trep soil tends to occur on “slightly depressed uplands or 
on foot slopes.” The southwestern extension of the landform (our Area VII) has Sacul fine sandy loam, 5-12 
percent slopes. These occur “on side slopes along streams” (Roberts 1983:28). The clay B-horizon on this soil 
tends to occur at ca. 75 cm bs. Finally, the northern end of the site has Bienville loamy fine sand, 0-3 percent 
slopes. This soil occurs on low ridges of stream terraces adjacent to the Sabine River floodplain as well as that 
of Big Sandy Creek, and has loamy fine sand deposits more than 2 m thick; fine sandy loam lamellae occur 
between ca. 1.3-2 m bs (Roberts 1983:13).
 At the time of our archaeological and archaeogeophysical investigations at the Boxed Springs site, it was 
divided into two fields (a northern and southern field, with the barn and nearby fence serving as convenient 
field dividers), both as overgrown pasture (Figure 3a-e); the site has been plowed previously. To facilitate the 
archaeogeophysical investigations in the northern field, the area was mowed before the survey was conducted 
(Figure 4).
 One mound, Mound C, was visible as a ca. 20 m diameter and 1.5 m high rise in the southern field (Figure 
5a-c). It currently has a utility pole on it. The other mound known to be on the Flores property, Mound A—the 
mound excavated in 1962 by Sam Whiteside (see below)—is not apparent in the southern field. Mounds B and 
D are on the eastern side of the site, on property we did not have permission to study.
PREvIOUS ARChAEOLOGICAL INvESTIGATIONS AT ThE BOxED SPRINGS SITE
by Timothy K. Perttula
 There have been disparate archaeological investigations at the Boxed Springs site since the early 
1960s. Perttula and Wilson (2000:35-70) discuss this work in some detail, and the reader is referred to that 
publication for more specific information about that work. Here, I summarize these previous investigations to 
provide an archaeological context for the work we proposed to conduct at the site in 2010.
 A member of the East Texas Archeological Society (ETAS), Mr. Norman Bedgood, first identified the 
Boxed Springs site when he flew over it in his airplane. He told Sam Whiteside, another ETAS member, 
about it, and Whiteside undertook archaeological investigations at the site in 1962. At that time, the site had 
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Figure 1. The Sabine River by the Boxed Spring site: a, looking south at the river from the bluff edge in Area I 
at the Boxed Springs site; b, the Sabine River channel below the site.
a
b
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Figure 2. The known extent of the Boxed Springs site, Big Sandy 7.5' USGS topographic quadrangle. Our 
work was limited to the Flores property.
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Figure 3. The Boxed Springs site in January 2010: a, looking north from the southern end of the site; note the 
barn in the central part of the site; b, Area VI, immediately north of the barn; c, southern field, looking south 
towards Mound C; d, looking south from the northern end of the site; e, looking east from the northern part of 
the southern field; the far end of the field is owned by a different landowner.
a
b
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3c
3d
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3e
Figure 4. Looking north, by the barn, at the mowed northern field.
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a
b
Figure 5. Mound C at the Boxed Springs site: a, looking southeast; b, looking south; c, looking east.
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four earthen (Mounds A-D) mounds arranged around an open area or central plaza (Figure 6), and there were 
several habitation areas to the north and south of the sets of mounds. In later areas, the numerical designations 
for the mounds were changed to alphabetic designations, and this is the designation system we use in the 
report: Mound A (#3), Mound B (#6), Mound C (#2), and Mound D (#7).
 Based on the archaeological work that Sam Whiteside completed in 1962, he interpreted Mounds C and D as 
low structural mounds (i.e., mounds built over dismantled and destroyed house structures) with prepared clay floors 
at the southeastern and southwestern ends of the open area or plaza (see Figure 6). Mound C was 10.7 x 13.4 m 
in size. A 0.6 x 3.6 m trench had been dug by pothunters into the center of the mound sometime prior to 1962, but 
their findings are not known. Mound D had a 45 cm thick zone of sand as mound fill over a prepared clay floor to 
a structure. Mound A was a burial mound about 12 x 8 x 2 m in length, width, and height at the northwestern plaza 
edge, and Mound B was a flat-topped mound of unknown function at the northeastern end of the plaza; Whiteside’s 
notes described it as a “sand fill md.” but what the sand mound fill covered was not ascertained. He identified four 
habitation areas. A later sketch map by Whiteside (Figure 7) identified two borrow pits east of Mound A and south 
of Mound B, a midden area north of Mound B, and an occupation area between Mounds C and D.
 Whiteside concentrated his efforts in Mound A (see Figures 6 and 7). This mound was a maximum of 1.83 
m in height and 10.7 x 13.1 m in length and width. He removed the mound fill (a gray sandy loam) with a tractor 
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Figure 6. Sam Whiteside pit, ca. 1962, showing the four earthen mounds (#2, #3, #6, and #7) and habitation 
areas (#1, #4, #5, and #8); no scale.
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Figure 7. Sam Whiteside map, ca. 1982.
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blade, encountering a rectangular patch of brown clay just below the mound surface, followed by a poorly 
preserved burial (Burial 1) about 0.9 m bs in the central part of the mound. This feature consisted of a charcoal 
stain and fragments of human bone, some of which were charred (suggesting they were cremated bone), as 
well as a human molar. A large celt made from a Ouachita Mountains raw material source was recovered while 
troweling the burial feature (Figure 8), as well as a mano (Perttula and Wilson 2000:39 and Figures 6 and 11).
 Continued excavations eventually exposed a large circular ring or berm of clay near the base of the mound 
(see Figure 8), beginning about 0.9-1.2 m below the surface. This ring of red sandy clay was 0.6 m in width 
and 16 cm thick, and marked a berm around a large clay- and sand-filled pit. The top of the berm was between 























































Figure 8. Mound A excavations and location of Burial 2 pit.
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 Excavation of the pit proceeded with shovel and trowel (Figure 9a-b). The pit was 3.8 x 4.1 m at the top and 
narrowed to 3.2 x 3.5 m at the bottom, and had rounded corners and slightly sloping walls. The upper and central 
Figure 9. 1962 Excavations in Mound A at the Boxed Springs site: a, Mark Walters in the Burial 2 pit; b, Mr. 
J. A. Walters troweling in the Burial 2 pit.
a
b
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portions of the pit had a white sandy fill, with the remainder of the fill and berm grading from a red sandy clay to 
a very dense red clay just above the floor. The pit floor was covered with a 2.5-5 cm thick lens of bluish-gray clay 
(Figure 10), probably obtained by the Caddo from Pleistocene alluvial deposits along the Red River.
 The Burial 2 pit feature at Boxed Springs had three sets of tooth enamel along the eastern side of the 
pit, and no other human remains were preserved in the feature (Figure 11). The broad spacing of the sets of 
tooth enamel suggest that the pit contained the bodies of three individuals that were laid out east-west, with 
the head facing west towards the Caddo’s house of the dead. The majority of the funerary objects placed 
on the floor of the burial pit were along the north side of the feature, north of the third set of tooth enamel, 
although three of the clusters of arrow points were in the central and southern parts of the feature, and one 
ceramic vessel (Vessel 5, a plain bottle) was near the eastern pit wall (Figure 11).
 Funerary objects placed in Burial 2 to accompany these three Caddo individuals on their journey to 
the afterlife included two large chipped stone bifaces (both made from non-local cherts), five ground stone 
celts, two polished stones, a ferruginous sandstone tool (possibly a saw), four clusters of arrow points, 
and seven ceramic vessels (V.1 to V.7) (Perttula and Wilson 2000:Figures 9-19). The arrow point clusters 
together included 100 points, mainly of the Alba type, made from both local quartzite and cherts as well as 
from other cherts from Ouachita Mountains or Red River gravel sources. Vessels 1 and 5 are plain bottles, 
Vessel 4 is a plain carinated bowl, and Vessels 6 and 7 are plain jars. Vessel 2 is a small Spiro Engraved 
beaker with ca. 2 mm thick vessel walls. Vessel 3 is a 13 cm tall everted rim jar with a pinched ridge-

































Figure 10. N55 profile in Mound A, showing Burial 2 pit, the position of the celt associated with Burial 1, 
and a patch of brown clay near the surface of the mound.

































Figure 11. Burial 2 pit and the location of tooth enamel and associated funerary objects. V.1-V.7 are seven 
pottery vessels.
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 The Burial 2 tomb at the Boxed Springs site shares certain features with other Early Caddo tombs in 
East Texas and Northwest Louisiana. Burials in mounds at the George C. Davis site (Story 1997) and the 
Mounds Plantation site (Webb and McKinney 1975) had clay berms around centrally-placed burial pits, and 
they also contained multiple individuals. Funerary offerings were extensive in both these tombs (which also 
were covered with a log superstructure), including ceramic vessels, ceramic pipes, arrow points, chipped 
stone knives, wood artifacts, cane matting, stone beads and pendants, as well as other items. Based on the 
richness and diversity of funerary offerings placed with the Caddo individuals in these two burial tombs, 
and their interment in specially constructed burial or mortuary mound, there is no doubt that the individuals 
buried in these tombs at the George C. Davis, Mounds Plantation, and Boxed Springs were amongst the 
“highest ranking individual(s) in the society” (Story 1990a:339) that lived in these communities, and used 
the mound sites for both religious and political ceremonies.
 Following the 1962 Whiteside investigations at the Boxed Springs site, no further work was conducted 
there until 1982, when Dee Ann Story (Texas Archeological Research Laboratory, The University of Texas at 
Austin) visited the site and made a plan map of the four equally-spaced mounds, midden areas to the north of 
Mound A, midden areas to the north, south, and west of Mound B, midden deposits northeast of Mound C, 
and midden areas between Mounds C and D and near the bluff edge, and several potholes that were visible 
(Figure 12). Story also noted a recently constructed metal farm building north of Mounds A and B.
 In 1988, the University of North Texas (UNT) returned to the site as part of a larger study of mound 
sites along the Sabine River in East Texas (Perttula 1989, 1994). In addition to obtaining a small surface 
collection of prehistoric Caddo artifacts from areas west of Mound A and between Mounds C and D, and 
excavating a single shovel test in the midden deposits between Mounds C and D, an area of pothunting was 
noted south of Mound C.
 At about, or shortly after, the same time as the UNT work, a large prehistoric Early Caddo period (ca. 
A.D. 900-1200) cemetery was looted at the Boxed Springs site by several individuals. Although the exact 
location of the cemetery is not known, at least 150 burials were dug in this cemetery in the northern field 
(Figure 13), well away from the mounds in the southern field. Except for one cremation (probably of an 
adult male) associated with a Spiro Engraved bowl, an East Incised bowl, and a Red River long-stemmed 
pipe (Perttula and Wilson 2000:34-35), the burials were reported to be almost exclusively single, extended 
supine burials with associated funerary objects.
 A large collection of artifacts from this looted cemetery were documented by Dr. James E. Bruseth 
and Dr. Timothy K. Perttula in 1990 (see Appendix 4). That particular collection from the Boxed Springs 
site has subsequently been sold, and no other collections from the looted cemetery have been located. Not 
surprisingly given how the collection was obtained, very little information was available concerning which 
artifacts in the collection came from specific burials or were found in association with one another.
 The lithic artifacts in the documented collection included three large Gahagan bifaces, three dart points or 
knives, a bipolar core, a bifacial scraper, five ground stone celts (made from both local and non-local Ouachita 
Mountains lithic raw materials), and 65 arrow points; more than 95% of the arrow points were made from local 
stream gravel chert and quartzite raw materials. These were predominantly points of the Alba (61.5%) and 
Homan (12.3%) types, as well as Alba or Catahoula (10.8%), Friley (3.1%), Agee (3.1%), and Steiner (1.5%) 
types (Perttula and Wilson 2000:Table 1) (see Shafer’s section, below, on his analysis of the collections).
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Figure 12. Dee Ann Story map of the Boxed Springs site, ca. 1982.
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 There were four copper-covered shell ear spools in the collection. Two burials had two ear spools each, 
one apparently worn on either side of the head of the deceased.
 The clay artifacts found in individual burials in the cemetery included 160 vessels or vessel sections, 
one long-stemmed Red River pipe, six clay ear spools (one per burial), and 23 sherds (Perttula and Wilson 
2000:63-70 and Table 2). One of the burials with a clay ear spool also had a Crenshaw Fluted jar (see 
Durham and Davis 1975:Figure 19) and an incised jar. Another burial reportedly had a plain carinated bowl 
and dish found together as funerary offerings, and a second burial had six vessels placed in it, including a 
Hickory Engraved bottle, a plain bowl with a peaked rim, a plain bottle, a plain jar, a horizontally incised 
jar, and a small tray.
 Approximately 35% of the ceramic vessels/vessel sections recovered in the cemetery at the Boxed 
Springs site are plain bottles, bowls, and carinated bowls. Fine ware engraved vessels comprise 44% of the 
funerary vessels, and these are primarily of the Hickory Engraved (45% of the fine wares), Spiro Engraved 
(20%), and Holly Engraved (17%) types (Perttula and Wilson 2000:Table 2). Utility ware vessels represent 
20% of the funerary vessels. Types present in these wares include Davis Incised/Dunkin Incised (28% of 
the utility wares), Coles Creek Incised, var. Coles Creek (15.6%), Weches Fingernail Impressed (9.4%), 
Kiam Incised (6.3%), East Incised (6.3%), Crockett Curvilinear Incised (3.1%), Hollyknowe Pinched 
Ridge (3.1%), and Crenshaw Fluted (3.1%). Vessels unidentified to type included those with the following 
Figure 13. Photograph of the presumed area of the one known prehistoric Caddo cemetery at the Boxed 
Springs site.
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decorative methods: punctated (n=6.3%), pinched-punctated (n=6.3%), zoned incised-punctated (n=3.1%), 
fingernail incised (n=3.1%), and incised-pinched (n=3.1%). 
PURPOSE OF ThE CURRENT INvESTIGATIONS
by Timothy K. Perttula
 Our purpose in conducting archaeological and archaeogeophysical investigations at the Boxed 
Springs site in 2010, once permission had been granted from the landowner, was a basic one: to obtain 
archaeological and archaeogeophysical information about the Early Caddo occupation of the site, since it is 
so poorly known by comparison with other Early Caddo mound centers (Bruseth and Perttula 2006; Story 
1997; Webb and McKinney 1975). As this was a volunteer effort, with no outside sources of funding to 
support the research effort, we have been limited in the scope and intensity of the investigations, particularly 
with respect to the amount of hand excavations that could be completed. Consequently, we have approached 
the archaeological investigations at the Boxed Springs site as an incremental and long-term process.
 Our archaeological investigations have been designed to rapidly gather archaeological information on 
the location, extent, and character of any habitation areas and/or midden deposits at the Boxed Springs 
site. Locating and exploring such areas at the site would help us determine the overall nature of the Early 
Caddo occupation there. Specifically, it was considered important to establish whether it was a multiple 
mound center possibly only used for special purposes and ceremonies, and thus occupied only by a few 
households of the elite as well as caretakers, or whether there were also domestic habitation areas. Any 
such areas that were identified would be the focus of hand excavations (of which the 2010 work is only an 
initial effort) to expose cultural features associated with long-term use of the site (i.e., structures, hearths, 
pit features, cemeteries, midden deposits, etc.), as well as recover material culture remains, charred plant 
remains, and animal bones from the archaeological deposits. Because the Boxed Springs site is not well 
known, the material record that we could obtain from the site would serve us in good stead in establishing 
the age and duration of the prehistoric Caddo occupation and in permitting comparative analyses of other 
contemporaneous mound centers in the Caddo archaeological area. 
 Regarding the archaeogeophysical investigations, large scale archaeogeophysical coverage at the 
Boxed Springs site provides the opportunity to study the “entire prehistoric landscape used by Caddo 
peoples and communities at a greater degree of resolution than has previously been possible” (Walker 
and Perttula 2008:171). With continued innovations in spatial coverage and data processing efforts, as 
well as the continued accumulation of site and region-specific geophysical datasets, it seems certain that 
geophysical investigations—in concert with expansive archaeological explorations—will provide the 
requisite information to better characterize and understand, at multiple spatial scales, prehistoric Caddo 
communities and landscapes (see Cheetham 2008; Creel et al. 2005, 2008; Kvamme 2003). In the present 
work, illuminating findings at the Boxed Springs site hopefully can be obtained on architectural and other 
geophysical anomalies (such as midden areas and cemeteries, etc.) at the site, phases of mound construction, 
the spatial relationship of geophysical anomalies within the site, and the existence of any large and small 
plazas and courtyards. We also hoped that the archaeogeophysical investigations could identify the location 
of Mound A (which is no longer visible in the southern field) as well as the area and extent of the looted 
Caddo cemetery in the northern field.
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ARChAEOGEOPhySICAL INvESTIGATIONS AT ThE BOxED SPRINGS SITE
by Chester P. Walker
Introduction
 An archaeogeophysical survey was conducted at the Boxed Springs site (41UR30) that covered 6.3 
ha (15.6 acres) in order to locate possible archaeological features (Figure 14). Data was collected in two 
field sessions: January 21-23 and March 15-17, 2010. Several high magnetometer anomalies were located 
that appear to represent possible thermally altered archaeological features. Further archaeological work is 
required to asses the source of anomalies noted in the archaeogeophysical investigations. 
Field Methods
 The magnetometer data at the Boxed Springs site were collected using an RTK GPS system to position 
the readings. The gradiometer and the GPS antenna were attached to a two wheeled non-magnetic hand cart. 
Real time data output was stored in an Allegro CX field computer and integrated with the GPS coordinates. 
A grid projected on the display of the field computer was used to guide the surveyor across the collection 
area, thus allowing the surveyor to walk along “virtual” grid lines to ensure complete coverage. The 
gradiometer data output was 10 Hz and the GPS was 2 Hz. The data collection software interpolates the 
GPS positions for the gradiometer data points that fall between the 2 Hz GPS cycle.
Data Processing
 All data were processed and filtered to remove extraneous false readings (spikes and drop-outs). Data 
processing levels the datasets so adjacent grids are combined into a single image with no “grid lines.” 
Datasets were processed to enhance the visibility of the target features and geophysical anomalies through 
statistical manipulation of the recorded data as well as through image processing of the image file output. 
 The general goal of data processing is to lessen the effects of background “noise” and to enhance the 
quality of the “signal” or “target.” In field geophysics in general, and archaeogeophysics in particular, the 
term noise is used to discuss any return that is not a result of the object under investigation—the latter 
being referred to as the “target” or “signal.” Hence, in some cases what is discussed as noise can in another 
case become the signal or target (Milsom 2005:13-14). Accuracy of the geophysical readings are not as 
important for resolving targets as is the contrast between the target and its surrounding matrix. 
 Raw data is exported as an xyz file and passed through a time domain zero median de-stripping filter. 
Destriping is a process used to equalize the underlying differences between grids caused by instrument 
drift, inconsistencies during setup, delays between surveying adjacent grids, or heading error from magnetic 
instruments. The median of each grid or traverse was subtracted from the grid or traverse, effectively 
zeroing the median. De-stripped data were then imported into Surfer 9.0 and gridded to 10 x 10 cm cells 
using Kriging set with a 2 m search radius. Surfer 9.0 was then used to create a greyscale image that was 
clipped to + 5 nT exported as a Geo Tiff world file (Figure 15). Clipping replaces all values outside a 
specified minimum and maximum range. These minimum and maximum values are specified in either 
absolute values or ± Standard Deviations (SD). Clipping also minimized effects from spikes in the data 
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Figure 14. Magnetometer collection area at the Boxed Springs site (41UR30).
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Figure 15. Plot of processed magnetometer data. 
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caused by ferrous material. Finally, the raster was imported into ArcGIS 9.2 where the vector polygon 
interpretive maps were created and overlaid on various base maps. 
Survey Results
 The magnetometer survey did not produce any unequivocal anomalies that can be interpreted as 
archaeological features associated with the Early Caddo period occupation of the site. The most dominant 
trend present in this data set is a series of truncated magnetic high anomalies that are relatively evenly 
distributed across the site (Figure 16). The magnetic signature of these anomalies measures from 1.5 to 2.5 
m in diameter. Five of these anomalies were randomly selected for exploration with a 1 inch soil probe. 
This method failed to produce positive results and can only be assumed to not represent a good approach 
for exploration of possible features due to the limited matrix sample collected with a 1 inch probe as well 
as the limited depth of investigation (approximately 1 m below ground surface). Magnetometer Anomaly 2 
did produce positive results during the soil probing and was investigated with a shovel test. Shovel testing 
encountered a concentration of fire-cracked rock from a rock feature that has been interpreted as pre-Caddo 
in age (pre-ca. A.D. 800/850, see discussion of features, below).
 The southern collection area included seven areas of magnetic enhancement (Figure 17). These areas of 
magnetic enhancement appeared to roughly correspond to slight natural rises on the landform at the Boxed 
Springs site. Further archaeological and archaeogeophysical investigations could help demonstrate if these 
areas of magnetic enhancement are the result of topographic changes and/or are related to the presence of 
anthropogenic deposits. 
Conclusions
 Further archaeological investigations will be required to determine which anomalies detected in the 
archaeogeophysical investigations represent archaeological features, and which ones do not. The limited 
sib-surface evaluation that was performed demonstrated the presence of at least one thermally altered 
fire-cracked rock feature, possibly of a pre-Caddo origin. The archaeogeophysical dataset from the Boxed 
Springs site offers a potential source to further examine the changes in community organization that 
may have taken place between the pre-Caddo (i.e., Archaic) and Caddo peoples who occupied and used 
this locale. Further analysis could also help determine if the areas of magnetic enhancement noted in the 
southern collection area at Boxed Springs are the result of topographic features or are related to preserved 
anthropogenic deposits. 
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Figure 16. Distribution of high magnetic anomalies. Anomalies tested with soil probe are numbered 1-5.
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Figure 17. Distribution of areas of magnetic enhancement. 
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ShOvEL TESTING AND hAND ExCAvATIONS  
AT ThE BOxED SPRINGS SITE IN 2010
by Timothy K. Perttula, Bo Nelson, and Mark Walters
 In this section, we discuss the shovel testing work and hand excavations we completed at the Boxed 
Springs site in the winter of 2010. Extensive shovel testing across the Flores property at the site was 
successful in locating eight different areas with habitation deposits (Areas I-VIII), and their contents were 
examined through the excavation of both shovel tests and at least 1 x 1 m unit. Several cultural features 
were encountered during these investigations, primarily in Area VII.
Shovel Tests and the Definition of habitation Areas
 A total of 122 shovel tests have been excavated to date across the Boxed Springs site (see Appendix 1). 
The shovel tests were excavated in 20 cm arbitrary levels to between ca. 40-80 cm below surface, unless the 
clay B-horizon was encountered before that depth, and all sediments were screened through 1/4-inch mesh 
to recover artifacts at known depths. GPS readings (NAD 27) were taken at each of the shovel tests with 
hand-held GPS units, and their locations then plotted on the site map, along with the locations of all hand-
excavated units, that was prepared at the conclusion of the investigations (Figure 18).
 Ninety percent of the shovel tests (n=110) contain prehistoric and/or historic artifacts. Their 
distribution indicates that the prehistoric Caddo occupation on the Flores property extends a north-south 
distance of ca. 800 m, from the Sabine River bluff line on the south to the northern end of the Flores 
property (see Figures 2 and 18), and ranges between ca. 100-180 m east-west. Archaeological deposits in 
the shovel tests range from ca. 20-80 cm in thickness. Ten of the shovel tests (8.2%) have 19th to mid-20th 
century historic artifacts (see Appendix 5), and these shovel tests are concentrated in Area VI, north of 
the farm building (see Figure 18).
 Based primarily on the distribution of shovel tests with the highest densities of prehistoric Caddo sherds 
(see below), between 7-16+ sherds per shovel test (ca. 56-128+ sherds per m2), eight different habitation 
areas (Areas I-VIII), covering in total about 9300 m2 (2.3 acres), were defined across the Boxed Springs 
site (Figure 19; see also Figure 18). These areas occur on low sandy rises and narrow ridges across the 
landform, and include:
Area I at the southern end of the site, near the Sabine River bluff line; estimated 1000 m2 in 
extent. Whiteside and Story identified midden deposits in this area (see Figures 9 and 12);
Area II, in the northwestern part of the southern field, in the apparent vicinity of Mound A (see 
Figures 9 and 12); estimated 800 m2 in extent; 
Area III is about 35 m east of Mound C, in the southern field. Its estimated extent is 500 m2.
Area IV is ca. 45 m north-northwest of Mound C, in the area considered as an open community 
area or plaza between the four mounds. Its estimated extent is 600 m2.
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Figure 18. The location of shovel tests, 1 x 1 m units, Areas I-VIII, and Mound C at the Boxed Springs site.
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Figure 19. Areas I-VIII, with shovel test and unit excavation locations.
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Figure 20. Looking northeast at Area VII, and Unit 6.
Area V is also situated in the area considered as an open community area or plaza between the 
four mounds, and between Areas II and IV. Its estimated extent is 300 m2.
Area VI is on a fairly prominent rise in the northern field, just north of the barn, and is the 
largest of the eight habitation areas. Its estimated extent is 4900 m2. 
Area VII is on a rise, in an overgrown pasture (Figure 20), in the southwestern part of the site, 
on a landform that juts out towards the Sabine River and its floodplain. The highest densities of 
prehistoric Caddo occupational debris, including ceramics, animal bones, and plant remains, at 
the site occur in Area VII. This area’s estimated extent is 1200 m2.
Area VIII is ca. 20 m south of Mound C, in the southern field. Its estimated extent is 500 m2.
 Five shovel tests (ST B-9, B-10, B-45, B-46, and B-47) were also excavated in Mound C. In one shovel 
test (ST B-9), there is a 29 cm thick strong brown clay zone capping the western part of the mound deposits, 
with sandy loam mound fill to at least 1 m bs, while another on the north side of the mound encountered a 
strong brown clay at 72 cm bs, buried beneath a sandy loam mound fill. ST B-45 and ST B-46 had different 
mound fill strata (either a yellowish-brown or dark yellowish-brown sandy loam, likely gathered on the 
site), while ST B-47 encountered a very compact stratum in the mound at 80 cm bs. Each of the shovel tests 
contain a low density of prehistoric ceramic and lithic artifacts in mound fill.
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hand Excavations in Areas I-vIII
 At least one 1 x 1 m hand-excavated unit (Units 1-9) was placed in each of the eight defined habitation 
areas (Area I-VIII) first recognized in the shovel testing (Figure 21; see also Figure 18). Their specific 
placement within each habitation area was based on our analysis of the findings from shovel testing of the 
character of the archaeological sediments encountered in each of the areas; and the kinds and density of 
recovered archaeological material remains, animal bones, and charred plant remains in specific shovel tests. 
A total of 3.5 m3 of archaeological deposits were excavated in the nine units.
 The hand-excavated units were excavated in arbitrary 10 cm levels either until the clay B-horizon was 
reached, or there was a significant diminishment in the density of recovered artifacts. Unit excavation forms 
were used to record the provenience and depth of any artifacts plotted in piece, the locations and depths of 
cultural stains and defined features, as well as to record the profiles along at least one wall of every unit.
 Unit 1, excavated to 60 cm bs, is in Area I at the southern end of the site. The archaeological deposits 
contain a probable midden deposit (Zone 2) between 27-49 cm bs (Figure 22a-b). Fire-cracked rock pieces 
and animal bone were plotted in situ between 28-42 cm in Zone 2. The underlying Zone 3 deposits, a dark 
yellowish-brown sandy loam, also had plotted fire-cracked rocks, a ground stone tool, a ceramic sherd, 
and animal bone, but between 56-60 cm bs. An Oxidizable Carbon Ratio (OCR) column of five sediment 
samples was taken from the unit at depths of 13-15 cm bs and 23-25 cm bs in Zone 1; 33-35 cm and 43-45 
cm bs in Zone 2; and 53-55 cm bs in Zone 3 (see Appendix 6). 
Figure 21. Excavations ongoing in Unit 6 in Area VII at the Boxed Springs site.
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Figure 22. Profiles of Unit 1-3 profiles; a, Unit 1-3 drawings; b, north wall of Unit 1; note the darker 
probable midden deposit in the middle of the profile.
a
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 Unit 2 was excavated in Area V. The total depth of the excavations was 55 cm bs. Except for a thin 
organic horizon, the archaeological deposits here are in a 50 cm+ thick dark yellowish-brown A and 
E-horizon (Zone 4; see Figure 22a); strong brown lamellae occur in the E-horizon, below 30 cm bs. A 
notable find in the unit was a 9 x 4 cm fragment of a deer jaw and several deer teeth. 
 The one 1 x 1 m unit excavated in Area II is Unit 3. It was excavated to 40 cm bs, and had two soil 
zones. The upper soil zone (Zone 4) was a dark yellowish-brown sandy loam, while the lower E-horizon 
(Zone 5) was a yellowish-brown sandy loam (see Figure 22a) with an increased clay content.
 Unit 4 was excavated to 30 cm bs in Area III. It had two zones (Zones 1 and 2) of dark yellowish-brown 
(10YR 4/4 and 10YR 4/6) sandy loam (Figure 23).
 Unit 5 is in Area IV, and it was excavated to 30 cm bs. Like Unit 4, it has two dark yellowish-brown 
A-horizon soil zones (10YR 4/4 and 10YR 4/6, Zones 1 and 2), and these occur immediately above a strong 
brown loam (Zone 3) at 25-27 cm bs. A 4-5 cm thick remnant of a plow zone is visible at the top of the 
profile (see Figure 23). A Hickory Engraved rim sherd was plotted in situ at 21 cm bs.
 Unit 6, excavated to 40 cm bs, is in Area VII. This is by far the most productive 1 x 1 m excavation at 
the Boxed Springs site with respect to the density of material culture remains, charred plant remains, and 
preserved animal bones in Zones 1 and 2, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam A and E-horizon deposits (see 
Figures 23 and 24). The B-horizon (Zone 3) clay was exposed at 33 cm bs. 
Figure 22b
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Figure 23. Profiles of Units 4-6.
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Figure 24. Profiles of Units 6 (west wall), 7, and 8.
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 There also are several cultural features in Unit 6 (see below), the tops of which are at ca. 20-21 cm bs. 
A number of ceramic sherds and an animal bone were plotted in situ between 17-20 cm bs, near the base 
of the A-horizon. These likely represent artifacts that accumulated on an occupational surface at that depth, 
with the features in Unit 6 originating from that occupational surface.
 The one unit in Area VI is Unit 7. This unit has a mixture of both late 19th-mid-20th century artifact and 
prehistoric Caddo material culture remains in a dark yellowish-brown sandy loam A and E-horizon (Zone 1) 
that extends to 50 cm bs (Figure 24). A strong brown loam lies below that depth.
 Unit 8 is in Area VIII, and it was excavated to 35 cm bs. Sediments in the unit include dark yellowish-
brown and yellowish-brown A and E-horizon deposits (see Figure 24). Feature 8-1 (see below), a fire-
cracked rock concentration, was exposed between 29-37 cm bs in the E-horizon deposits
 Unit 9 is the second 1 x 1 m unit excavated in Area VII. We chose to excavate a second unit in this area 
because of the productivity of Unit 6, and our hope—based on additional shovel tests excavated in this area 
to find a suitable location—that this unit would also contain cultural features, plant remains, animal bones, 
and a substantial material culture record. Our hopes were not realized. The unit was excavated to 30 cm 
bs in dark yellowish-brown and yellowish-brown sandy loam A- and E-horizon deposits (Zones 1 and 2) 
(Figure 25), but no features were identified. A number of fire-cracked rocks in Unit 9 were plotted in situ in 
the E-horizon between 29-32 cm bs.
Figure 25. Profile of Unit 9, North wall.
Features
 Several cultural features were encountered in our work at the Boxed Springs site. When they were 
identified, they were defined in plan view, then cross-sectioned if possible for a detailed profile. This 
information, and other data about the character of the feature fill, including the presence or absence of 
charred plant remains, animal bones, and other associated artifacts, was recorded on a Feature Form for 
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Figure 26. Plan views of Features 6-1, 6-2, and 6-2A: a, feature plans from feature forms and Feature 6-2A 
profile; b, Feature 6-1 (lower left, 20 cm bs) and Feature 6-2 (upper right, 25 cm bs); c, plan view at 30 cm 
bs; note third stain (30-35 cm bs) from a possible feature.
a
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each defined feature. The matrix from three of the defined features (Features 6-1, 6-2, and 6-2A) in Unit 
6 were collected for fine-screening. These features contained a relatively high density of charred plant 
remains (see Bush, this volume) and animal bones (see Schniebs, this volume).
Feature 6-1
 Feature 6-1 was exposed at 20 cm bs (Figure 26a-b) and extends from 20-35 cm bs (see Figure 23). It 
is a basin-shaped pit at least 75 cm in diameter, with sloping sides and a flat bottom, and has a charcoal-
flecked and stained dark yellowish-brown sandy loam fill. There are quantities of ceramic and lithic artifacts 
in the fill, along with charred plant remains and animal bones, suggesting its last use was for trash disposal. 
Its original function has not been determined. Sediment samples for fine-screening were obtained from 20-
25 cm bs (18.9 liters), 25-30 cm bs (18.9 liters), and 30-35 cm bs (15.1 liters) from the feature fill.
Feature 6-2
 Feature 6-2 was exposed at 21 cm bs (see Figures 24 and 26a) and extends from 21-40 cm bs. It is 
a basin-shaped pit at least 60 cm in diameter, with gently sloping sides and a flat bottom. The fill is a 
charcoal-flecked and stained dark brown sandy loam fill. There are quantities of ceramic and lithic artifacts 
in the fill, along with charred plant remains and animal bones, suggesting its last use was for trash disposal. 
Its original function has not been determined, although it is possible it was an unlined basin-shaped hearth, 
given that there is a large post hole feature (Feature 6-2A) directly underneath it (see Figure 26a). Sediment 
samples from Feature 6-2 for fine-screening were obtained from 25-30 cm bs (18.9 liters) and 30-40 cm bs 
(15.1 liters) from the feature fill.
Feature 6-2A
 This feature is a 30 cm diameter post hole (Figure 27a) that was exposed directly under Feature 6-2 
(see Figure 26a), at 40 cm bs. The post hole has straight sides and a flat bottom at 57 cm bs (Figure 27b; see 
also Figure 26a). The post hole fill is a dark brown sandy loam with charcoal staining and charcoal chunks, 
suggesting that the post had been burned before Feature 6-2 was set up directly above it. Sediment samples 
from Feature 6-2A for fine-screening were obtained from 40-57 cm bs (9.5 liters).
 The juxtaposition of the underlying post feature (Feature 6-2A) and the basin-shaped pit (Feature 6-2) 
suggests that Feature 6-2A may represent a structure center post that was cut-off and burned before an 
unprepared basin-shaped hearth was constructed above it. The removal of a center post from a structure and 
then the construction of a hearth over the removed center post are common architectural features in East 
Texas Caddo house structures (see Schultz 2010).
Feature 8-1
 Feature 8-1 was a burned rock feature exposed between 29-37 cm bs in Unit 8 (Area VIII). The 
feature consists of a single flat-lying layer of 14 ferruginous sandstone fire-cracked rocks (2.8 kg) and six 
ferruginous sandstone slab fragments (1.0 kg) (Figure 28). The feature covers a ca. 75 x 78 cm area. It 
is likely that these fire-cracked rocks and slabs represent the residue (or raked out remains) of a hot rock 
cooking feature used to process certain kinds of plant foods (see Thoms 2008).
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Figure 27. Feature 6-2A: a, plan view; b, photograph of the profile.
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Figure 28. Plan map of Feature 8-1 in Unit 8.
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Feature M-61-1
 This burned rock feature, first identified as an anomaly in the archaeogeophysical investigations, was 
encountered in ST M-61, about 20 m north of Area IV (see Figures 16 and 18). The feature was marked by 
3.3 kg of ferruginous sandstone fire-cracked rocks (n=11 rocks) exposed between 25-35 cm bs.
Artifact Assemblage from the Boxed Springs site
 The prehistoric artifacts recovered in recent archaeological investigations (shovel testing and 1 x 1 m 
excavation units) at the Boxed Springs site are dominated by plain and decorated ceramic sherds (n=871) 
and lithic debris (n=585) from chipped stone tool manufacture and tool maintenance activities. Other kinds 
of prehistoric artifacts include pieces of burned clay (n=25), clay pipe sherds (n=3), chipped and ground 
stone tools (n=24), and pieces of fire-cracked rock (n=58) (Tables 1 and 2). After the artifact analyses were 
completed by Perttula and Shafer (see sections below), and the charred plant remains and animal bones 
analyzed by Bush and Schniebs (see sections below), they were returned to the landowner at their request.
Table 1. Artifacts documented from shovel testing at the Boxed Springs site (41UR30).
Provenience
(cm bs) WC/NS LD FCR T PS DS N
Surface – – – – 3 – 3
B-1, 0-80 – – – 1 1 1 3
B-2, 0-60 – 4 – – 5 – 9
B-3, 0-20 – 1 – – – – 1
B-4, 20-60 – 2 – – 1 – 3
B-5, 0-60 – 4 – – 2 1 9
B-6, 20-40 – – 1 – 1 – 2
B-7, 0-40 – 1 – – 1 – 2
B-8, 0-60 – 3 – – – – 3
B-9, 20-60 – – – – 2 – 2
B-10, 0-40 – 3 – – – 1 4
B-11, 20-40 – 1 – – – – 1
B-12, 20-40 – 3 – – 3 – 6
B-13, 20-40 – 2 – – – – 2
B-14, 20-60 – 2 – 2 10 2 16
B-15, 20-40 – – – – 1 – 1
B-16, 20-40 – – – – 1 – 1
B-17, 0-40 – – – 1 – – 1
B-18, 0-40 – 4 – – 1 – 5
B-19, 20-60 – 3 – – 4 – 7
B-20, 0-20 – 3 – – – – 3
B-21, 0-20 – – – – 1 – 2
B-23, 0-40 – 5 – 1 1 – 7
B-24, 0-40 – 1 – 1 4 2 8
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Table 1. Artifacts documented from shovel testing at the Boxed Springs site (41UR30), cont.
Provenience
(cm bs) WC/NS LD FCR T PS DS N
B-25, 0-40 – 3 – – 1 – 4
B-26, 20-60 – 1 – – 3 1 5
B-28, 20-40 – – – – 1 – 1
B-29, 40-50 – 1 – – – – 1
B-30, 20-40 – 1 – – – – 1
B-32, 40-60 – 1 – – – – 1
B-34, 0-40 – 8 – – 2 – 10
B-35, 0-54 – 3 – – 4 – 7
B-36, 0-40 – 6 – 2 54 7 69
B-37, 0-20 – 1 1 – – – 2
B-38, 40-60 – 1 – – 1 – 2
B-40, 20-80 4/2 1 – 1 4 1 13
B-41, 0-40 –/1 6 – 1 9 – 17
B-42, 0-60 – – – – 3 1 4
B-43, 0-40 – – – – 4 2 6
B-44, 20-40 – 1 – – – – 1
B-45, 0-40 – 3 2 – – – 5
B-46, 0-40 – 2 – 1 – – 3
B-47, 40-60 – 1 – – – – 1
B-48, 0-18 – 1 – – 4 1 6
B-49, 20-40 – 1 – – – – 1
B-50, 60-80 – 2 – – – 1 3
B-51, 0-40 – 4 – – 4 – 8
B-52, 0-40 1/- 3 – – 15 – 19
B-53, 0-40 1/- 3 – – 4 2 10
B-54, 0-50 1/1 6 1 – 7 2 18
M-1, 0-60 – 3 – – – – 3
M-2, 0-60 – 2 – – 6 2 10
M-3, 0-55 – 6 1 – 3 1 11
M-4, 0-70 –/4++ 13 2 1 9 6 35
M-5, 0-60 – 10 – – 13 1 24
M-6, 0-40 – 5 – 1 2 – 8
M-7, 0-60 – 6 – – 3 2 11
M-8, 20-40 – 1 1 – 2 – 4
M-9, 0-60 – 4 – – 15 2 21
M-10, 0-60 – 4 – – 1 1 6
M-12, 40-50 – 1 – – – – 1
M-14, 20-40 – 2 – – – – 2
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Table 1. Artifacts documented from shovel testing at the Boxed Springs site (41UR30), cont.
Provenience
(cm bs) WC/NS LD FCR T PS DS N
M-15, 0-40 – 1 – – 3 – 4
M-16, 0-55 – 2 – 1 – – 3
M-17, 0-20 – 1 – – – – 1
M-18, 0-20 – 1 – – – – 1
M-19, 20-40 – 1 – – – – 1
M-21, 20-40 – – – – – 1 1
M-22, 40-60 – – – – 1 1 2
M-23, 0-60 – 4 1 – 7 – 12
M-24, 0-60 – 1 – – 3 1 5
M-25, 0-55 – 3 – – 11 2 16
M-26, 0-55 – 6 – – 2 1 9
M-27, 0-20 – – 1 – – – 1
M-29, 0-55 – – – – 2 1 3
M-30, 20-60 – 6 – – 4+ – 10
M-32, 0-60 – 11 1 – 3 – 15
M-33, 20-40 – 1 – – 1 – 2
M-34, 20-60 – – 1 – – – 1
M-35, 0-60 – 3 – – 2 1 6
M-36, 0-60 – 1 – 1 9 1 12
M-37, 0-40 – 1 – – 3 – 4
M-38, 0-40 –/1 – – – 8 – 9
M-39, 0-40 – 3 – – 8 – 11
M-40, 0-60 – 3 – – 2 1 6
M-41, 0-60 – 6 – – 1 – 7
M-42, 20-60 – 3 – – 1 – 4
M-43, 0-60 –/1 4 – – 1 – 6
M-44, 0-60 – 4 – – 9 1 14
M-45, 0-20 – – 2 – – – 2
M-46, 0-40 – 2 – 1 4 3 10
M-47, 0-40 – 4 – – 1 1 6
M-48, 20-40 – – – – 1 – 1
M-49, 20-40 – – – – 1 – 1
M-50, 20-58 – – – – 4 – 4
M-51, 0-40 – 1 – – 2 – 3
M-52, 0-55 – 1 – – 6 4 11
M-53, 20-40 – 1 – – – – 1
M-54, 0-40 – 2 – – 2 – 4
M-55, 0-40 – 7 – – 7 – 14
M-56, 0-50 – 3 – – 4+ 3 10
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Table 1. Artifacts documented from shovel testing at the Boxed Springs site (41UR30), cont.
Provenience
(cm bs) WC/NS LD FCR T PS DS N
M-57, 0-55 – 1 – – 13 5 19
M-58, 20-40 – 5 – – 3 – 8
M-59, 0-20 – 10 – 1 1 – 12
M-60, 0-60 – 9 1 – – – 10
M-61, 25-35 – – 11 – – – 11
M-63, 40-50 – – – – 1 – 1
M-64, 40-60 – – – – 1 – 1
M-65, 20-40 – 2 – – – – 2
M-66, 40-60 – 1 – – – – 1
M-67, 20-40 – 1 – – – – 1
Totals 7/10++ 275 26 17 348 70 753
WC/NS=wood charcoal/nutshell; LD=lithic debris; FCR=fire-cracked rock; T=chipped and ground stone tool; 
PS=plain sherd; DS=decorated sherd
*Does not include sherdlets from the following shovel tests: B-2 (n=1); B-26 (n=1); B-29 (n=1); B-35 (n=3); B-36 
(n=9); M-4 (n=4); M-23 (n=1); M-24 (n=4); M-25 (n=3); M-26 (n=1); M-29 (n=1); M-30 (n=3); M-32 (n=1); M-35 
(n=3); M-36 (n=3); M-41 (n=1); M-43 (n=2); M-45 (n=1); M-50 (n=2). There are also pieces of burned clay in three 
shovel tests: M-6 (n=1); M-36 (n=1); M-42 (n=1)
+ Does not include three sherds from Red River style long-stemmed clay pipes, two sherds from ST M-30 and a third 
sherd from ST M-56, 0-20 cm bs.
++four pieces of charred corn (see Appendix 7, this volume)
 The density of artifacts in the shovel testing is generally moderate in each of the different areas at 
the site, with a mean density of artifacts of 6.82 (range 1-35 artifacts per shovel test), or ca. 54.6 artifacts 
per m2. Area VII, in the southwestern part of the site, is notable for the overall higher densities of both 
prehistoric lithic and ceramic artifacts.
 With respect to specific classes of artifacts, lithic debris and tools are not particularly abundant overall 
in these areas, with a mean density of 2.66 artifacts per shovel test (ca. 21.3 artifacts per m2), but a range 
of 1-14 artifacts in the individual shovel tests (see Table 1). The highest densities of lithic artifacts are in 
shovel tests in Area I (especially in the southern part of that area, see Figure 19); Area VII; and in two 
shovel tests in the western part of Area VIII.
 The Early Caddo ceramic sherds occur more widely across the Boxed Springs site, and the mean 
density of sherds per positive shovel tests is 3.8 (ca. 30.4 sherds per m2). The range of sherds in the shovel 
tests is 1-35, with by far the highest densities of plain and decorated sherds found in Area VII, specifically 
in ST B-36 (see Figure 19). With the exception of Area VIII, there are shovel tests in Areas I-VII that have 
densities of more than 80 sherds per m2—particularly Areas I, III, VI, and VIII—and these may mark the 
locations of specific Early Caddo house and/or trash deposits within the various site areas.
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Table 2. Artifacts documented from 1 x 1 m excavations at the Boxed Springs site (41UR30).
Provenience
(cm bs) WC/NS LD FCR T PS* DS BC N
Unit 1, 0-10 – 10 – – 3 1 – 14
Unit 1, 10-20 – 14 3 – 5 – – 22
Unit 1, 20-30 – 4 1 – 6 – – 11
Unit 1, 30-40 – 7 – – 3 1 – 11
Unit 1, 40-50 – 7 2 – 3 1 – 13
Unit 1, 50-60 – 7 – – 5 – – 12
Subtotal – 49 6 – 25 3 – 83
Unit 2, 0-10 – 1 – – – – – 1
Unit 2, 10-20 – 1 – – 1 – – 2
Unit 2, 20-30 – 4 – – 2 2 – 8
Unit 2, 30-40 – 3 – – 4 – – 7
Unit 2, 40-50 – 7 – 1 13 1 – 22
Unit 2, 50-55 – 5 – – 4 – – 9
Subtotal – 21 – 1 24 3 – 49
Unit 3, 0-10 – 3 – – 3 1 – 7
Unit 3, 10-20 – 13 – – 15 3 – 31
Unit 3, 20-30 – 9 – 1 18 2 – 30
Unit 3, 30-40 – 1 – – 8 – – 9
Subtotal – 26 – 1 44 6 – 77
Unit 4, 0-10 – – – – 8 1 – 9
Unit 4, 10-20 – 7 – – 10 2 – 19
Unit 4, 20-30 – 1 – – 5 1 – 7
Subtotal – 8 – – 23 4 – 35
Unit 5, 0-10 – 2 – – 1 2 – 5
Unit 5, 10-20 – 5 – – 6 3 2 16
Unit 5, 20-30 – 3 1 – 6 1 1 12
Subtotal – 10 1 – 13 6 3 33
Unit 6, 0-10 – 5 – – 6 6 – 17
Unit 6, 10-20 2/– 11 – 1 45 8 – 67
Unit 6, 20-30 1/– 18 – – 41 7 – 67
Unit 6, 30-40 – 1 – – 5 1 – 7
Unit 6, Fea. 6-1 240/124 51 1 – 32 6 1 455
Unit 6, Fea. 6-2 368/98 20 – – 13 4 16+ 519
Unit 6, Fea. 6-2A 3228/32 – – – – – – 3260
Subtotal 3839/254 106 1 1 142 32 17 4382
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 We excavated at least one 1 x 1 m unit in each of the eight habitation areas identified through shovel 
testing at the Boxed Springs site; in Area VII, Units 6 and 9 were excavated to gather additional information 
on the material culture content of the Early Caddo archaeological deposits on this part of the site. The same 
kinds of artifacts were found in the 1 x 1 m units (Table 2) as were recovered during the earlier shovel 
testing (see Table 1). That is to say, the prehistoric artifact assemblage is dominated by plain and decorated 
ceramic vessel sherds and lithic debris.
 In the hand excavations at Boxed Springs, the mean artifact density (excluding wood charcoal and 
nutshell) is 91.8 per m2, with a range of 33 (Area IV) to 289 artifacts per m2 (Area VII) across the site. 
While each of the areas has artifacts that are the product of the accumulation of habitation deposits, Areas I 
(83 artifacts per m) and II (77 artifacts per m) have more moderate densities of artifacts than do Areas III-VI 
and VIII, which fall at the lower range per m2.
 Chipped stone lithic artifacts are relatively more abundant in Areas I, VII, and VIII in the southern and 
southwestern parts of the site than they are elsewhere. The mean density of lithic artifacts for the Boxed 
Springs site as a whole is 34.4 per m2, and only the aforementioned areas have densities higher than that 
Table 2. Artifacts documented from 1 x 1 m excavations at the Boxed Springs site (41UR30), cont.
Provenience
(cm bs) WC/NS LD FCR T PS* DS BC N
Unit 7, 0-10 – 4 – – 6 1 – 11
Unit 7, 10-20 – 7 1 – 17 3 3 31
Unit 7, 20-30 1/– 7 1 – 13 7 – 29
Subtotal 1 18 2 – 36 11 3 71
Unit 8, 0-10 – 4 – – – 1 – 5
Unit 8, 10-20 – 19 1 1 1 – – 22
Unit 8, 20-30 1/ 10 – – 6 1 – 18
Unit 8, 30-35 – 9 – – 2 1 – 12
Unit 8, Fea. 8-1 – – 14 – – – – 14
Subtotal 1 42 15 1 9 3 – 71
Unit 9, 0-10 – 6 – 1 13 3 – 23
Unit 9, 10-20 1/– 14 – 1 35 7 – 58
Unit 9, 20-30 1/– 10 4 1 6 5 – 27
Unit 9, 30-40 – – 3 – – – – 3
Subtotal 2 30 7 3 54 15 – 111
Totals 3843/254 310 32 7 370 83 23 4912
WC/NS=wood charcoal/nutshell; LD=lithic debris; FCR=fire-cracked rock; T=chipped and ground stone tool; 
PS=plain sherd; DS=decorated sherd; BC=burned clay
* Does not include sherdlets: Unit 1 (n=3), Unit 2 (n=6), and Unit 3 (n=5); + includes a possible clay coil from 30-40 
cm bs
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value; these findings for the 1 x 1 m excavations match the findings for the spatial distribution of lithic 
artifacts identified in the shovel testing investigations.
 The mean sherd density for the 1 x 1 m excavations in the different areas at the Boxed Springs site 
is 50.3 per m2. Only the two units (Units 6 and 9) in Area VII have higher sherd densities than the mean; 
each of the units in the other areas have lower densities: 12-50 sherds per m2 (see Table 2). Proportionally, 
the units excavated in Areas II, III, and VI have higher percentages of sherds compared to all the artifacts 
recovered in those units (between 64-77% of the total number of artifacts, see Table 2).
 In sum, the most substantial habitation deposits at the Boxed Springs site occur in Area VII in the 
southwestern part of the landform (see Figure 18), followed by Areas I and II in the southern and central 
parts of the site, respectively. Each of these areas has occupational debris, namely ceramic sherds, chipped 
stone tools, and lithic debris, but there are spatial differences in their relative frequencies and proportions. 
Chipped stone lithics are more abundant in Areas I, VII, and VIII, while ceramic sherds are most abundant 
in Areas II, VI, and VII. 
Analysis of the Ceramic Artifacts from the Boxed Springs Site
by Timothy K. Perttula
 The ceramic artifacts from the Boxed Springs site primarily consist of sherds (n=871) from plain ware, 
fine ware, and utility ware vessels that are widely distributed across the site. There are also long-stemmed 
Red River style pipe sherds, a spindle whorl made from a body sherd, a possible clay coil fragment, and 
some pieces of burned clay.
 In the shovel testing, 78 of the 122 different shovel tests excavated at the site have prehistoric Caddo 
ceramic sherds (see Tables 1-2). The overall density of sherds in these shovel tests is 5.32 sherds per 
positive shovel test, or, given the size of each shovel test (35 x 35 cm), ca. 42.9 sherds/m2. The highest 
densities of sherds in the shovel tests occur in Area III, Area VI, and Area VII (Table 3; see also Figure 18), 
followed by Areas I, II, and IV. Moderate densities of ceramic sherds have been documented in Areas I-VII, 
but not in Area VIII. These densities of sherds may serve as proxies for the intensity of occupation in each 
Table 3. Shovel tests with the highest densities of sherds.
Area ST # 7-10 sherds 11-15 sherds >16 sherds
  (ca. 56-80/m3) (ca. 88-120/m3) (ca. >128/m3)
I M-2 x
 M-4  x
 M-5  x
II M-23   x
 M-25 x
III M-9   x
 M-36 x
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habitation locale, or at least a measure of the disposal of ceramic vessel fragments over the course of each 
area’s occupation.
 The densities of sherds in the 1 x 1 m units in the different areas fall into three groups: (1) Unit 6 in 
Area VII, with the highest density (174 sherds per m2); (2) Area I, II, V, and VI, with moderate densities 
ranging between 47-85 sherds per m2; and (3) Areas III, IV, and VIII, with low densities of only 12-27 
sherds per m2. Considering the shovel testing and hand excavation data together, both are consistent in 
indicating that the highest densities of sherds in the archaeological deposits at the Boxed Springs site are 
in Area VII. Sherd densities are considerable in Areas I, II, and VI, but the distribution of sherds is not 
homogeneous across each locale. Finally, sherd densities are the lowest in Areas III, IV, V, and VIII, but 
there are pockets with higher densities within both Area III and Area V. It seems reasonable to conclude that 
there are Caddo habitation features within each of these areas at the site. 
Ceramic vessel Sherds
 Detailed analysis of the 153 decorated and 718 plain ceramic sherds from the Boxed Springs site 
(Appendix 2) is based on differences in temper, type of sherd (i.e., rim, body, or base), rim and lip form (cf. 
Brown 1996: Figure 2-12), decoration (if present), surface treatment (smoothing, burnishing, or polishing; 
see Rice 1987), and firing conditions (cf. Teltser 1993). Sherd cross-sections were inspected macroscopically 
and with a 10X hand lens to determine the character of the paste and its inclusions. Determining the firing 
conditions is based on the identification of the firing core in the sherd cross-sections and the identification of 
oxidation patterns as defined in Teltser (1993:535-536 and Figure 2a-h; see also Perttula 2005, ed.).
 More specifically, the following attributes were employed in the analysis of the ceramics from the 
Boxed Springs site: (a) temper, the deliberate and indeterminate materials found in the paste (Rice 
Table 3. Shovel tests with the highest densities of sherds, cont.
Area ST # 7-10 sherds 11-15 sherds >16 sherds
  (ca. 56-80/m3) (ca. 88-120/m3) (ca. >128/m3)









 M-57   x
VII B-36   x
 B-52   x
 B-54 x
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1987:411), including a variety of tempers (grog or crushed sherds, burned bone, and hematite) and 
“particulate matters of some size;” (b) although most of the sherds are small and thus from indeterminate 
vessel forms, where sherds were large enough, vessel form categories that could be identified include 
open containers (bowls and carinated bowls) and restricted containers, including jars and bottles. Other 
form attributes include rim profile (outflaring or everted, direct or vertical, and inverted) and lip profile 
(rounded, flat, or folded to the exterior, among others). Observations on ceramic sherd cross-sections permit 
consideration of oxidation patterns (Teltser 1993:Figure 2), namely the conditions under which a vessel was 
fired and then cooled after firing. Finally, wall thickness was recorded in millimeters (mm), using a vernier 
caliper, along the mid-section of the sherd.
 With respect to interior and exterior surface treatment on the sherds, the primary methods of finishing the 
surface of Caddo vessels includes smoothing and burnishing, although a few sherds may still have scraping 
marks from initial surface treatment work by the potter. Smoothing creates “a finer and more regular surface…
[and] has a matte rather than a lustrous surface” (Rice 1987:138). Burnishing creates an irregular lustrous 
finish marked by parallel facets left by the burnishing tool (perhaps a smoothed pebble or bone). A polished 
surface treatment is marked by a uniform and highly lustrous surface finish, done when the vessel is dry, but 
without “the pronounced parallel facets produced by burnishing leather-hard clay” (Rice 1987:138).
 Decorative techniques present in the Boxed Springs site ceramic sherd collections include engraving, 
incising, punctation, pinching, appliqué, and grooving/fluting, and on certain sherds, combinations of 
decorative techniques (i.e., incised-punctated sherds and incised-pinched sherds) created the decorative 
elements and motifs. Engraving was done with a sharp tool when the vessel was either leather-hard or after 
it was fired, while the other decorative techniques were executed with tools (wood or bone sticks or dowels) 
or fingers (incising, punctations, and pinching), or by adding strips of clay to the wet body (appliqué).
 There are 15 different decorative methods identified in the Boxed Springs site ceramics, including 
appliquéd, engraved (from bowls, carinated bowls, and bottles), incised, incised-punctated (including 
impressed triangles), punctated (including tool, circular, fingernail, crescent-shaped, and impressed 
triangles, or combinations of these), pinched ridge, and grooved/fluted. Within these general decorative 
methods, a number of specific ceramic decorative elements are defined that represent distinct kinds of 
decorations or decorative combinations. These decorative elements, discussed and tabulated in more detail 
below, are based only on sherds in the assemblage that are larger than 1.5 cm in length and width (any sherd 
smaller than that was considered a sherdlet and was not analyzed in this study).
 Ceramic style elements defined and recognized on sherds from the Boxed Springs site simply represent 
one classification of different ways of decorating a vessel by the prehistoric Caddo peoples, and there is 
general consensus that shared styles are “the result of direct cultural transmission once chance similarity 
in a context of limited possibilities is excluded” (Dunnell 1978:199). If the decorative elements are truly 
stylistic in character, they allow the measurement of time as well as interaction between different but 
contemporaneous groups of people (Lyman et al. 1997:10), along with an assessment of a potter’s place 
within a larger tradition of ceramic practice. Because the lion’s share of the ceramics are sherds rather than 
vessels or sherd vessel groupings, the most accessible stylistic information from the Boxed Springs site is 
the rim and body decorations (often different on the same vessel, a characteristic Caddo ceramic practice), 
even though differences in the kinds and proportions of Caddo vessel forms through time appear to be 
stylistic as well. According to Sadie Bedoka, a Caddo-Delaware woman interviewed by historians employed 
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by the Works Progress Administration in the 1930s, “each [Caddo] clan had its own shape to make its 
pottery. One clan never thought of making anything the same pattern of another clan. You could tell who 
made the pottery by the shape” (La Vere 1998:92). 
 I am interested, however, in determining not only any broad trends in changing ceramic styles, based in 
large part on comparisons with other Early Caddo mound centers in East Texas and Northwest Louisiana, but 
also in exploring more-fine-tuned synchronic and diachronic differences in stylistic composition and diversity 
between the different areas at the Boxed Springs site, keeping in mind that the sample of decorated sherds 
in the ceramic vessel sherd assemblage is only slightly more than 150 rim and body sherds. Nevertheless, 
this approach dictates a more detailed consideration of ceramic stylistic variability and diversity, focusing on 
decorative elements (also termed modes). These represent distinct designs or design combinations (i.e., the 
breakdown of individual decorations within an overall design, as in a hatched triangle, circle, or tick marks) 
that can be identified on sherds and vessel sections (even if it is only a portion of the element), generally 
comparable to what Schambach et al. (n.d.) term a “recurrent feature of decoration” within each of the major 
decorative methods (e.g., incising, punctating, engraving, etc.) present in a Caddo ceramic assemblage. The 
design elements are defined at different levels of association, depending upon variations in the designs (e.g., 
the number and spacing of engraved lines on a rim), the location of the decoration (e.g., on the rim, body, on 
the vessel interior, etc.), and the method of decoration (e.g., horizontal vs. vertical brushing). 
 There are a total of 153 decorated rim and body sherds from the Boxed Springs site (Table 4). 
Approximately 6.5% of the decorated sherds are from feature contexts (see Table 2) in Area VII (see Figure 
18), while the remainder are from habitation deposits that likely accumulated in and around domestic 
structures and associated extra-mural activity areas that would have been situated in their vicinity. It is 
suspected that the majority of the decorated and plain sherds at the site are from outdoor contexts, where it 
is likely most cooking and food serving activities took place, as well as trash discard activities. 
Table 4. Summary of the plain wares, utility wares, and fine ware sherds from the Boxed Springs site.
Sherd Type Plain ware Utility ware Fine ware N
rim 20 10 12 42
body 655 90 41 786
base 43 – – 43
Totals 718 100 53 871
 Utility ware sherds—wet paste decorated jars and bowls with coarse tempers—comprise approximately 
65% of the decorated wares at the Boxed Springs site (see Table 4), but only 24% of all the rims. This 
disparity in rim vs. body sherd decoration suggests that a number of utility ware vessels were decorated on 
both the rim and body, and when they were broken, and given the likely surface area of the vessels, more 
decorated body sherds were created compared to decorated utility ware rims. Fine wares—carinated bowls, 
bowls, and bottles with post-firing engraved decorations, and typically with a finely crushed temper—
account for another 29% of the rims but just over 6% of all the sherds. In these fine ware vessels, the rim 
was disproportionately decorated compared to fine ware vessel bodies.
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 In addition to the decorated sherds, there are 718 plain sherds from the site. Among these are 20 plain 
rims from several different plain vessels (Figure 29), as well as 43 base sherds and 655 plain body sherds 
from the same excavations. The relative high frequency of plain rims (47.6%) among all the rim sherds at 
the Boxed Springs site indicate that plain vessels—bowls, carinated bowls, bottles, and jars—comprise a 
substantial part of the vessels made and used by the Caddo inhabitants of the site. Most of the plain rims are 
from vessels that have a direct or vertical profile with a rounded or flat lip.
Figure 29. Plain rim sherds from the Boxed Springs site. Provenience: a, ST M-15, 40-60 cm bs; b, Unit 1, 





 In general terms, the decorated sherds from domestic contexts at the Boxed Springs site are dominated 
by utility wares. As previously mentioned, for the site as a whole, this includes 65% of the decorated sherds. 
These sherds are from vessels used for cooking, storage, and probably other culinary activities; they tend to 
have a coarse paste, thicker body walls than fine wares, have smoothed interior surfaces, and are decorated 
with wet-paste designs (i.e., decorations were made with tools and fingers prior to the vessel being fired, 
when the vessel had a wet exterior surface). Fine wares are engraved vessels that were used for food service 
and to hold liquids, as well as for other purposes (effigy vessels). They tend to have fine pastes, with finely 
crushed tempers, are frequently burnished on interior and/or exterior vessel surfaces (except the bottles, 
which were burnished on exterior surfaces only), and have relatively thin body walls compared to the 
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utility wares. There are other differences between these two classes of decorated pottery, and these will be 
discussed below where appropriate.
 The plain/decorated sherd ratio (P/DR) of the Boxed Springs site ceramic assemblage is 4.69. Since the 
P/DR ratio appears to be a temporally sensitive measurement (Perttula 2008), the P/DR value for the site 
suggests that the Caddo occupation there took place early in the prehistoric Caddo tradition in East Texas.  
The P/DR from numerous Caddo sites in East Texas holds considerable promise as an independent means 
of establishing the age of Caddo ceramic-bearing components (provided samples of plain and decorated 
sherds are larger than about 200-300 sherds per site; the Boxed Springs site meets this data threshold). When 
P/DR ratios from a number of different ceramic assemblages can be linked with absolute ages as established 
by radiocarbon dating from those assemblages, this should allow further refinements in how P/DR ratios 
change through time in East Texas Caddo sites. Looking at Early Caddo to Historic Caddo ceramic 
assemblages in the region through time, ceramic assemblages have lower proportions of undecorated sherds 
through time and thus a lower P/DR ratio (Perttula 2008:9, 315-317). 
 P/DR-analyzed pre-A.D. 1200 sites (n=4 assemblages) in East Texas have plain/decorated sherd ratios 
that range between 2.97-4.80 (Perttula 2008:9). Later Middle Caddo sites (ca. A.D. 1200-1450, n=7) have 
ratios that range between 1.30-2.65. In known Late Caddo period (ca. A.D. 1450-1680) sites (n=11) in 
the Neches, Angelina, and Sabine river basins, by contrast, the P/DR ranges from only 1.30-0.47. Finally, 
post-A.D. 1680 Caddo occupations in the Neches-Angelina river basin have P/DR ratios that range from 
0.20-0.30. The P/DR value of 4.69 in the ceramic sherd assemblage at the Boxed Springs site suggests that 
the ceramic assemblage may date from pre-A.D. 1200 times; the decorated sherd assemblage, as discussed 
below, suggests the Caddo occupation at the site may actually predate ca. A.D. 1050.
 All sherds in the assemblage from the Boxed Springs site have been categorized by sherd type and 
ware type (i.e., plain, utility, and fine), as well as the kinds of decorative methods and decorative elements 
identified on them. Appendix 2 of this report provides the detailed analyses of temper, firing condition, 
surface treatment, rim and lip form, and vessel wall thickness of a representative sample of 278 sherds 
(31.9% of the total assemblage) from the assemblage.
 Table 5 summarizes the decorative methods represented in the fine and utility wares at the Boxed 
Springs site. Engraved fine ware sherds are well represented at almost 35% of the decorated sherds, more 
so than at some Early Caddo mound centers in East Texas and Northwest Louisiana (Bruseth and Perttula 
2006; Girard 2009a), but not all such sites (Stokes and Woodring 1981), where the proportions of engraved 
sherds are less than 20% of the decorated sherds. 
 Among the utility wares at Boxed Springs, sherds with incised decorations (54%) are clearly the principal 
decorative method category. Other important decorative methods in the assemblage include sherds with several 
different kinds of punctated decorations (30%), and pinched ridges (8%), while minor utility ware decorative 
methods have incised-punctated (4%), appliqued (2%), and grooved/fluted (1%) (see Table 5).
Fine Ware Sherds
 There are a wide variety of engraved decorative elements in the Boxed Springs site fine ware ceramics 
(Table 6). The engraving itself is typically fine-lined, and usually well-executed, with burnished interior 
and/or exterior vessel surfaces. 
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Table 5. Decorative methods in the fine wares and utility wares from the Boxed Springs site.
Decorative method Rim Body Percent N
Fine ware
Engraved 12 41 34.6 53
Utility ware
Incised 6 48 35.5 54
Incised-impressed triangle – 1 0.6 1
Incised-pinched ridge 1 – 0.6 1
Punctated, circular – 3 2.0 3
Punctated, crescent-shaped – 4 2.6 4
Punctated, fingernail – 8 5.2 8
Punctated, fingernail-tool – 1 0.6 1
Punctated, impressed triangle 1 3 2.6 4
Punctated, tool 1 7 5.2 8
Punctated, linear – 2 1.3 2
Pinched ridge 1 7 5.2 8
Incised-punctated – 3 2.0 3
Appliqued – 2 1.3 2
Grooved/fluted – 1 0.6 1
Totals 22 131 100.0 153
Table 6. Fine ware decorative elements.
Decorative Element Rim Body Percent N
Diagonal engraved lines 1 1 3.8 2
Horizontal engraved lines 10 1 20.8 11
Opposed engraved lines 1 3 7.5 4
Vertical engraved lines – 1 1.9 1
Vertical and diagonal engraved – 1 1.9 1
 lines
Curvilinear engraved lines – 6 11.3 6
Curvilinear engraved lines with – 1 1.9 1
 spurs
Single curvilinear engraved line – 1 1.9 1
Parallel engraved lines – 12 22.6 12
Single straight engraved line – 11 20.8 11
Totals 12 41 100.0 53
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 Besides those sherds that have more than just straight or parallel lines of uncertain orientation, 
horizontal engraved rim sherds from Hickory Engraved vessels are well represented (Figures 30b-c and 
31d-e), as are sherds from likely Spiro Engraved and Holly Fine Engraved vessels with curvilinear and 
concentric engraved design elements or sets of fine line opposed engraved lines (Figures 30a and 31a-b). 
One distinctive sherd has curvilinear engraved lines with spurs on it (Figure 31c). The vertical engraved and 
vertical and diagonal engraved decorative elements may be from Holly Fine Engraved bowls or carinated 
bowls, although the characteristic excised triangle element (see Suhm and Jelks 1962:Plates 39 and 40) is 
missing on the small sherds.
 The line spacing on the horizontal, vertical, opposed, curvilinear, and parallel engraved decorative 
elements range from less than 1 mm to more than 7 mm apart. On horizontal engraved sherds, the line spacing 
ranges from 2-6 mm (with a peak at 3 mm), which is also the case among the sherds with vertical and opposed 
engraved designs. The sherds with concentric curvilinear lines—likely from Holly Fine Engraved and Spiro 
Engraved vessels—have line spacings that range from 1 mm to more than 7 mm apart, with a peak in line 
spacings between 4-6 mm. Parallel engraved sherds have a distinct peak in line spacings at 3-4 mm apart.
 These fine ware engraved types are considered material culture hallmarks of the Early Caddo period, 
particularly in the Alto phase (e.g., Story 2000:14). These same engraved types also occur in sites in other 




Figure 30. Engraved fine ware sherds from the Boxed Springs site: a, Spiro Engraved; b-c, horizontal 
engraved rims. Provenience: a, ST M-44, 40-60 cm bs; b, ST B-36, 20-40 cm bs; c, ST B-24, 0-20 cm bs.
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Figure 31. Drawings of selected engraved fine ware sherds: a-b, curvilinear and concentric lines; c, curvilinear 
engraved lines with spurs; d-e, Hickory Engraved rim sherds. Provenience: a, Unit 6, 0-10 cm bs; b, Unit 6, 







 Among the Boxed Springs utility ware sherds are several different kinds of decorative methods 
represented (see Table 5), as well as distinctive decorative elements within each of the larger decorative 
methods classes (Table 7). These principally include sherds from vessels decorated with incised lines (53% 
of the utility wares), sherds with punctated elements (29%), including several from Coles Creek Incised, 
var. Coles Creek vessels with impressed triangles either below or between sets of horizontal incised lines, 
and sherds from Hollyknowe Ridge Pinched vessels decorated with sets of pinched ridges (8%) (see Phillips 
1970:89). Minor sets of decorative elements that are documented in the site’s utility wares are incised-
punctated (7%), grooved/fluted (1%), and appliqued (2%) categories (Table 7).
 Among the incised utility wares, the most popular decorative elements include parallel or straight 
incised lines of uncertain orientation (Figures 32a-c and 33b-d) and horizontal incised lines on the vessel 
rim (Figure 33a). These incised sherds may be from Davis Incised, Dunkin Incised, or Coles Creek Incised 
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Table 7. Utility ware decorative elements.
Decorative Element Rim Body Percent N
Appliqued
straight appliqued ridge – 1 1.0 1
appliqued node cluster – 1 1.0 1
Appliqued, subtotal – 2 2.0 2
Grooved/Fluted
straight groove/flute – 1 1.0 1
Grooved/Fluted, subtotal – 1 1.0 1
Incised
horizontal incised lines 6 – 6.0 6
horizontal and triangular – 1 1.0 1
 incised lines (cf. impressed)
opposed incised lines – 1 1.0 1
parallel incised lines – 35 35.0 35
single straight incised line – 10 10.0 10
Incised, subtotal 6 47 53.0 53
Incised-punctated
horizontal incised lines- 1 – 1.0 1
 vertical punctated rows
incised line-tool punctated row/ – 1 1.0 1
 zone
parallel incised lines and small – 1 1.0 1
 impressed triangles between lines
parallel incised line and rows – 1 1.0 1
 of toll punctates between lines
straight incised line and – 2 2.0 2
 impressed triangle
straight incised line and – 1 1.0 1
 tool punctated row/zone
Incised-punctated, subtotal 1 6 7.0 7
Pinched Ridge
parallel pinched ridges – 5 5.0 5
parallel pinched ridge panels – 1 1.0 1
straight pinched ridge – 1 1.0 1
vertical pinched ridges 1 – 1.0 1
Pinched, subtotal 1 7 8.0 8
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Table 7. Utility ware decorative elements, cont.
Decorative Element Rim Body Percent N
Punctated
large circular punctations – 1 1.0 1
small circular punctations – 2 2.0 2
crescent-shaped punctations – 4 4.0 4
fingernail punctated rows/zone – 6 6.0 6
fingernail punctated, single – 2 2.0 2
fingernail-tool punctated rows – 1 1.0 1
tool punctated rows/zone – 4 4.0 4
diagonal tool punctated row 1 – 1.0 1
large oval tool punctates – 3 3.0 3
linear tool punctated rows – 2 2.0 2
impressed triangles 1 2 3.0 3
Punctated, subtotal 2 27 29.0 29
Totals 10 90 100.0 100
Figure 32. Incised sherds from the Boxed Springs site: a, parallel incised, widely-spaced lines; b-c, closely-
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vessels. Five of the sherds with parallel and horizontal incised lines (12%) have closely spaced (1-2 mm 
apart) overhanging lines (i.e., the incised lines were made with “a flat ended tool held at an oblique angle to 
vessel wall” [Phillips 1970:72]) (Figure 33a). These may be from Coles Creek Incised, var. Hardy vessels 
(Brown 1998:9). Incised sherds with non-overhanging lines have incised lines that are spaced from 1 mm to 
greater than 7 mm, with peaks in line spacings at 1-2 mm, 2.1-3 mm, 4.1-5 mm, and 5.1-6 mm apart.
Figure 33. Drawings of selected incised sherds from the Boxed Springs site: a, horizontal incised rim, 
overhanging lines; b-d, parallel incised lines. Provenience: a, ST B-52, 20-40 cm bs; b, ST B-54, 40-50 cm 
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 One incised sherd has a horizontal line with small diagonal opposed or triangular elements. That 
constellation of incised elements appears to be simulating the impressed triangle element noted on Coles 
Creek Incised, var. Coles Creek sherds in the Boxed Springs ceramic assemblage.
 The punctated sherds from the site are comprised of a mixture of tool (34% of the punctated sherds, 
including tool punctations arranged in linear rows), fingernail (31%), large and small circular (10.3%), and 
crescent-shaped (13.8%) punctated elements (see Table 7) (Figure 34a-d); these latter are from Weches 
Fingernail Impressed vessels, possibly Weches Fingernail Impressed, var. Alto (Stokes and Woodring 1981). 
Three other sherds (10.3%) are from Coles Creek Incised, var. Coles Creek vessels that have impressed 
triangles (Figure 35c-e). Coles Creek Incised, var. Coles Creek sherds with impressed triangles are from 
archaeological deposits primarily in the central part of the site, particularly in Area II (see Figure 18) in the 
southern field, but also in Areas V and VI. One incised-impressed triangle sherd is from Area III, east of 
Mound C (see Area A). 
 The only punctated rim sherds (n=2) either have diagonal rows of tool punctations on them or rows 
of impressed triangles (see Figure 35d). The majority of punctated sherds are body sherds (Figure 36b-d), 
indicating that the bodies of many utility ware vessels are decorated with punctations; the decoration on 
Figure 34. Punctated and pinched sherds from the Boxed Springs site: a-b, tool punctated; c, cf. Weches 
Fingernail Impressed; d, fingernail punctated; e, Hollyknowe Ridge Pinched rim. Provenience: a, ST B-1, 60-
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the rims of these vessels was probably not punctated, but more likely had incised decorative elements (cf. 
Dunkin Incised or Weches Fingernail Impressed), typical of Caddo utility wares that have different rim and 
body decorations (Figure 36a).
 Notably absent in the incised-punctated sherds at the Boxed Springs site are sherds from either Crockett 
Curvilinear Incised or Pennington Punctated Incised types, and the relative proportion of incised-punctated 
sherds among the utility wares is only 7%. In Northwest Louisiana, there are not significant amounts 
of either type in ceramic assemblages until after ca. A.D. 1050 (Jeffrey S. Girard, April 2010 personal 
communication), and this type is most common in archeological deposits at the George C. Davis site 
between cal AD 1027-1223 (see below). Thus, their absence at Boxed Springs may have specific temporal 
implications with respect to the age of the site.
  One rim sherd has horizontal incised lines above rows of vertically oriented punctations, and other body 
sherds have straight or parallel incised lines adjacent to a row or zone of tool punctations (see Figure 36a). 
Figure 35. Coles Creek Incised, var. Coles Creek and incised-punctated sherds: a, parallel incised lines with 
impressed triangles between lines; b, parallel incised lines and triangular tool punctations between lines; c, 
e, Coles Creek Incised, var. Coles Creek; d, rim sherd with rows of impressed triangles. Provenience: a, Unit 
2, 20-30 cm bs; b, ST B-24, 20-40 cm bs; c, Unit 3, 20-30 cm bs; d, ST B-26, 20-40 cm bs; e, ST M-25, 20-
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Another body sherd has parallel incised lines with one row of tool punctations between the incised lines 
(see Figure 35b). This decorative element is noted in ceramic assemblages at other Early Caddo sites in 
East Texas (Newell and Krieger 1949:Figure 38m-n; Bruseth and Perttula 2006:Figure 26d) and Northwest 
Louisiana (where it is called band punctated, see Webb 1963:Figure 9r-s, u; Jeffrey S. Girard, April 2010 
personal communication). Finally, one sherd has a straight incised line adjacent to a row of impressed 
triangles (Coles Creek Incised, var. Coles Creek), and another has parallel incised lines with small impressed 
triangles between the incised lines (see Figure 35a). Webb and McKinney (1975:Figure 8b) classify a 
virtually identical rim sherd from the Mounds Plantation site as Coles Creek Incised, var. Coles Creek.
 The pinched ridge rim and body sherds are from Hollyknowe Ridge Pinched rim jars. They have 
vertical, parallel, and straight pinched ridges (see Figures 34e and 36b, f); one sherd has panels of parallel 
pinched ridges.
 The two appliqued body sherds in the assemblage have distinctive decorative elements. One has a 
straight (but likely oriented vertically) and narrow appliqued ridge, while the other has a cluster of small 




Figure 36. Drawings of selected incised-punctated, punctated, grooved, and pinched utility ware sherds 
from the Boxed Springs site: a, incised-punctated; b, pinched ridge; c-d, fingernail punctated; e, vertical 
grooved; f, pinched ridge. Provenience: a, Unit 9, 10-20 cm bs; b, ST M-56, 0-20 cm bs; c, ST B-54, 0-20 
cm bs; d, ST M-57, 40-55 cm bs; e, ST B-50, 60-80 cm bs; f, Unit 6, Feature 6-1, 30-35 cm bs.
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that the groove runs vertically on the vessel body (see Figure 36e). This particular sherd may be from 
an Early Caddo Crenshaw Fluted vessel (see Durham and Davis 1975), which have only sets of vertical 
grooves or flutes on them (the Early Caddo Grace Creek site #1 in the Sabine River basin has one grooved 
sherd reported in the assemblage [Jones 1957:210]), or is comparable with the distinctive grooved vessels 
and sherds described by Newell and Krieger (1949:123 and Figures 31d and 48a-e) from the George C. 
Davis site that also have engraved motifs above and/or associated with the grooves. There is a single 
engraved seed jar form from one of the looted burials at the Boxed Springs site that has a vertical engraved 
motif on the upper part of the seed jar and a series of deep vertical grooves on the remainder of the vessel 
(Perttula and Wilson 2000:Figure 26d). 
Use of Temper
 Several kinds of materials were chosen by Caddo potters for use as temper in the manufacture of the 
ceramic vessels used and broken at the Boxed Springs site (Table 8). Depending upon the ware, between 
93.4-100.0% of the sherds analyzed for temper have grog (crushed sherds or fired clay) inclusions, either 
as the sole temper (in the highest proportions in the fine wares), or in combination with crushed and burned 
bone or crushed hematite/ferruginous sandstone fragments.
Table 8. Kinds of tempers identified in the ceramic vessel sherds from the Boxed Springs site.
Temper class Plain ware Utility ware Fine ware
Bone 2.4* – –
Bone-grog 3.4 4.4 –
Bone-grog-hematite – 2.2 –
Bone-grog-organics 1.5 – 4.2
Bone-hematite – 2.2 –
Bone-hematite-sandy paste 0.5 – –
Bone-organics 1.5 4.4 –
Grog 44.7 62.2 54.2
Grog-bone 12.6 6.7 8.3
Grog-bone-sandy paste 0.5 – –
Grog-bone-organics 1.0 – –
Grog-bone-hematite 3.9 4.4 –
Grog-bone-organics 0.5 – –
Grog-hematite 6.3 4.4 4.2
Grog-hematite-organics 1.0 – –
Grog-hematite-sandy paste 2.9 – –
Grog-organics 4.9 – –
Grog-sandy paste 12.6 8.9 29.2
Summary percentage:
sherds with grog 95.6 93.4 100.0
sherds with bone 27.7 24.3 12.5
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 Crushed pieces of bone as well as hematite or ferruginous sandstone are both common aplastics in the 
Boxed Springs site vessel sherds, particularly in the coarser paste plain wares and utility wares: 24.3-27.7% 
of these wares have bone temper inclusions, and 13.3-14.6% have hematite added to the paste (see Table 
8). In a recent analysis of Caddo sherds from a site in East Texas, Perttula et al. (2010) found that the plain 
wares and utility wares—used for every-day tasks and for cooking and storage—had higher percentages of 
sherds with hematite or ferruginous sandstone temper, and these wares generally had a coarser paste than 
did the fine wares because of their more durable character. This was also apparent in the relative frequency 
of sherds by ware that had crushed and burned bone temper (see Perttula et al. 2010:Table 10). The fine 
wares at the Boxed Springs site had low proportions of bone temper (12.5%), and very few sherds with 
hematite temper inclusions (4.2%).
 Considerable numbers of sherds at the Boxed Springs site are from vessels with a fine sandy paste, 
especially among the fine wares (29.2%) and the plain wares (16.5%) (see Table 8). A naturally sandy 
alluvial clay was likely used by Caddo potters to manufacture many of the vessels from these wares at the 
site, provided that the sandy clay was tempered with grog, hematite, or bone to hold the paste together. 
Firing Conditions
 The ceramic vessels at the Boxed Springs site were fired in several different ways, but not always 
necessarily in a regular or well-controlled fashion, as determined by the analysis of firing conditions (see 
Teltser 1993). This is indicated by the presence of sherds that are from plain ware and utility ware vessels 
that were incompletely oxidized during firing or were possibly re-heated/sooted/smudged (Table 9). These 
categories of firing account for 6.3% of the plain ware sherds analyzed in detail from the site (see Appendix 
2), and 8.8% of the utility ware sherds. The absence of fine ware sherds with these firing conditions suggests 
that fine ware vessels were much more carefully fired than the plain wares and utility wares. 
 Overall, the sherds are primarily from vessels of all three wares that were fired in a reducing or low 
oxygen firing (82.7-89.1%), with many of these that were subsequently cooled in the open air (between 
58.3-61.1%) (see Table 12). This method of firing left one or both surfaces of the vessel with a lighter color 
than the vessel core. Only between 2.2-12.5% of the sherds come from vessels that were fired and cooled 
in a high oxygen environment, producing some vessels that were uniformly a light red, reddish-brown, or 
yellowish-brown color. Conversely, between 21.6-30.4% of the sherds came from plain ware, utility ware, 
and fine ware vessels with a gray, dark gray, or black interior and exterior surface color (see Table 9).
Table 8. Kinds of tempers identified in the ceramic vessel sherds from the Boxed Springs site, cont.
Temper class Plain ware Utility ware Fine ware
sherds with hematite 14.6 13.3 4.2
sherds with organics 10.2 4.4 4.2
sherds with sandy paste 16.5 8.9 29.2
*percentage
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Vessel Wall Thickness
 Each of the Caddo ceramic wares from the Boxed Springs site are, on average, rather thin-walled, with 
rims ranging from 4.23-6.80 mm (at 1 standard deviation), body sherds ranging from 3.53-7.04 mm (1 
standard deviation), and base sherds ranging (at 1 standard deviation) from 7.92-9.86 mm (Table 10). The 
relatively thick bases, almost assuredly flat and disk-shaped for stability, would have been advantageous 
when manufacturing and using sturdy, and durable vessels for cooking, storage, and food serving needs. 
 The only significant difference between the wares in vessel wall thickness is with the fine ware body 
sherds, which are, on average, ca. 30% thinner (some engraved sherds are 2.0 mm thick) than the body 
sherds from plain wares and utility wares (see Table 10). I suspect that the height and volume of vessels 
made by the Early Caddo potters at the site, regardless of their intended function for the cooking and 
serving of cooked foods, was comparable, thus dictating in part the necessary vessel wall thicknesses for the 
rim and body.
Table 9. Firing conditions of the ceramic vessel sherds.
Firing Condition Plain ware Utility ware Fine ware
Oxidized (A) 11.1* 2.2 12.5
Incompletely oxidized (C-E) 4.8 4.4 –
Sooted, smudged, reheated (I-L, X) 1.5 4.4 –
Reduced (B) 21.6 30.4 29.2
Reduced, cooled in the open air (F-H) 61.1 58.7 58.3
Totals 208 46 24
*percentage
Table 10. Sherd thickness in the plain, utility, and fine wares at the Boxed Springs site.
Ware Rim Body Base
 (mm) (mm) (mm)
Plain ware 5.50 ± 1.27 5.76 ± 0.87 8.89 ± 0.97
Utility ware 5.44 ± 0.77 5.86 ± 1.18 –
Fine ware 5.84 ± 0.96 4.44 ± 0.91 –
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 Vessel wall thickness from other prehistoric Early Caddo assemblages (e.g., Girard 1995; Lintz et al. 
2007; Perttula 2008; Walters 2009) suggest that the mean thickness of vessel rim and body sherds will 
tend to be less than 7 mm, which is generally consistent with the findings from the Boxed Springs site. 
Nevertheless, the Boxed Springs vessels are overall somewhat thinner than contemporaneous assemblages, 
primarily because of the manufacture and use of some extremely thin (2-3 mm) and finely-crafted engraved 
fine ware vessels (cf. Girard 2009b:57).
Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis of Ceramic Sherds from the Boxed Springs Site
 Although not done as part of the 2010 investigations at Boxed Springs, the instrumental neutron 
activation analysis (INAA) of three sherds from the Sam Whiteside collections from the site was completed 
as part of a long-term study of the exchange of Caddo pottery across the Caddo area, particularly in East 
Texas (Perttula 2010). The results of the Boxed Springs INAA have not been specifically discussed in print 
before now.
 Three sherds were submitted for INAA from the Boxed Springs site: (1) a plain grog-tempered bottle 
sherd; (2) a Coles Creek Incised, var. Coles Creek sherd; and (3) a plain grog and bone-tempered body 
sherd. The INAA analyses indicate that all three sherds can be assigned to the core group within the East 
Texas sub-regional 6 chemical compositional group. These results strongly suggest that the sherds from 
the Boxed Springs site came from vessels that were made from clays local to this sub-region. Sub-region 6 
includes sites in the middle reaches of the Sabine River basin, an area that is centered on the confluence of 
the Sabine River and Big Sandy Creek, and includes sites on northward-flowing tributaries of the Sabine 
River that originate in the northern part of Smith County, Texas (Perttula and Ferguson 2010:Figure 3). 
Ceramic Spindle Whorl
 A single perforated body sherd was found in a shovel test in Area VII (ST B-24). This sherd probably 
represents a spindle whorl, a disk-shaped sherd (usually base sherds) that has a central perforation or hole 
drilled in them. The spindle whorl would have been affixed on a spindle to help maintain its rotary motion 
during spinning activities. The presence of spindle whorls at the Boxed Springs site suggests that Caddo 
women were processing fibers to produce textiles (cf. Alt 1999). Materials that could have been used 
include animal hair and various vegetable fibers, among them hemp, slippery elm, mulberry, milkweed, and 
nettle, as well as the bark of trees.
Clay Pipe Sherds
 A small numbers of ceramic pipe sherds were found in Area V (n=2) and Area VI (n=1) at the Boxed 
Springs site. The pipe sherds are from long-stemmed Red River style pipes, most likely the Early Caddo 
Miller’s Crossing style (Hoffman 1967) because of the very delicate and small orifice diameter stems of this 
pipe variety.
 The Area V pipe sherds are both from the stem of a single pipe, and are undecorated, tempered with 
grog, and burnished on the exterior surface of the pipe (Figure 37); the pipe was fired in a reducing 
environment and then allowed to cool in the open air (cf. Teltser 1993:Figure 2g). The stem walls are only 
2.0 mm thick. The exterior stem diameter is 7.9 mm, while the interior orifice diameter is only 3.6 mm. 
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 The Area VI pipe sherd is from the stem of Red River long-stemmed pipe (Figure 38a), but on the 
opposite side of the bowl from the mouthpiece. It is undecorated, tempered with grog, and smoothed on 
the exterior surface of the pipe; the sherd is from a pipe that was also fired in a reducing environment and 
then allowed to cool in the open air (cf. Teltser 1993:Figure 2g). The stem walls are only 1.8 mm thick. The 
exterior stem diameter is 7.0 mm, and the interior orifice diameter is only 3.1 mm.
Figure 37. Long-stemmed pipe sherds from the Boxed Springs site, ST M-30, 40-60 cm bs.
Figure 38. Pipe sherd and possible clay coil: a, pipe sherd; b, possible clay coil. Provenience: left, ST M-56, 
0-20 cm bs; right, Unit 6, Feature 6-2, 30-40 cm bs.
Possible Clay Coil
 A single possible clay coil was recovered in Feature 6-2 in Area VII. Clay coils are the discarded 
remnants of the manufacture of coiled pottery vessels by Caddo potters that became exposed to fire and 
were preserved. They provide incontrovertible evidence for on-site ceramic vessel manufacture. The 
possible coil fragment, rounded at one end (see Figure 38b), is roughened and unsmoothed, and retains 
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evidence of plant impressions, as if the coil had been stored in a grass basket or mat at one time. Pieces of 
grog and crushed hematite are visible along the surface of the clay coil. This piece is greater than 21.1 mm 
in length, 9.9 mm wide, and 8.1 mm in thickness. 
Burned Clay
 There is a low density of burned clay pieces (n=25) in the archaeological deposits at the Boxed Springs 
site (see Tables 1 and 2). These pieces of burned clay are likely a product of a localized burning event at the 
site where pieces of clay were hardened through exposure to fire, perhaps from an earth oven or hearth.
 Most of these pieces of burned clay are from either Feature 6-1 or Feature 6-2 (64%) in Area VII. Other 
pieces were recovered from shovel tests and/or units in Area I (n=1), Area III (n=1), Area IV (n=3), Area V 
(n=1), and Area VI (n=3). 
Comparative Analysis of Selected Early Caddo Ceramic Assemblages in East Texas,  
Northwest Louisiana, and Southwest Arkansas
 In this section of the report, I examine the ceramic vessel sherd and vessel assemblages from other 
generally contemporaneous Early Caddo sites in East Texas, Northwest Louisiana, and Southwest Arkansas. 
In the case of the Mounds Plantation and Crenshaw sites, however, I also include information on the 
ceramic assemblages from what are considered Late Fourche Maline components there (cf. Schambach 
2002), as well as later Early Caddo period occupations. As will become apparent, despite the vagaries of 
different classification schemes and typological distinctions from site to site, the ceramic assemblages from 
these sites are diverse in decorative treatment as well as in the relative abundance of both plain wares and 
engraved wares, particularly from east to west across the area from the Red River to the Neches River. 
This diversity in vessel decoration (and likely also a diversity in vessel forms) suggest the existence of 
several different Caddo groups and their associated ceramic traditions living in this region between ca. A.D. 
850/900 and up to ca. A.D. 1200 (the end of the Early Caddo period) that were developing their own ethnic 
and stylistic expressions and practices. 
 The pottery types identified in the decorated sherds and vessels known to come from the Boxed Springs 
site include: (a) the engraved fine ware types Hickory Engraved, Holly Engraved, and Spiro Engraved, and 
(b) the utility ware types Coles Creek Incised, Davis Incised, Dunkin Incised, Weches Fingernail Impressed, 
Kiam Incised, East Incised, Hollyknowe Ridge Pinched, Crockett Curvilinear Incised, and Crenshaw Fluted. 
All of these types would be expected to be present in ca. A.D. 850/900-1200 Caddo sites in the East Texas, 
Northwest Louisiana, and Southwest Arkansas regions, along with several other types (such as Duren 
Neck Banded, Bowles Creek Plain, Smithport Plain, Evansville Punctated, Wilkinson Punctated, Harrison 
Bayou Incised, etc.) but the relative proportions of the different ceramic types vary from site to site and 
through time across the region. Based on what is known about the estimated age (from calibrated 2 sigma 
radiocarbon age ranges) and the ceramic assemblage character of other Early Caddo sites in this broad 
region, these two datasets should be sufficient to determine the likely age and cultural affiliations of the 
early Caddo occupation at the Boxed Springs site.
 Early Caddo sites in East Texas are characterized by both fine ware and utility ware sherds, and a 
considerable number of plain ware vessels, at least as based on the proportion of plain vessels in the 
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collections from the Boxed Springs site (Table 11) and the plain to decorated sherd ratios that range 
(with the notable exception of the Henry Chapman site) from 2.9:1-7.9:1 (i.e., 11-29% of the sherds are 
decorated). Fine ware engraved vessels dominate the vessel collections at both Boxed Springs and the 
George C. Davis site, particularly Hickory Engraved and Holly Engraved. In these Early Caddo sherd 
assemblages, engraved fine wares in these East Texas sites comprise between 16.5-30.8% of all the 
decorated sherds; red-slipped sherds are rare except for three sites that date from cal AD 779-1158 in the 
upper Angelina and upper Sabine River basins (Tables 11 and 12). In the case of the Grace Creek #1 and 
Osborn sites in the Sabine River basin, engraved fine wares are much less common than in the case for the 
other sites included in this summary comparison, only accounting for between 3.6-9% of the decorated 
sherds (Table 12). Given that the Osborn site dates early in the prehistoric Caddo tradition (the Formative 
Caddo period), from cal AD 779-955, this suggests (a) that the overall frequency of engraved fine wares in 
East Texas, or at least in the Sabine River basin, was more common after that span of time, and (b) that the 
Grace Creek #1 site also dates to the Formative Caddo period. 
Table 11. Summary information on selected ca. A.D. 850/900-1200 Caddo ceramic assemblages in 
East Texas.
Ceramic Hudnall- Henry Boxed George C.   Grace 
Attributes Pirtle Chapman Springs Davis  Creek #1
   (vessels) sherds vessels
No. of Vessels – – 169 – 11 –
Plain Vessels – – 42.1% – – –
Plain Sherds 3037 167 – N/A – 448
Decorated 781 286 – 14,175 – 84
 Sherds
P/DR 3.9:1 0.6:1 – 2.9:1+ – 5.3:1
Incised 30.9% 25.9% 0.6% – – –
Horizontal I – – 5.3% – – –
Incised-P 10.6% 11.2% 2.4% – – –
Grooved – – – – – 1.2%
Punctated 36.1% 33.6% 1.8% – – –
Coles Creek 1.2% – 3.0% – – 2.4%
 Incised, var.
 Coles Creek
Hollyknowe R-P 0.1% – 1.2% – – 3.6%
Davis I x x – – – 58.3%
Davis/Kiam I – – – 9% – –
Dunkin I x x – 25% – 20.2%
Duren Nb – – – 2% – –
East Incised – x 1.2% – – –
Evansville P – x – – – –
Weches F-I x – 1.8% 14% – 4.8%
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Table 11. Summary information on selected ca. A.D. 850/900-1200 Caddo ceramic assemblages in 
East Texas, cont.
Ceramic Hudnall- Henry Boxed George C.   Grace 
Attributes Pirtle Chapman Springs Davis  Creek #1
   (vessels) sherds vessels
Pennington P-I x x – 6.8% – 1.2%
Crockett C-I x x 0.6% 11.6% – 4.8%
Kiam I x – 1.2%  – –
Crenshaw – – 0.6% – – –
 Fluted
Holly Engraved x x 7.1% 26.6% 63.6% 1.2%
Holly-Spiro E – – 1.8% – – –
Hickory E x x 19.2% 4.2% 18.2% 2.4%
Spiro Engraved x x 9.5% – – –
Red slipped 0.1% – – – – –
UID Engraved 21% 29.4% 5.9% – 9.1% –
UID Engraved- – – – – 9.1% –
 Pinched
Cal C14 AD 980- – – AD 850- AD 817-  -
 1250   1300 1389
Est. age – AD 1000- AD 900- – – pre-AD 1000?
  1200 1200
Sources: Hudnall-Pirtle (Bruseth and Perttula 2006; Perttula 2009); Henry Chapman (Walters 2009); Boxed Springs 
(Perttula and Wilson 2000; and this volume); George C. Davis (Stokes and Woodring 1981:Table 26; Story 1997, 
2000); Grace Creek #1 (Jones 1957) +only includes Units 64, 65, and 109; x=presence
Table 12. Summary information on other selected ca. A.D. 850/900-1200 Caddo ceramic assemblages 
in East Texas.
Ceramic Attributes Broadway Osborn Taddlock Boyette
Plain Sherds 1618 1664 15,891 3345
Decorated Sherds 365 211 2503 1166
P/DR 4.0:1 7.9:1 6.3:1 2.9:1
Incised 31.2% 38.9% 50% 33.0%
Punctated 40% 32.7% 16% 24.4%
Incised-Punctated 8.2% – – 12.3%
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 Among the utility wares in ca. A.D. 850-1200 Caddo sites in East Texas, the most common decorative 
methods on vessels, and on sherds from vessels, are incised (especially horizontal incised elements), 
punctated, and incised-punctated designs (see Table 11 and 12). These include several defined types (cf. 
Suhm and Jelks 1962), as previously mentioned. With the exception of the ceramic assemblages from two 
sites in the upper Sabine River basin (that date from cal AD 779-1158) (see Table 12), Crockett Curvilinear 
Incised and Pennington Punctated Incised sherds and vessels are present in these ceramic assemblages, 
but occur in considerable frequencies only at the George C. Davis site (see Table 11). An analysis of the 
ceramic assemblages from well-dated unit excavations at George C. Davis (see Stokes and Woodring 
1981:Table 26; Perttula 1997:Table 1, amended using IntCal09 [Reimer et al. 2009]), suggests that both 
types are present in unit excavations that date from cal AD 897-1276, virtually the entire span of the 
prehistoric Caddo occupation (see Story 2000), with Crockett Curvilinear Incised most common between 
cal AD 1027-1223 and Pennington Punctated Incised most common throughout the occupation at the site. 
The rarity of Crockett Curvilinear Incised in the Boxed Springs site vessels and sherds from habitation 
contexts (see Table 1) seems a good indication that the Caddo occupation could predate cal AD 1027.
 Coles Creek Incised sherds are present in several of these Early Caddo sites in East Texas, albeit at 
frequencies of less than 3% in decorated vessel and sherd assemblages (see Table 11). At the George C. 
Davis site, there are only nine Coles Creek Incised sherds in an assemblage of more than 100,000 sherds 
Table 12. Summary information on other selected ca. A.D. 850/900-1200 Caddo ceramic assemblages 
in East Texas, cont.
Ceramic Attributes Broadway Osborn Taddlock Boyette
Pinched – – – 1.3%
Punctated-Pinched – – – 0.1%
Appliqued 0.3% 0.9% 2% trace
Neck Banded – – trace –
Engraved 18.1% 9% 16.5% 28.2%
Engraved-Punctated 0.3% – – –
Red slipped 1.9% 4.7% 7.2% –
Crockett CI x – – x
Dunkin Incised x – – x
Weches FI x – – x
Hickory Engraved – – – x
Holly Engraved x – –   x*
Cal C14 AD 815- AD 779- AD 1006- AD 873-
 1015 955 1158 1075
Sources: Broadway (Perttula and Nelson 2004); Osborn and Taddlock (Bruseth and Perttula 1981); Boyette  
(Perttula 2008)
*also includes one whole vessel from a burial feature
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and 15 whole vessels (Story 1990b:746). The most common variety is var. Coles Creek (Phillips 1970), and 
this variety apparently dates from ca. A.D. 900-1050 in Early Caddo contexts as well as the lower Ouachita 
River valley in the Lower Mississippi Valley (Girard 2009b:52). In general, the Coles Creek Incised vessels 
and sherds from sites in the Caddo area are similar “in decorative designs and sometimes in vessel form, but 
not usually in details of paste” (Story 1990b:736) to vessel sherds in the Lower Mississippi Valley. They do 
not represent settlement of the area by Lower Mississippi Valley peoples. Girard (2009b:52) suggests there 
was a period of strong Lower Mississippi Valley Coles Creek influence among Caddo peoples in parts of the 
Caddo area between ca. A.D. 900-1050, and this influence (and presumably considerable contact) is most 
notably detected in the character of the ceramic wares. The presence of Coles Creek Incised, var. Coles 
Creek vessels (3%) and decorated sherds (3.9%) at the Boxed Springs site may be the best evidence (in lieu 
of radiocarbon dates) available that some part of the Early Caddo occupation there may have taken place 
primarily before A.D. 1050.
 In Northwest Louisiana, Girard (2009a:27-28, 2009b:52) has developed a relatively detailed ceramic 
chronology for the period between ca. A.D. 700-900 (late Woodland or late Fourche Maline) and ca. A.D. 
1200. According to Girard (2009a:27-28):
in the interval from approximately A.D. 700 to 900 ceramic assemblages were characterized 
by relatively few decorated specimens. When decoration was present, it consists of simple 
horizontal incised lines, generally few in number, with some specimens resembling early 
varieties of Coles Creek Incised from the Lower Mississippi Valley. Between A.D. 900 and 
1050, decorated specimens increased in number, but still constituted only about 10 percent 
or less of most assemblages. Horizontal incising was common, and distinctive elements 
associated with Coles Creek Incised, var. Coles Creek (overhanging lines, sometimes with 
underlying triangular punctations) often occurred. I suspect that the type Weches Fingernail 
Punctated is a regional variant of this Coles Creek theme. Body sherds with large fingernail 
punctations (e.g., Kiam Punctated Incised) also appeared. This interval might be the time of 
initial use of engraved pottery, although percentages were very low. Between A.D. 1050 and 
1200 a substantial increase in the amount and diversity of decorated pottery took place, when 
types such as Dunkin Incised, Pennington Punctated Incised, Crockett Curvilinear Incised, and 
Hollyknowe Pinched began to constitute substantial percentages of decorated assemblages. 
It is likely that jars with brushed surfaces were made in the 12th century, but did not begin to 
dominate assemblages until the Middle Caddo period (A.D. 1200-1500).
 The occurrence and relative proportion of Coles Creek Incised pottery in ceramic assemblages from 
prehistoric Late Woodland and Early Caddo sites in Northwest Louisiana is considerable, dwarfing its use 
on East Texas Caddo sites of the same age (see Tables 11 and 12). At the Mounds Plantation site, in pre-AD 
900 archaeological deposits (Table 13), Coles Creek Incised (or related horizontal incised sherds) comprise 
between 91.6-100% of the decorated sherds; the plain to decorated sherd ratios in these occupations range 
from 6.3-9.6 (i.e., between 9-15% of the sherds are decorated), indicating that there may well have been 
many plain vessels in these same assemblages. At the James Pace site (with median calibrated ages of AD 
780 and AD 1010 [see Girard 1994; McGimsey and van der Koogh 2001]) on the Sabine River , apparently 
occupied between ca. A.D. 800-1000, Coles Creek Incised pottery, including var. Hardy (n=190), var. 
Coles Creek (n=87), var. Mott (n=71), and var. Greenhouse or var. Blakely (n=6), accounts for 72% of the 
decorated sherds (Story 1990b:Table 77). Engraved sherds only account for 1.2% of the decorated sherds 
from the James Pace site, and the Borrow Pit at Mounds Plantation did not have any engraved pottery.
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Table 13. Summary information on Mounds Plantation site (16CD12) ceramic assemblages.
Ceramic Borrow Md. 2 Md. 3 Md. 3 Md. 5 Md. 6
Attributes Pit  pre-mound sherds vessels sub-mound
      Midden
No. of vessels – – – – 5 –
Plain vessels – – – – – –
Plain sherds 380 636 249 655 – 153
Decorated sherds 60 52 36 109 – 16
P/DR 6.3:1 11.6:1 6.9:1 6.:1 – 9.6:1
Horizontal Incised – 79% – – – 87.5%
Beldeau Incised – – – 0.9% – –
Coles Creek Incised, 83.3% – 44.4% 26.6% – –
 other varieties
Coles Creek Incised, 8.3% 7.7% 30.6% 22.9% – _
 var. Coles Creek
Crockett Curvilinear – 3.8% – – – –
 Incised
Crockett-Pennington – – – – 20% –
Evansville Punctated 3.3% – 5.6% 1.8% – –
French Fork Incised 3.3% – – – – –
Hollyknowe Ridge 1.7% 1.9% – 0.9% – –
 Pinched
Pennington P-I – – – 2.8% – –
Hickory Engraved – – 11.1% 14.7% 20% –
Holly Engraved – – 2.8% 7.3% 60% –
UID Engraved – 7.9% – – – 12.5
Cal. C14 – AD 989- – – AD 1029- AD 981-
  1146   1257* 1045
Est. Age pre-AD 900 – AD 900- AD 1050- – –
   1050 1200
Sources: Borrow Pit and Md. 3 (Webb and McKinney 1975); Md. 2 (Girard 2009b); Md. 6 (Jeffrey S. Girard, personal 
communication, April 2010)
*Calibrated with IntCal09 (Reimer et al. 2009)
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 Coles Creek Incised pottery diminished after ca. A.D. 1050 at Mounds Plantation, as it was at the 
Smithport Landing site (Table 14), as clearly indicated by its very high frequencies in sub-mound midden 
deposits in Mound 3 (75%) to moderate frequencies in the Mound 3 fill (49%); only 7.7% of the decorated 
sherds from Mound 2 are from Coles Creek Incised vessels, and none of the decorated sherds from Mound 
6 are from Coles Creek Incised vessels. In other Louisiana sites, Coles Creek Incised sherds represent about 
10% of the decorated sherds (Table 14), and these sites tend to date after ca. A.D. 1000. For instance, at 
the Hanna site, with mean calibrated radiocarbon dates that range from AD 978-1260, only 10.6% of the 
decorated sherds are from Coles Creek Incised vessels. These later sites have Davis Incised, Dunkin Incised, 
Kiam/Hardy Incised utility ware vessels and sherds, as well as moderate amounts of Crockett Curvilinear 
Incised, Pennington Punctated Incised sherds, and sherds from vessels decorated with punctated elements.
Table 14. Summary information on selected ca. A.D. 850/900-1200 Caddo ceramic assemblages in 
Northwest Louisiana.
Ceramic Smithport  16BO450 16BO473 Hanna
Attributes Landing
 sherds vessels
No. of vessels – 19 – – –
Plain vessels – 47.4% – – –
Plain sherds 658 – 197 561 25,368
Decorated sherds 669 – 20 85 8801
P/DR 0.98:1 – 9.85:1 6.6:1 2.88:1
Horizontal Incised – – x 62.4% –
Davis Incised 2.5% 5.3% – – –
Dunkin Incised 17.5% – – – 30%
East Incised – – – – trace
Evansville Punctated – – – – 5.9%
Harrison Bayou Incised 1.3% – – – 0.3%
Kiam/Hardy Incised 26.0% 21.1% – – –
Kiam Incised – – – – 0.2%
Sanson Incised 1.3% – – – –
Mazique/Dunkin Incised 0.3% – x – –
Coles Creek Incised 1.2% – – 10.6% 10.5%
Crockett Curvilinear – – – – 1.0%
 Incised
Curvilinear Incised 0.3% – – – –
Incised – – 55% – 31.5%
Incised-Punctated – – – – 0.6%
Hollyknowe Ridge 1.2% – – – 2.7%
 Pinched
L’eau Noir Incised – – – – 0.8%
Neck Banded – – – – trace
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 At the Crenshaw site, in Late Fourche Maline burials (with a mean calibrated age at 2 sigma of AD 
898-1024) in Mound C, 35% of the vessels are of the Coles Creek Incised type, consistent with the ceramic 
assemblage data from contemporaneous Northwest Louisiana sites. In later Early Caddo burials at the 
Crenshaw site and the Gahagan site (with calibrated age ranges of AD 1150-1222 and AD 1021-1160, 
respectively), only 3.3-16.7% of the vessels are of this type (Table 15). There were no engraved vessels in 
the late Fourche Maline burial features, and only red-slipped fine ware pottery at the Charles Webb site, 
dated between cal AD 890-1185.
Table 14. Summary information on selected ca. A.D. 850/900-1200 Caddo ceramic assemblages in 
Northwest Louisiana, cont.
Ceramic Smithport  16BO450 16BO473 Hanna
Attributes Landing
 sherds vessels
Pennington 5.4% 5.3% – – 2.9%
 Punctated-Incised
Pennington-Crockett 1.6% – – – 9.8%
Incised-punctated 4.5% – 5% 2.4% –
Punctated 3.7% – 10% 9.4% –
Weches Finger-nail 2.8% – – – 0.2%
 Impressed
Wilkinson Punctated 22.8% 5.3% – – –
Holly Engraved 1.5% – – – 1.6%
Hickory Engraved 1.3% 10.5% x 0.5%
Holly/Hickory 0.9% – – – –
Carmel Engraved 2.5% – – – 0.8% 
UID Engraved 1.0% 5.3% 20% 9.4% 0.1%
Red slipped – – 10% 2.4% –
Coles Creek Incised, x – – – –
 var. Coles Creek
Cal. C14 – – AD 1020- AD 960- AD 978-
   1210 1040 1260*
Est. Age AD 1000- – – – –
 1200
Sources: Smithport Landing (Webb 1963); 16BO450 and 16BO473 (Lintz et al. 2007); Hanna (Thomas et al. 1980)
* calibrated with IntCal09 (Reimer et al. 2009)
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Table 15. Summary information on other selected ca. A.D. 850/900-1200 Caddo ceramic assemblages 
in Northwest Louisiana and Southwest Arkansas.
Ceramic Charles Crenshaw Crenshaw Gahagan
Attributes Webb (vessels) (vessels)
   Late Fourche Early Caddo
   Maline
No. of vessels – 37 91 6
Coles Creek Incised Vessels – 35% 3.3% 16.7%
Plain vessels – 43% 6.6% –
Plain sherds 810 – – –
Decorated sherds 131 – – –
P/DR 6.2:1 N/A N/A N/A
Smithport Plain – – 6.6% –
Crockett Curvilinear Incised 4.6% – 8.8% –
Crockett/Pennington 8.4% – – –
Diagonal Incised 6.9% – – –
Dunkin Incised 9.2% – – –
Dunkin/Kiam Incised 10% – – –
East Incised – – 1.1% –
French Fork Incised – 11.1% 1.1% –
Hollyknowe Ridge Pinched – – 4.4% –
Horizontal Grooved – – 2.2% –
Incised, Miscellaneous 45% – – –
Kiam Incised 0.8% – 4.4% –
Pease Brushed-Incised – – 1.1% –
Pennington Punctated-Incised 1.5% – – –
Punctated 7.6% – – –
Wilkinson Punctated – – 2.2% –
Red-slipped 2.3% – 1.1% –
Crenshaw Fluted – – 2.2% –
Crenshaw Lobed – – 6.6% –
Hickory Engraved – – 15.4% –
Holly Fine Engraved – – 7.7% 66.7%
Spiro Engraved – – 25.3% 16.7%
Cal C14 AD 890- AD 898- AD 1150- AD 1021-
  1185 1024* 1222* 1160
Source: Charles Webb (Hunter et al. 2002); Crenshaw (Durham and Davis 1975; Schambach 1971); Gahagan (Moore 
1912; Webb and Dodd 1939; Emerson and Girard 2004)
* calibrated using IntCal09 (Reimer et al. 2009)
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 Engraved pottery at the Mounds Plantation site are found in contexts that have calibrated radiocarbon 
age ranges of AD 989-1257 (see Table 13). In sherd assemblages they account for no more than 7.9-22% 
of the decorated sherds, while they account for 80% of the vessels from the Mound 5 burial pits (as was 
the case with the burial vessels from the George C. Davis and Boxed Springs site, engraved fine wares 
dominate these Early Caddo assemblages; this is not the case at the non-mound Smithport Landing site, 
however). In other Northwest Louisiana ceramic assemblages, and the Crenshaw site, fine wares are not 
common before cal A.D. 1000, and even after that date, engraved wares are not as well represented in 
these sites compared to contemporaneous East Texas Caddo sites. In the Smithport Landing, 16BO450, 
16BO473, and Hanna sites, for example, engraved sherds only account for between 3-20% of the 
decorated sherds (see Table 14).
 The occurrence of two other pottery types in several East Texas, Northwest Louisiana, and Southwest 
Arkansas sites provide insights into the age of the Caddo settlement at Boxed Springs: Crenshaw Fluted 
or grooved ceramic sherds (Area VII) and vessels (cemetery area north of Area VI) and Hollyknowe 
Ridge Pinched sherds (see Tables 11-15). Crenshaw Fluted or grooved vessels comprise 4.4% of the 
vessels in the Early Caddo component at the Crenshaw site (see Table 15), but they are not present in 
the late Fourche Maline component (cal AD 898-1024). Calibrated radiocarbon dates from the Early 
Caddo component (see Schambach 1971) range from AD 1150-1222 (2 sigma), and for the moment at 
least, bracket the likely time span in which Crenshaw Fluted or grooved ceramic vessels were made. 
These calibrated dates from Crenshaw, if applicable in the present instance, would then seem to suggest 
that there was some use (for habitation and as a cemetery?) of the Boxed Springs site in the 12th and first 
part of the 13th century AD. Hollyknowe Ridge Pinched sherds account for 5.2% of the decorated sherd 
assemblage at Boxed Springs, and 1.2% of the vessels from the looted cemetery are of this type. Other 
calibrated radiocarbon-dated East Texas and Northwest Louisiana sites with Hollyknowe Ridge Pinched 
sherds and/or vessels have age ranges of AD 978-1260 (Hanna), AD 980-1250 (Hudnall-Pirtle), AD 
989-1146 (Mounds Plantation, Mound 2), and AD 1150-1222 (Crenshaw, Early Caddo component). As a 
group, they indicate that Hollyknowe Ridge Pinched vessels and sherds are present on Early Caddo sites 
that were occupied from cal AD 978-1222. The Boxed Springs Caddo occupation must also date within 
this ca. 250 year span. We must await the obtaining of both radiocarbon dates and more comprehensive 
OCR dates from the Boxed Springs site (see preliminary results in Appendix 6) to refine the age and 
length of the prehistoric Caddo occupation. 
 The Early Caddo occupation at the Boxed Springs site (41UR30) appears to be contemporaneous with 
the earliest part of the Alto phase component at the George C. Davis site on the Neches River, dating as 
the latter does from the mid-9th century A.D. to the mid-11th century A.D. (cf. Story 2000). That site was 
apparently continuously occupied through the end of the 13th century A.D. However, the fine wares and 
the utility wares found at the Boxed Springs site do not suggest that it is a component of the Alto phase, 
although such sites have been identified in the Sabine River basin (see Story 2000:Figure 5), including 
the Hudnall-Pirtle site mound center (41RK4). Story (2000:20) has pointed out that “components of this 
phase are no where common even though some of the diagnostics, such as Weches Fingernail Punctated 
and Holly Fine Engraved, have wide distributions.” Such appears to be the case here, because while there 
are a few sherds of Holly Fine Engraved and Weches Fingernail Impressed in the Boxed Springs site 
decorated sherds, they do not dominate the decorated sherd assemblages. Other Alto phase ceramic types, 
including Davis Incised, Dunkin Incised, Crockett Curvilinear Incised, Pennington Punctated-Incised, 
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Hickory Engraved, and Duren Neck Banded, are also rare at Boxed Springs, as they assuredly are not at the 
George C. Davis site (Stokes and Woodring 1981:Table 26). For example, Stokes and Woodring (1981:Table 
26) note that Holly Fine Engraved vessel sherds and Weches Fingernail Punctated sherds both comprise 
between 16-41% of the more than 14,000 decorated sherds from mound and domestic contexts across the 
site, and incised-punctated Crockett Curvilinear Incised and Pennington Punctated Incised sherds are also 
fairly well-represented (2-19% by excavation areas) at this mound center. Only a handful of sherds from 
the Boxed Springs site were identified as coming from either Holly Fine Engraved or Weches Fingernail 
Impressed/Punctated vessels. Less than 8% of the sherds at the Boxed Springs site, and 3% of the vessels 
(see Table 11), have incised-punctated decorative elements, few of which remotely resemble in execution 
either Crockett Curvilinear Incised or Pennington Punctated Incised vessels. 
 At best, then, the broad similarities in vessel decorations in both fine wares and utility wares between 
the Boxed Springs site and the well-known George C. Davis site are indicative of contemporaneous Caddo 
occupations—and perhaps even a modicum of contact/interaction—but they do not belong to the same 
Caddo communities, groups, or ceramic traditions, either traditions centered at the George C. Davis site, or 
others along the Red River in Northwest Louisiana and Southwest Arkansas. Instead, the Boxed Springs site 
is apparently a component of a local and culturally separate Caddo community in the Sabine river basin, one 
that is currently taxonomically undefined, that was established around ca. A.D. 900 and whose occupation 
probably lasted until ca. A.D. 1200.
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BOxED SPRINGS MOUND SITE (41UR30) LIThIC ANALySIS
by Harry J. Shafer
 The purpose of this study is twofold: (1) to describe the morphology, technology, material, and style 
of the lithic artifacts from the Boxed Springs mound site; and (2) to compare the Boxed Springs collection 
to those from the George C. Davis (Shafer 1973; Story 1997), Hudnall-Pirtle (Bruseth and Perttula 2006), 
Gahagan (Moore 1912; Webb and Dodd 1939), Mounds Plantation (Webb and McKinney 1975), and 
Bentsen-Clark (Banks and Winters 1975) sites in an attempt to assess the regional implications of their 
economic relationships with regards to lithic resources and technological style. The descriptive study is 
reported here and the comparative study is reported separately in the following section.
 Three lithic artifact collections from Boxed Springs were incorporated into this analysis. One was 
obtained by Archeological & Environmental Consultants, LLC (AEC) from 2010 extensive shovel testing 
and test unit excavations. The second collection consisted of artifacts from Sam Whiteside’s excavations 
now housed at the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory, with the exception of six artifacts in the 
collection of Mark Walters. The third collection was that of Red McFarland’s, obtained under uncontrolled 
conditions (see above). The McFarland collection is no longer intact and the comparisons were made 
on the basis of collection documentation records on file at the Texas Historical Commission. Together, 
these collections provide a very interesting perspective on the role of lithics in the lives of the people who 
inhabited the Boxed Springs site. Their extra-territorial connections present a rather striking difference 
when compared to the George C. Davis site in Cherokee County but are more closely compared to the 
Bentsen-Clark site in Red River County, Texas, suggesting that the Boxed Springs socio-cultural affiliations 
strongly point toward the Red River area.  
Lithic Sources
 Determining the sources of raw materials for artifacts in East Texas is often as informative, if not more 
so, than artifact typology. Raw material sources, like the application of Neutron Activation Analysis for 
ceramics, traces the stone back to its origin, and hence provide information on the extent and direction of 
certain social and economic patterns.
  
 Upshur County, where the Boxed Springs site is located in East Texas, has the poorest lithic resources 
in the state with regards to raw materials for stone tools. Resources within the site catchment area must have 
included small chert pebbles, silicified wood pebbles, small cobbles of orthoquartzite and metaquartzite, 
and ferruginous sandstone. For that reason, the people had to adapt techniques to work the local material 
or establish social mechanisms to obtain raw material and finished artifacts from elsewhere. The sources of 
these extra-regional lithics are often telling in that they point to the directions of the social and economic 
ties the Boxed Springs people had with other groups. The debitage is also telling in that it shows which local 
material were being brought into the site, used or reduced on the site, and it shows if foreign materials were 
being retouched and incorporated into the local repertoire of tools. 
 Three types of lithic raw material dominate the sample obtained from the Boxed Springs site test 
excavations: orthoquartzite, chert, and silicified wood, while metaquartzite, ferruginous sandstone, 
Edwards chert, and novaculite are minor or rare components in the lithic assemblage. Artifacts and debitage 
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classified here as orthoquartzite have a granular, lustrous, surface and occur in hues ranging from tan, gray, 
reddish-brown, and red. The reddish hues are natural but were often enhanced by heat-treating (Shafer and 
Green 2009). Banks (1990:56-57) traces the source of orthoquartzite in East Texas to the Uvalde Gravels, 
whose ultimate origin is the Ogallala Formation in the High Plains (Banks 1990; Cliff and Peter 1996:6). It 
occurs in the form of small pebbles that required splitting or reducing into flakes for further reduction.
 One problem I encountered in sorting the tiny flakes by material was distinguishing between local 
orthoquartzite and silicified siltstone from Ouachita Mountain sources in southeastern Oklahoma and 
southwestern Arkansas. I needed a microscope to be sure. Orthoquartzite grades in color and luster from 
coarse to fine, and I chose to classify all of it as orthoquartzite. However, admittedly, some of the finer 
material could be siltstone, but because of the gradation it was futile to attempt a separation. 
 Silicified wood also occurred in pebble form, and only the more siliceous pebbles were chosen for use. 
It occurs in the Wilcox Formation, which outcrops north of Upshur County. The chalcedony replacement in 
silicified wood often created good quality material for stone tool manufacture. 
 Chert varied considerably in quality and type. Some of the chert appears to be from Red River gravels. These 
are opaque stream-worn pebbles that are stained brown but with interiors of brownish-yellow, pale brown, reddish-
brown, red, and olive gray derived from the western Ouachita Mountains in southeastern Oklahoma. Various 
terms have been used to describe these cherts, such as Red River jasper, or claystone, because of their opaqueness, 
range of colors, and overall character. It is these cherts that Cliff and Peter describe as “Bowie Gravels,” and which 
occur as lag gravels in Bowie County (Cliff and Peter (1996:6). They are probably comparable in age to Uvalde 
gravels. Also occurring are pressure flakes of white chert of unknown origin; this may be either opaque or slightly 
translucent. One unconfirmed possibility is that this is Mississippian age Burlington chert from the Missouri 
Ozarks. Small flakes, pressure flakes, and small flake fragments of tan and gray cherts also occur but were not 
quantified. Only one unusually large (for this sample) modified flake could be confidently identified as Edwards 
chert, although some of the gray pressure flakes may have been produced by retouching tools of Edwards chert 
such as the Gahagan bifaces. No black light test was performed on the debitage.
 Raw materials represented in the Whiteside arrow points and celts from Burial 2, in Mound A, however, 
differ markedly from those recovered from the testing work in non-mound habitation areas. The two 
dominant raw materials in the Whiteside Burial 2 collection are claystone and siltstone. The claystone 
occurs mostly in opaque reds and yellows, fine-grained with a dull luster. The siltstone, which has a similar 
luster to orthoquartzite, is opaque, has a noticeable grain, and a dull luster. Banks and Winters (1975) 
identify these materials as weathered varieties of Ouachita Mountain cherts. They were probably transported 
down the Kiamichi River into the Red River system. 
 
Strategy of Analysis
 The analysis of the Boxed Springs lithic sample was approached by first sorting the lithics from the 
testing by area and unit. The sample derived from testing consists mostly of debitage, the majority of 
which is more appropriately classified as micro-debitage since it is less that one centimeter in maximum 
dimension.  Each piece of debitage was sorted on the basis of raw material, with technological observations 
taken when such attributes were apparent. Finished artifacts from the testing were sorted by class and 
described below.
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 Part of the study was to re-examine the artifacts in the Sam Whiteside and Red McFarland collections. 
Permission to examine that part of the Whiteside collection currently housed at the Texas Archeological 
Research Laboratory (TARL) was provided by Dr. Darrell Creel, Director at TARL, with the able assistance 
of collections manager Laura Nightengale, and Bobby Gonzalez (Native American Graves Protection and 
Repatriation Act manager) of the Caddo Nation of Oklahoma. The McFarland collection was recorded 
by Bruseth and Perttula (1990) and those archives are at the Texas Historical Commission. The lithics are 
illustrated in Appendix 4 of this monograph.
 
 A second goal, as previously stated and presented separately in this monograph as a second paper, was 
to compare the combined Boxed Springs site assemblage with those reported from the George C. Davis 
site (Baskin 1981; Creel 1979; Shafer 1973), the Gahagan Mound site (Moore 1912; Webb and Dodd 
1939), Mounds Plantation (Webb and McKinney 1975), Bentsen-Clark site (Banks and Winters 1975), and 
Hudnall-Pirtle (Bruseth and Perttula 2006) in East Texas and northwestern Louisiana. Other comparisons 
were made to Spiro Mound site (Brown 1996) in eastern Oklahoma, the Harlan Mound site (Bell 1972) 
in eastern Oklahoma, and the Early-Middle Caddo Haley Mound site (Moore 1912) in southwestern 
Arkansas, all of which are Early Caddo sites that contained shaft tombs of elite individuals and associated 
accoutrements. The objective of this study was to see what common patterns there were in the village 
and mortuary lithic assemblages. The Boxed Springs village assemblage was compared to those from the 
George C. Davis and Hudnall-Pirtle sites. The mortuary assemblage from Boxed Springs was compared to 
the George C. Davis, Mounds Plantation, Gahagan, and Bentsen-Clark sites. 
Artifact Descriptions
 Artifact descriptions include those recovered from the testing as well as the Sam Whiteside and 
McFarland collections. A preliminary study of the lithic collection from the Sam Whiteside excavations 
was made by Perttula and Wilson (2000). The collection was reexamined by the author and the results are 
incorporated here to expand the sample from the site, and to compare and contrast artifact technology, 
raw material, and style from presumed residential (test units and shovel tests) and mortuary contexts. A 
preliminary study was made of the McFarland collection by Bruseth and Perttula (1990); identification of 
artifact types and material are taken from their notes.
 Measurements and material identification are provided for the artifacts from the testing and the 
Whiteside collections, which I was able to examine. Specimens from the McFarland collection are 
illustrated with a scale in Appendix 4. 
 
 The sorting followed conventional avenues of classification. Projectile point descriptions by Banks and 
Winters (1975), Shafer (1973, 2005), Perttula and Walters (2000), and Turner and Hester (1999) were used 
for most projectile point descriptions along with other sources cited when appropriate. 
Dart Points (n=12)
 Three dart points were recovered from the testing operation; these are classified as a Yarbrough, Gary, 
and Wells, and are briefly described below. Proveniences and dimensions are presented in Table 16. Other 
dart points are from the Whiteside and McFarland collections.
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Yarbrough (n=3)
 The one specimen recovered from testing consists of a stem, one shoulder, and a portion of the blade 
(Figure 39a). The blade was broken by impact. The material is a grey-purple orthoquartzite. Two Yarborough 
points are in the Whiteside collection, presumably recovered from surface context (Figure 40b-c). 
Figure 40. Gahagan knife fragment and dart points from the Sam Whiteside collection: A, Gahagan knife 
fragment; B-C, Yarbrough; D-E, Gary, F, Wells.
Figure 39. Projectile points recovered from test excavations: A, Yarbrough; B, Gary; C, Wells; D-E, Alba; F, 
Colbert; G-K, untyped; L, arrow point fragment. 
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Gary (n=6) 
 Six Gary points are in the sample, one from the test excavations (see Figure 39b), two in the Whiteside 
collection (see Figure 40d-e), and three in the McFarland collection (Figures A4.2a-b and A4.5m). 
The one recovered from testing (see Figure 39b) has the typical contracting stem, weak shoulders, and 
reworked blade of the type. The base is either un-worked or snapped. The material is heat-treated reddish 
orthoquartzite. The two Gary points from the Whiteside collection are both of non-local chert, one (see 
Figure 40d) possibly of Woodford chert, while the smaller specimen is a reddish chert, probably from the 
Bowie or Red River gravels. Three points from the McFarland collection are classified here as Gary. They 
are made of chert. 
Wells (n=2)
 A long, parallel stem with a rounded base and weak shoulders describes this point (see Figure 39c). The 
blade is broken by a snap fracture at impact. The material is a heat-treated reddish orthoquartzite. Another 
base fragment of a large contracting stem point in the Whiteside collection is classified here as Wells, 
although it could just as well be a long stem Gary (see Figure 40f). 
Table 16. Dart points. 
       Stem Stem
  Level  Length Width Thickness Length Length
Class/type Unit (cm bs) Material (mm) (mm)  (mm) (mm) (mm) Figure 
Dart Points
Yarbrough 2 40-50 orquartz 34 32 6 12 16 39A
 Whiteside  swood 34 21 7 10 16 40B
 surface
 Whiteside  orquartz 27 26 5 10 16 40C
 surface
Gary ST B-14 40-60 orquartz 28 17 6 10 ? 39B
 Whiteside  chert 33 19 6 10 ? 40D
 surface
 Whiteside  chert 23 17 6 11 ? 40E
 surface
Wells ST B-21 0-20 orquartz 39 22 7 17 ? 39C




 The novaculite point in the McFarland collection has a short, contracting stem, weak shoulders, and a 
slightly asymmetrical blade (see Figure A4.5m). According to Bruseth and Perttula (1990), the point was 
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recovered from a burial. The point style conforms to Schambach’s (1998:Figure 47) “Carrollton points” 
from the Cooper site in southwestern Arkansas. Using the term Carrollton in this case is an inappropriate 
use of the Texas typological criteria established by Krieger (1944) because there is no geographic 
connection between the Carrollton points in northeast Texas (Suhm et al. 1954:406 and Plate 82a-l) and 
those from the Cooper site.
Arrow points
 A total of 165 arrow points are reported from the Boxed Springs site. Ten arrow points were recovered 
during the 2010 shovel testing and testing work. Ninety are from the Whiteside collection, the 86 points 
associated with Burial 2 in Mound A are at TARL, and four additional unprovenienced specimens from 
Mound A were provided by Walters and are described below. Sixty five arrow points were recorded in the 
McFarland collection. 
 Arrow points recovered from testing mostly represent points either broken during manufacture or 
weapon maintenance where damaged points were replaced. Arrow points recovered from mortuary context 
represent pristine examples that either are hafted points on quivers of arrows or as votive offerings probably 
provided by mourners. The exception to the pristine condition of the Mound A points are the four points 
provided by Walters from Whiteside’s excavations in Mound A, two of which may have been deliberately 
smashed. Arrow points recovered from the shovel testing/testing phase work are described first, followed by 
those from the Whiteside and McFarland collections, respectively. 
Alba (n=2)
 The two Alba points have wide shoulders that amount to lateral barbs, along with re-curved blades 
with fine serrations. The shoulder barb on the first specimen (see Figure 39d) is missing, and it also has a 
damaged tip, possibly from impact. The material on both is heat-treated reddish orthoquartzite. The blade 
on the second specimen (see Figure 39e) is snapped. 
 Provenience: ST B-17, 20-40 cm. 
 Length: 21 mm: Width: 20 mm: Thickness: 4 mm. 
 ST B-40, 20-40 cm. 
 Length: 15 mm; Width: 20 mm; Thickness: 3 mm.
Colbert (n=1)
 This point has an expanding stem, wide shoulders, slightly convex bases, and slightly concave blade 
edges. It is of tan chert (see Figure 39f), is well made and the condition is pristine, as if it was once 
associated with a burial. 
 Chert specimen provenience: ST M-16, 40-55 cm. 
 Length: 23 mm; Width at shoulders: 16 mm; Thickness: 4 mm. 
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Untyped Arrowpoints (n=5)
 One complete point (see Figure 39g) is made on a curved brown-tan banded chert flake; it is entirely 
unifacially chipped. It has a parallel stem, straight base, square shoulders, and a slightly asymmetrical blade.
 Provenience: Unit 9, 10-20 cm bs. 
 Length: 20 mm; Width: 10 mm; Thickness: 3 mm. 
 One point of reddish chert is made of a curved flake and is an unfinished preform, perhaps a discarded 
failure (see Figure 39h). It has lateral barbs, consistent with the Alba points described above, but the stem is 
contracting and the base is rounded. The blade has incurved edges and tip is missing. 
 
 Provenience: ST B-24, 0-20 cm bs. 
 Length: 22 mm; Width: 20 mm; Thickness: 4 mm.  
 A third untyped point (see Figure 39i) is made on a grey orthoquartzite flake. The stem and one barb is 
missing, but the blade and tip appear to be finished.
 
 Provenience: ST B-23, 0-20 cm bs. 
 Length: 9 mm; Width: 7 mm; Thickness: 3 mm.
 The fourth un-typed point (see Figure 39j) lacks only the stem. It is of heat-treated reddish 
orthoquartzite, has the lateral barbs, re-curved blade, and fine serrations of the Alba points, but lacks only 
the stem. It is probably an Alba, but without the stem one cannot be certain.
 Provenience: Unit 6, 10-20 cm bs.
 Length: 29 mm; Width: 19 mm; Thickness: 4 mm.
 A fifth specimen is of grey novaculite and is unfinished (see Figure 39k). It apparently broke during the 
course of manufacture and lacks the tip. It has a contracting stem and square shoulders. 
 Provenience: Unit 8, 10-20 cm bs. 
 Length: 15 mm; Width: 22 mm; Thickness: 3 mm.
Arrow point Fragments (n=3)
 These tiny biface fragments are from pressure flaked arrow points. One is a blade fragment, missing the 
entire stem, of reddish orthoquartzite (see Figure 39l). The second specimen is a burned medial fragment of 
grey chert, and the third is a possible Alba stem fragment of orthoquartzite.
 Blade fragment provenience: ST M-6, 0-20 cm.
 Length: 14 mm; Width: 18mm; Thickness: 3 mm. 
 Medial fragment provenience: Unit 3: 20-30 cm.
 Length: 13 mm; Width: 11 mm; Thickness: 3 mm.
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 Stem fragment provenience: ST B-41, 20-40 cm.
Arrow points from TARL Whiteside Collection
 The Whiteside collection was studied at TARL and each of the arrow points was examined for material, 
technology, and style. Typing the 86 arrow points from Burial 2 create a minor dilemma in that the stem 
characteristics are very similar as a group, albeit with subtle differences that could justifiably result in 
classifying them into any one of three different point types: Alba, Homan, and Hayes. All three types are 
contemporaneous, occur in the same burial assemblage, and are associated with Early Caddo features and 
components in the Red River area and up to the Spiro Mound site in eastern Oklahoma (Banks and Winters 
1975; Brown 1996; Bohannon 1973). I think the distinctions probably represent the preferred styles by 
specific craftsmen from different settlements that were contemporaneous. The materials, however, are 
revealing in that as a group (but with one notable exception) they point toward the Ouachita Mountains via 
the Kiamichi and Red River gravels as a source.
 
 I grouped 29 of these as Alba (Figure 41B-CC); the material for all but one is a very fine lustrous 
claystone or siltstone; the exception is a light purple quartzite for one arrow point. I use the term claystone 
Figure 41. Arrow points from Whiteside Burial 2 at Boxed Springs Mound A: A, untyped; B-CC, Alba. The 
material is lustrous siltstone. Image provided by Laura Nightengale at the Texas Archeological Research 
Laboratory, The University of Texas at Austin. 
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or siltstone rather than chert because of the luster, an attribute missing on the cherts from the Bowie gravels. 
The points in this group have essentially square stems with convex to rounded bases. Shoulders are squared 
to slightly barbed, and blades are concave, re-curved, or straight (on the smaller examples). Also, notably 
as a group, they display much poorer workmanship then the other types, although all are bifacially chipped. 
Length varies from 23-44 mm; width: 18-25 mm; thickness: 3-4 mm. 
 The Hayes type is represented by seven specimens, but the conundrum is that these grade right 
into Homan. The Hayes specimens have the suggestive “turkey-tail” stem with the base formed by two 
converging edges (Figure 42A-D, H, L-M). Shoulders are square and the blades are triangular to slightly 
recurved and have needle tips. None have serrated blades. The material is fine lustrous claystone or siltstone 
in reddish-brown, reddish-purple, and grayish hues. Length varies from 29-41 mm; Width: 15-17 mm; 
Thickness: 2-5 mm.
 Homan dominates the sample with 50 specimens (Figure 42E-G, I-K, N-Q and Figure 43). Stems are 
bulbar and blades are re-curved on 13. Nineteen have finely serrated blades, some of which terminate in 
needle-sharp tips. Ten are made of fine lustrous claystone or siltstone, and 39 are opaque Red River chert 
or jasper. 
Figure 42. Hayes and Homan arrow points from Burial 2: A-D, H, L, M, Hayes arrow points; E-G, I-K, 
N-Q, Homan arrow points; all are from Whiteside Burial 2. The material is siltstone. Image provided by 
Laura Nightengale at the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory, The University of Texas at Austin. 
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 One Homan point is an exceptional specimen and stands out because of its size and workmanship. 
It is of black Woodford chert with gold streaks (see Figure 43DD). It is 60 mm long, 18 mm wide at the 
shoulders, and is 2 mm thick. 
 
 One unclassified arrow point of reddish-brown fine claystone or siltstone has a bulbar stem, shouldered 
blade, as well as a long blade with slightly re-curved blade edges (see Figure 41A). It is poorly worked 
compared to the Homan points but comparable to the Alba points. 
Whiteside Unknown Provenience (possibly from Mound A)
  Four additional arrow points are in a small collection obtained by Whiteside from Box Springs 
(presumably from Mound A?); Mark Walters currently holds this collection. They are separated from the 
Mound A mortuary sample because of their uncertain context. 
 Homan (n=2)
 Both of these specimens have short bulbar stems with squared shoulders. One is of black chert and other 
is a reddish opaque chert, possibly from the Red River gravels. The black specimen lacks a shoulder and tip 
also. The reddish chert specimen lack a tip. Both are in pieces. 
Figure 43. Additional Homan points from Burial 2: A-NN, Homan arrow points. The material is claystone 
with the exception of DD, which is Boone chert, and II, which is siltstone. Image provided by Laura 
Nightengale at the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory, The University of Texas at Austin. 
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 Provenience: Both are from Whiteside’s excavations in Mound A?
 Reddish chert: Length: 21 mm; Width: 12 mm; Thickness: 2 mm.
 Black chert: Length: 21 mm; Width: 11 mm; Thickness: 2.5 mm
Comments: The black chert specimen appears to have been deliberately broken as the break exhibits 
a classic roll-snap fracture. That two of these are in pieces and the breaks are old, suggests they were 
deliberately broken as part of the mortuary ritual. Deliberately smashed artifacts do occur in Early Caddo 
tombs (Shafer 1973:233-235).  
Colbert (n=1)
 This point has an expanding stem, wide shoulders, slightly convex base, and slightly concave blade 
edges. It is orthoquartzite, not well made, and has a broken tip.
 Provenience: Whiteside Mound A?
  Length: 20 mm; Width at shoulders: 14 mm; Thickness: 4.5 mm.
Untyped (n=1)
 This arrow point (not illustrated) is small, corner-notched, and lacks a tip. The base is convex. It is made 
of orthoquartzite.
 
 Provenience: Whiteside Mound A?
 Length: 15 mm; Width: 9 mm; Thickness: 2.5 mm.
Arrow points from the McFarland Collection (Figures A4.2-A4.5)
 The 65 arrow points from the McFarland collection were initially classified by Bruseth and Perttula 
(1990) when they recorded the collection. In their scheme, 40 were classified as Alba (two of these with 
question marks), seven as Alba or Catahoula, two Agee, two Friley, one corner-notched, one Steiner, and 12 
unclassified. Given my analysis of the Whiteside arrow points, I would concur with their classification for 
the most part, but regard all of those points classified as Alba or Catahoula as Alba (see Figures A4.2K-L 
and A4.4I-J). The stylistic distinctions between Alba and Catahoula are the square barbs and square stem 
on the latter (see McClurkan 1968:Figures 25f-h and 40x; Shafer 1968:Figure 39I-M; Turner and Hester 
1999:206). Both often have re-curved blades that flare out to the barbs. Furthermore, the typological 
distinction between Alba, Agee, and Homan are very close in these collections and often grade one into the 
other as noted earlier. I would classify most of their unclassified as Alba with the exception of a specimen 
illustrated in Figure A4.3m, which I would group as Homan. The burial sample from Whiteside’s Burial 
2, for example, shows that these variants of Alba-Homan-Hayes are contemporaneous, and I would throw 
Agee into that mix as well. 
 
 In McFarland’s collection Alba is a dominant point style, but with typological overlap with the more 
bulbar stem Homan for some. Points classified as Agee are also on the borderline stylistically with Alba and 
Homan. The two points classified by Bruseth and Perttula as possibly Friley (see Figure A4.2Q-R) are more 
likely extensively reworked Alba given the overall dominance of Alba in the McFarland collection. They are 
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not classic Friley by any means. The single corner-notched point could be classified as Homan but it is not a 
classic example.
 
 I think the subtle stylistic nuances that lead me to use the labels Homan and Hayes are important, 
however, because the Homan-Agee-Hayes variants point to the Red River area with regards to possible 
social affiliation. So, the importance of the McFarland collection is that it provides another perspective of 
the typological assessments made of the Whiteside collection by giving additional information on mortuary 
arrow points. From what little contextual information Bruseth and Perttula were able to obtain all of the 
points came from burials. Unfortunately, we do not know which of these points—with four exceptions—
occurred together in specific burials, and I was not able to visibly compare the materials in the McFarland 
collection with those from the Whiteside collection.
 Notes on raw material in the McFarland collection are not particularly useful here as there is no 
distinction between chert and claystone or siltstone. Bruseth and Perttula (1990) list the material for 59 as 
“local,” one as chalcedony, one as petrified wood, one as siltstone, one as Ouachita mountain chert, one as 
red chert, probably local, one as non-local, and one as heat-treated chert. My suspicion is that many of these 
are made of either Bowie or Red River chert, or the fine lustrous claystone or siltstone from southeastern 
Oklahoma. Specimens in Figure A4.5A, F-G, and J were associated with the same burial and the material 
from what I can tell from the photo is certainly non-local for A and F. Not having the opportunity to 
compare McFarland materials with the Whiteside sample hinders the opportunity to assess the extent of 
material exchange.
 
 All of the McFarland points are from burials but no information was preserved that would allow more 
specific contextual study. Knowing that these came from burials, however, is in itself informative. It is 
interesting that as a whole, the workmanship on the McFarland points compares more closely to the Alba 
points in the Whiteside collection, and are in contrast to the fine workmanship seen on the Homan points 
from Whiteside Burial 2. A possible explanation for this difference is that the McFarland arrow points are 
from individual graves and represent arrow quivers perhaps belonging to the individual—thereby points that 
were locally produced. The Whiteside sample came from a shaft tomb of a paramount individual associated 
with two retainers and who may have received votive offerings from mourners that came from distant 
villages. This is all speculation of course, but the idea is that there may be important differences in points 
associated with individual burials as opposed to those in the shaft tomb.
 
 A final comment about the arrow points is offered. Typological distinctions are customarily based on 
stem forms (corner-notched, expanding, parallel, contracting) and base shapes (concave, straight, convex, 
etc.). While all of these attributes are present in the arrow point collection, and can be important given 
specific instances, there are two that consistently occur besides stem form: long, recurved blades and 
bifacial manufacture. I think these attributes are significant markers for Early Caddo arrow points; these 
attributes will be discussed more at length in the following section in this monograph. 
Gahagan bifaces (n=6)
 Three examples of Gahagan knives are in the Whiteside collection, and three were found by Red 
McFarland (Bruseth and Perttula 1990). One large example recovered by Whiteside from Burial 2 can 
better be described as a small sword (Figure 44). It has a straight base, parallel edges to near mid-length 
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where they converge with slightly convex edges to the tip. Blade edges have been bifacially sharpened with 
fine pressure flaking, and slight smoothing could be felt along the edges. There is also evidence of surface 
smoothing as if the knife had been sheathed, and traces of red ochre on the blade. The material is a light 
grayish-tan fossiliferous Edwards chert, with a dark grey streak. 
 Provenience: Whiteside, Burial 2. Length: 170 mm; Width: 
45 mm; Thickness: 9.5 mm. 
 Michael Collins (personal communication, 2010) 
fluoresced the specimen and noted the light was “a particularly 
classic pumpkin orange in both long and short wave UV which 
is archetypical Edwards, but it doesn’t hint at any particular 
region within the Edwards outcrop.” The material is virtually 
identical to a chert seam from western Williamson County 
the author recently examined. Similar chert occurs along Owl 
Creek in western Bell County (Charles Frederick, personal 
communication, 2010), and the author has seen a large corner-
tang knife from Bell County made of identical material. The 
particular seam in Williamson County is about 130 mm thick 
and has the same light grey fossiliferous matrix with a darker 
grey interior. The outcrop is west of Georgetown but should 
not be confused with the blue-grey nodular “Georgetown 
chert” popular with contemporary flint knappers. A best guess 
for the origin of the Boxed Springs specimen is somewhere 
along the eastern face of the Balcones Escarpment in western 
Bell or Williamson County. 
 A second example is a medial fragment of a possible 
Gahagan knife from the Whiteside collection (see Figure 40A), 
presumably found on the surface or during the course of his 
excavations. It was classified as a possible Gahagan because 
of its size and thinness. It a light grey-tan mottled chert that 
may not be Edwards chert; it is broken by snap factures, and 
is very thin. Both lateral edges evidence smoothing from use. 
No measurements were taken but the specimen is illustrated to 
scale in Figure 40A.
 
 The third example classified here as a Gahagan knife fragment is an exceptionally well worked distal 
blade fragment in two pieces that appears to have been deliberately broken. Fine pressure flaking is evident 
along the left edge of both faces. The material is a gray-tan chert, probably Edwards. It is narrow for a 
Gahagan but the workmanship and faint smoothing of the sharp lateral edges are consistent with Gahagan 
knives. Length: 61 mm; Width: 19 mm; Thickness: 5 mm. 
 Three additional Gahagan knives were found by Red McFarland (Bruseth and Perttula 1990 ). These 
are shown in Figure A4.1A-C, and according to Bruseth and Perttula (1990), two (Figure A4.1A-B) are of 
Figure 44. Gahagan knife in the Sam 
Whitehead collection, Burial 2 in 
Mound A. Image provided by Laura 
Nightengale at the Texas Archeological 
Research Laboratory, The University of 
Texas at Austin. 
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Central Texas chert and the material on the third, Figure A4.1C, is unknown. All of the McFarland knives 
show evidence of extensive resharpening, specimen B more than the others (Bruseth and Perttula 1990). 
Each was recovered from a burial, but other than that, no other information is known. 
Ramey-like Knife (n=1)
 The blade on this lanceolate knife tapers toward the base and tip, and is the widest at about mid-length; 
the base is straight (Figure 45). The material for the most part is a blue-grey to grey-tan varicolored chert with 
a cream-white tip. UV light examination by Michael 
Collins identified the chert as Edwards but it is unlike 
any that this writer has ever seen. Its source is unknown. 
The pressure-flaked edges are slightly smoothed and 
were sharpened by bifacial retouch. Traces of surface 
polish and ochre staining can also be detected. 
 Provenience: Whiteside, Mound A, Burial 2. 
Length: 132 mm; Width (at mid-length): 40 mm; 
Thickness: 9 mm. 
 I classified this as a Ramey-like knife because 
its shape and technology conforms to the variations 
within that type. I am not aware of previously reported 
Ramey knives of Edwards chert, however, so I 
used the term “Ramey-like,” to denote the stylistic 
similarity only. Most Ramey knives are lenticular 
in shape and were produced from the Mill Creek 
quarries in southern Illinois (Cobb 2000:50). Some, 
however, were made of Burlington chert (Pauketat 
et al. 1998:37), and occasionally have flat bases. The 
defining characteristics are the fine workmanship and 
tapering toward the base. Ramey knives are one of 
the diagnostic chipped stone tool forms associated 
with the greater Cahokia system. They were used as 
utilitarian tools at American Bottom, but were often 
included as mortuary goods in Mississippian sites 
outside the American Bottom (Cobb 2000:71). While 
this may not be a Ramey knife, its shape is very 
unusual for knives produced at this time of Edwards 
chert. The stylistic similarity of this specimen to Ramey knives may be a mere coincidence. 
Silicified Wood biface (n=1) 
 This oval biface was recorded in the McFarland collection and is illustrated with a scale in Figure 
A4.4a. The biface may be a preform or even a tool such as an adze blade; it is simply not possible to tell 
from the photograph.
Figure 45. Ramey-like knife. Image provided by 
Laura Nightengale at the Texas Archeological 
Research Laboratory, The University of Texas at 
Austin. 
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Biface Fragments
 Two biface fragments were identified in the test excavation sample. One is the distal tip of a silicified 
wood biface which is poorly made, broken by a snap fracture, and is probably a manufacturing error (Figure 
46A). The second is a medial fragment of tan claystone or siltstone. 
Figure 46. Biface fragment, adze/perforator, and perforator.
 Distal tip provenience: ST M-4, 40-60 cm bs
 Length: 20 mm; Width: 21 mm; Thickness: 6 mm.
 Medial Fragment: ST B-1, 0-20 cm bs.
 Length: 19 mm; Width: 11 mm; Thickness: 5 mm. 
Adze/Perforator (n=1)
 This artifact is of tan-grey chert and could be either an adze worked down to the haft, leaving a spur, 
or an adze recycled into a perforator (see Figure 46B). Step fractures along the distal edge are indicators of 
impact and suggest its use as an adze. Smoothing around the tip also indicates use as a perforator or drill. 
 Provenience: ST B-36, 20-40 cm bs
 Length: 30 mm; Width: 30 mm; Thickness: 9 mm.
Perforator (n=1)
 This tiny perforator of reddish orthoquartzite is made on the blade of an arrow point (see Figure 46C). 
The projection tip is broken, but the size suggests a specialized function as a small perforator or drill. 
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Numerous perforators, many made on arrow points, were found clustered in one unit at the George C. Davis 
site, suggesting use in conjunction with a craft specialty (Baskin 1981:276-284). 
 Provenience: ST B-36, 20-40 cm bs
 Length: 17 mm; Width: 12 mm; Thickness: 4 mm. 
Utilized flake tool (n=1)
 Made on a biface thinning flake of blue-gray semi-translucent chert, this artifact is the largest chert flake 
in the sample (Figure 47A). Fine unifacial edge retouch along the distal end created two concavities that 
resulted in two projections. How the tool was used is unknown, but it may have been to scrape wooden fore 
shafts or other implements made on sticks. There is no evidence that the projections were used.
 Provenience: ST M-59, 0-20 cm bs
 Length: 31 mm; Width; 21 mm; Thickness: 5 mm.
Micro-blade End Scraper (n=1)
 This tiny end scraper is made on a curved micro-blade of lustrous chert, probably claystone or siltstone 
(see Figure 47B). Fine unifacial alteration of the convex distal end is evident, hence the classification. 
 
 Provenience: ST M-46, 0-20 cm.
 Length: 22 mm; Width: 11 mm; Thickness: 4mm.
Hammerstone/Anvil (n=1) 
 
 This interesting artifact is a discoid-shaped metaquartzite artifact with evidence of extensive use as a 
hammerstone and anvil (Figure 48). One side is pitted from use as an anvil, probably in bi-polar flaking, and 
the opposite side is convex. Repeated battering shaped the circumference. 
Figure 47. Flake artifacts: A, utilized Edwards chert flake; B, micro-blade end-scraper; C, D, wedge-shaped 
flakes; E, bipolar flake. 
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Figure 48. Two views of a metaquartzite hammerstone-pitted stone.
Figure 49. Ferruginous sandstone slab fragment saws and abraded stones. 
 Provenience: ST B-46, 20-40 cm. 
 Circumference: 52-54 mm; Thickness: 41 mm. 
Ferruginous Sandstone Abraders/Saws (n=3)
 These are flat ferruginous sandstone slabs, probably derived from local concretions, that have abraded 
surfaces and at least one abraded edge (Figure 49A-C). The abraded edges were likely used as saws. 
The distribution and measurements are presented in Table 17. A similar class of sandstone artifacts was 
recovered from the George C. Davis site (Baskin 1981:297; Shafer 1973:311-316).
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Table 17. Sandstone Abraders/Saws.
Provenience Depth (cm bs) Length (mm) Width (mm) Thickness (mm) Figure
Unit 9 0-10 62 39 7  49A
Unit 9 20-30 55 43 9  49B
ST B-14 20-40 54 32 9  49C
 Another sandstone artifact is from the Whiteside’s Burial 2 assemblage and is described separately below.
Ferruginous Sandstone slab fragment
 
 This specimen is a coarse ferruginous sandstone slab fragment that may have been abraded, or perhaps 
used as a source for pigment (see Figure 49D). Just handling it leaves pigment on one’s hand. 
 Provenience: ST B-46, 0-20 cm. Length: 53 mm; Width: 39 mm; Thickness: 18 mm
Ferruginous Sandstone Artifact (n=1)
 This elongated ferruginous sandstone artifact is from a concretion (Figure 50D). It has a natural 
groove ca. 13 mm wide and 2-3 mm deep that shows no visible wear. One edge, however, may have slight 
Figure 50. Polishing stones, hammerstone, and sandstone artifact: A-B, Polishing stones; C, 
Hammerstone; D, Sandstone artifact from Whiteside Burial 2, Mound A. Image provided by Laura 
Nightengale at the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory, The University of Texas at Austin.
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smoothing from use as a saw. It was found near the north end of Burial 2, possibly associated with one of 
the polishing stones.
 Sandstone abrading tools are not uncommon in Early Caddo tombs. Many examples of exotic Catahoula 
sandstone were among the artifacts included in tombs at the Davis site. Feature 119, for example, contained 
28 Catahoula sandstone abrading stones. A total of 61 Catahoula sandstone and 11 ferruginous sandstone 
abrading tools were analyzed in my study alone. These artifacts showed a range of possible functions. Some 
evidently were used as saws while others were grooved abrading stones for the manufacture of bone pins 
and other items (Shafer 1973:311-317). 
Celts (n=13)
 The term celt is used here to describe a group of pecked and ground artifacts that functioned as either 
un-grooved axes, adzes, or chisels. The celts come in three forms, a wide bit petaloid form (Figures 51 and 
52A-B), an elongated chisel-like form (Figure 52C-D), 
and a larger elongated variety with a slightly tapered bit 
(Figure 52E). We have no way of determining the precise 
function of the three forms, but presumably all were 
designed for wood cutting and wood working.
  The sample includes eight celts from the Whiteside 
collection and five recorded in the McFarland collection. 
All of the Whiteside celts came from Mound A: Specimen 
A was probably associated with Burial 1 while Specimens 
B-G were from Burial 2 in Mound A; specimen H is from 
an unknown provenience in the mound excavations. All 
of the Whiteside specimens were examined by the author; 
the McFarland descriptions are based on Bruseth and 
Perttula’s (1990) examination of his collection. 
Whiteside Collection
 Specimen A: The largest celt possibly associated with 
Burial 1 in Mound A is a very well made and smoothed 
petaloid form, with peck marks almost obliterated by 
grinding (see Figure 51). The bit edge-angle is about 75 
degrees. The material is green diorite, probably from the 
western Ouachita Mountains of southeast Oklahoma or 
southwest Arkansas. Length: 163 mm; Width: 73 mm; 
Thickness: 37 mm.
  Two of the specimens are small petaloid celts or adze blades; the size may suggest the latter. Specimen 
B (see Figure 52A): is greenstone. It is well worked and smoothed all over. The edge angle is about 70 
degrees. Length: 60 mm; Width: 37 mm; Thickness: 15 mm. 
Figure 51. Large greenstone celt from Whiteside 
Burial 1, Mound A, Boxed Springs Mound site. 
Image provided by Laura Nightengale at the 
Texas Archeological Research Laboratory, The 
University of Texas at Austin. 
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 Specimen C (see Figure 52B): The second small celt or adze is similar in size, well worked, but the light 
grey material is exceptionally light weight. The material type and source is unknown, although it may be 
volcanic tuff. It is hard to believe that this was ever a functional tool other than for its symbolism. The edge 
angle is about 65 degrees. Length: 66 mm; Width: 33 mm; Thickness: 16 mm.
 Specimen D (see Figure 52C). The well-shaped, long, narrow, chisel-like celt was made of a slender 
golden-colored chert or claystone cobble, possibly created by starch fracture based on traces of natural 
fractures along its surface. The bit end has a chisel-like taper with a bit angle of 48 degrees. The poll end 
is squared off, and the cross-section is rectangular, due-in part to the natural fractures of the cobble. The 
surfaces are smoothed overall. Length: 88 mm; Width: 16 mm; Thickness: 13 mm. 
 Specimen E (see Figure 52D). The preform for this elongated celt was chipped out of a yellowish 
lustrous fine-grain claystone or siltstone with a hint of red, that matches the material of many of the arrow 
points described above. The preform was bifacially flaked and ground into the narrow shape. Traces of 
flake scars are apparent on both surfaces. Bit angle is about 65 degrees. Length: 97 mm; Width: 37 mm; 
Thickness: 20 mm.
Figure 52. Celts from Whiteside Burial 2, Mound A, Box Springs Mound Site: A, Specimen B, 
greenstone; B, Specimen C, unknown material that is exceptionally light weight; C, Specimen D, 
chert or claystone; D, Specimen E, claystone; E, Specimen F, green diorite. Image provided by Laura 
Nightengale at the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory, The University of Texas at Austin. 
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 Specimen F (see Figure 52E). This elongated celt with a tapered bit is of light green diorite; it is long, 
narrow, and very well worked with no visible peck marks. The poll end is flattened. It has a chisel-like bit 
with an edge angle of ca. 62 degrees. Length: 116 mm; Width: 38 mm; Thickness: 25 mm. 
 Specimen G. This is the poll end of a broken celt of Ouachita sandstone. It was recycled and used as a 
hammerstone and chopper. Length of fragment: 61 mm; Width: 52 mm; Thickness: 30 mm. 
 Specimen H. This is the distal fragment of a chipped stone celt made of novaculite (not illustrated). It 
was recovered by Whiteside and its provenience is unknown, but possibly from Mound A. It consists of the 
bit portion only. The bit profile shows two converging finely shaped surfaces forming the bit edge. The edge 
itself is well smoothed and rounded from abrasion. The bit appears to have been broken by a burin-like blow 
across the blade, perhaps deliberately? Length: 19 mm; Width: 29 mm: Thickness: 7 mm. 
McFarland Collection
 Five celts are recorded in the McFarland collection. Four are made of elongated cherty claystone or 
siltstone river pebbles, probably either from the Red River or Kiamichi gravels, and one is of “quartzitic 
sandstone” (Ouachita sandstone). Three of the celts are elongated chisel-like in shape, and two are more 
typical petaloid forms (see Figure A4.6). The cherty material appears identical to that of Specimen D above 
(see Figure 52C) and compares closely to specimens reported from the Bentsen-Clark site (Banks and 
Winters 1975:Figure 15S-T). 
Polishing Stones (n=3)
 
 These artifacts are all river pebbles that display polished surfaces. One (see Figure 50A) is a dark brown 
pebble, possibly of chert. It measure 44 mm long, 25 mm wide, and 20 mm thick. The second (see Figure 
50B) is a reddish-brown chert similar to the lustrous fine-grain claystone described for the celt specimen E 
above. It measures 43 mm long, 36 mm wide, and is 20 mm thick. 
 
 The third (not illustrated) is a tear-drop-shaped pebble with a flat-oval cross-section. It is polished 
over its entire surface but is highly polished along one facet. Abrasive scratches are evident under low 
magnification. It measures 59 mm long, 35 mm wide, and is 22 mm thick. One was found in a cluster of 
arrow points; another was near the tabular sandstone artifact in the northern end of Burial 2 pit (Perttula and 
Walters 2000); and a third is from Mound A, but is unprovenienced. 
 
 Polishing stones are often included among the assemblage of artifacts in Early Caddo tombs (Shafer 
1973:319-323; Webb and Dodd 1939; Webb and McKinney 1975). 
Quartzite Hammerstones (n=2)
  One elongated metaquartzite cobble shows some evidence of light battering on one end (see Figure 
50C). The surfaces are relatively smoothed, suggesting it was a multi-purpose tool. It measures 86 mm long, 
41 mm wide, and is 33 mm thick. A second specimen (not illustrated) is in the general Whiteside collection 
(lot 5-313), presumably collected from the surface. It is a purple metaquartzite pebble with a brown 
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stained cortex. It is shaped by extensive battering around the entire circumference. It measures 43-47 cm in 
circumference and is 30 mm thick.
Debitage Analysis
Technology
 The debitage recovered from the shovel tests and test units is extremely small in size; indeed, under 
most circumstances with screened lithics these would mostly be considered as micro-debitage. Debitage 
was sorted on the basis of raw material: chert, orthoquartzite, silicified wood, ferruginous sandstone, or 
other. Confidence in sorting was about 90% in that some of the very small semi-translucent pressure flakes 
could be either from chert or agatized silicified wood. 
 Determining the method of detachment was often difficult due to the small size of the flakes. Observed, 
but not counted in the sample, were pressure flakes and small arched lipped flakes probably produced by 
a punch. Flakes produced by hard-hammer percussion were rare and this is due to the size of the nodules 
being worked. Cortex flakes are rare in the sample, attesting to the fact that most of the debitage was the 
result of retouching finished tools by pressure. Bipolar reduction is clearly indicated in several instances 
where attempts were made to reduce small pebbles.
 
 One specific type of flake that I looked for was the wedge-shaped flake. Wedge-shaped flakes are 
produced by hard-hammer flaking and retain the striking platform (often of cortex) on the proximal end and 
a wide, feather, edge on the other (Shafer 1973:95-99). This type of flake was intentionally produced at the 
George C. Davis site as a tool, where I recorded 242 of chert and 24 of orthoquartzite. Cores from which 
wedge-shaped flakes were removed and a use-wear study of 200 examples showed that wedge-shaped flakes 
constituted a specific tool type at that site. Wedge-shaped flake tools or knives were reported by Bohannon 
(1973:67) from the Mineral Springs site in southwest Arkansas. Only three possible examples were 
identified in the Boxed Springs site collection, two are shown in Figure 47C-D. 
Raw Material
 Visual identification was used to sort the lithic debris by raw material. The distribution of the major and 
minor raw material categories for the entire sample is listed in Tables 18 and 19. Heat-treated orthoquartzite 
was the dominant raw material (40%) reduced on the site. This material occurs as small pebbles and tested 
examples are present in the sample (see Cores, below). The caveat, however, is that with small flakes, 
distinguishing between locally or regionally obtained lustrous orthoquartzite and the finer lustrous siltstone 
from the Ouachita region of Oklahoma is extremely difficult without microscopic examination. For that 
reason I did not attempt to make a distinction between orthoquartzite and siltstone. 
 Figure 53 shows the frequency distribution of debitage raw materials recovered during the 2010 
investigations. Chert was the next most common material at 38%. There was no consistent chert source, 
although tan was the more frequent along with opaque red or brown. Core fragments indicate the source 
of some of the chert was the Bowie Gravels (Cliff and Peter 1996) as red, reddish-brown, brown, and olive 
green flakes are present in the sample. No Edwards chert could be unequivocally identified, although some 
of the pressure flakes could have been removed from retouched tools of Edwards chert. 
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Table 18. Lithic debitage from Boxed Springs (41UR30) test units. 
   Silicified
Provenience   Wood
(Unit and cm bs) Chert Oqz (SW) FS  Other Comments
Unit 1
0-10 1 8 1   1 gray chert pressure retouch
10-20 5 5 4   2 chert lipped flakes
20-30 1 2 1   Oqz core
30-40  3 4   Oqz tested core
40-50  3 4
50-60 2 1 4 1  SW core, pressure flake




20-30 1 3    tan chert pressure flake
30-40 2 1    2 chert pressure flakes
      3 chert pressure flakes 
      (1 white), Oqz tested 
40-50 3 4     core
50-55 2 1 1 1  1 FS slab fragment
Unit 3
0-10 2 1    Chert, possibly Red River  
      (RR) gravels
10-20 7 1 5   1 wedge flake, 2 pressure  
      flakes
20-30 4 5
30-40 1     gray-tan chert
Unit 4
0-10
10-20 3 2 2
20-30  1
Unit 5
0-10  1 1
10-20 5     2 pressure, 1 punch  
      (olive green)
20-30  1 2
Unit 6
0-10 2 2 1   chert, bulbar arrow point stem
10-20 3 8    1 chert bf thinning punch;  
      1 Oqz core, Oqz arrow point
20-25 3 3 5  1 1 chert core, hematite nodule
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Table 18. Lithic debitage from Boxed Springs (41UR30) test units, cont. 
   Silicified
Provenience   Wood





20-25 2 2 1   20 micro-flakes 
      1 Oqz pebble
25-30 1 2 1   16 micro-flakes
      1 white pressure flake
30-35 1 3    2 micro-flakes
Unit 6, F2
25-30  2 1   9 micro-flakes
30-40 1     7 micro-flakes
Unit 7
0-10  4
10-20 2 4 1
20-30 2 4  1  1 sandstone, 
      4 micro-flakes, 
      1 chert RR red
Unit 8
0-10 1 3
10-20 5 4 1   9 micro-flakes
      1 novaculite arrow point
20-30 3 5 1  1 Oqz core, chert biface  
      fragment
30-35 3 6
Unit 9
0-10 3 1 1 1 1 fs slab fs slab with worn edges (saw?) 
10 to 20 5 8 1   1 chert wedge flake,  
      arrow point
20-30 6 1 2 1  fs slab with worn edges (saw?) 
Totals 86 108 45 5 3 247
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Table 19. Distribution of Debitage from Shovel Testing at the Boxed Springs site. 
Provenience 
(ST and cm bs) Chert Orthoqz Swood SS HT Other Comments
B-2, 0-20 2 1 – – – –
40-60 1 – – – – –
B-3, 0-20 1 – – – – –
B-4, 20-40 – – 1 – – –
40-60 – 1 – – – –
B-5, 0-20 1 1 – – – –
20-40 2 – – – – –
B-7, 0-20 – – 1 – – –
B-8, 0-20 1 – – – – – white chert pressure flake
20-40 1 – – – – –
40-60 – – 1 – – –
B-10, 0-20 2 – – – – –
20-40 – – 1 – – –
B-11, 20-40 – 1 – – – –
B-12, 20-40 1 1 – – 1 –
B-13, 20-40 2 – – – – –
B-14, 20-40 1 – – 1 – – from concretion slab saw?
B-18, 0-20 1 – – – – –
20-40 – 1 – 1 – 1 other is novaculite
B-19, 20-40 3 – – – – –
B-20, 0-20 2 – 1 – – –
B-23, 20-40 1 2 2 – – –
B-24, 0-20 – 1 – – – –
B-25, 0-20 2 1 – – – –
B-26, 20-40 – 1 – – – –
B-29, 40-50 1 – – – – –
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Table 19. Distribution of Debitage from Shovel Testing at the Boxed Springs site, cont.  
Provenience
(ST and cm bs) Chert Orthoqz Swood SS HT Other Comments
B-30, 20-40 1 – – – – –
B-32, 40-60 – – 1 – – –
B-34, 0-20 1 1 – – – –
20-40 2 – 2 – – –
40-60 1 1 – – – – white chert pressure flake
B-35, 20-40 – 1 1 – – –
40-54 1 – – – – – pressure flake
B-36, 0-20 – 1 – – – –
20-40 4 – 1 – – –
B-37, 0-20 – 1 – – – –
B-38, 0-20 – – – – – 1 clear quartz pebble
B-40, 20-40 – 1 – – – –
B-41, 20-40 1 5 – – – –
B-44, 20-40 – 1 – – – –
B-45, 0-20 – 1 – – – –
40-60 1 – – – – –
60-80 1 – – – – –
B-46, 0-20 – – – – 1 –
20-40 – – 1 – – 1 metaquartzite hammerstone-anvil
B-47, 40-60 – – – 1 – – nodule
B-48, 0-18 1 – – – – –
B-49, 20-40 1 – – – – –
B-50, 60-80 1 – 1 – – –
B-51, 0-20 – 1 – – – –
20-40 1 – 2 – – –
B-52, 0-20 – 1 1 – – –
20-40 1 – – – – –
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Table 19. Distribution of Debitage from Shovel Testing at the Boxed Springs site, cont. 
Provenience Chert Orthoqz Swood SS HT Other Comments
(ST and cm bs)
B-53, 0-20 1 – – – – –
20-40 1 1 – – – –
B-54, 0-20 3 – 2 – – – 1 Red River chert, bipolar
20-40 1 – – – – –
M-1, 0-20 1 – – – – – burned; lip flake punch
20-40 – 1 – – – –
40-60 – 1 – – – – hard hammer percussion cortex
M-2, 20-40 2 – – – – – 1 tan, 1 dark brown pressure
M-3, 0-20 – 1 1 – – –
20-40 1 – – – – –
40-55 2 1 – – – – white chert, Burlington?
M-4, 0-20 – 2 – – – –
20-40 – 3 – – – – 2 burned
40-60 3 2 3 – – – 1 chert punch cortex
M-5, 0-20 2 3 1 – – – 1 chert pebble burned; 1 orthoqz
        burned; 1 orthoqz pebble tested
20-40 1 – – – – –
40-60 1 – 1 – 1 –
M-6, 20-40 2 2 1 – – –
M-7, 0-20 1 – – – – –
20-40 – 1 2 – – –
40-60 – 2 – – – –
M-8, 20-40 – 1 – – – –
M-9, 0-20 1 – – 1 – –
20-40 1 – 1 – – –
M-10, 0-20 2 – – – – –
20-40 1 – 1 – – –
M-12, 40-50 – 1 – – – –
M-14, 20-40 1 1 – – – –
M-15, 0-20 1 – – – – –
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Table 19. Distribution of Debitage from Shovel Testing at the Boxed Springs site, cont. 
Provenience Chert Orthoqz Swood SS HT Other Comments
(ST and cm bs)
M-16, 0-20 1 – – – – – pressure
20-40 – 1 – – – –
M-17, 0-20 – 1 – – – –
M-18, 0-20 – 1 – – – –
M-19, 20-40 – 1 – – – –
M-23, 0-20 – 1 – – – –
20-40 2 – – – – –
40-60 1 – – – – – wedge flake; Red River jasper
        brown
M-24, 0-20 1 – – – – – core
M-25, 0-20 1 1 – – – –
20-40 – 1 – – – –
M-26, 0-20 3 – – – – –
20-40 3 – – – – –
M-30, 20-40 2 2 – – – –
40-60 2 – – – – –
M-32, 0-20 1 – – – – –
20-40 1 3 2 – – –
40-60 2 2 – – – –
M-33, 20-40 1 – – – – –
M-35, 0-20 – – 1 – – –
40-60 – – 2 – – –
M-36, 20-40 1 – – – – – Red River jasper
M-37, 20-40 1 – – – – –
M-39, 0-20 – 1 1 – – –
20-40 – – 1 – – –
M-40, 0-20 – – 1 – – –
20-40 – – 1 – – –
40-60 1 – – – – –
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Table 19. Distribution of Debitage from Shovel Testing at the Boxed Springs site, cont. 
Provenience Chert Orthoqz Swood SS HT Other Comments
(ST and cm bs)
M-41, 20-40 – 2 – – – –
40-60 – 2 2 – – –
M-42, 20-40 – 1 – – – –
40-60 – 1 1 – – –
M-43, 0-20 – – 1 – – –
40-60 1 – 2 – – –
M-44, 0-20 – – 1 – – –
40-60 1 – 2 – – –
M-46, 0-20 – 1 1 – – –
M-47, 0-20 1 2 – – – –
20-40 – 1 – – – –
M-51, 0-20 1 – – – – – burned
M-52, 40-45 – 1 – – – –
M-53, 20-40 1 – – – – –
M-54, 0-20 – 1 1 – – –
M-55, 0-20 1 5 – 1 – – Red River chert; SS nodule
M-56, 0-20 – 1 – – – –
20-40 1 – – – – –
40-50 – 1 – – – –
M-57, 20-40 – – 1 – – –
M-58, 0-20 – 2 – – – –
20-40 1 1 – – – –
40-60 – 1 – – – –
M-59, 0-20 1 3 – – 1 –
20-40 2 2 – 1 – –
M-60, 0-20 2 1 – – – –
20-40 3 1 – – – –
40-60 1 1 – – – – chert is exotic
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 Five white chert flakes are clearly exotic. The origin of the white chert is unknown as it rarely occurs 
in the Edwards and is never semi-translucent white as are two of these examples. One possible source is 
Paleozoic Burlington chert from Missouri (Pauketat et al. 1998:37). 
 Silicified wood accounted for only 18% of the sample, which is somewhat surprising in that it, along 
with the orthoquartzite, was probably the most accessible material. It occurs geologically in the Wilcox 
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Figure 53. Frequency distribution of debitage raw materials from the 2010 test investigations and shovel 
testing at the Boxed Springs site. 
Table 19. Distribution of Debitage from Shovel Testing at the Boxed Springs site, cont. 
Provenience
(ST and cm bs) Chert Orthoqz Swood SS HT Other Comments N
M-65, 20-40 – 2 – – – –
M-66, 40-60 1 – – – – –
M-67, 20-40 1 – – – – –
Totals 116 98 53 4 5 3  279
Orthoqz=orthoquartzite; Swood=silicified wood; SS=sandstone; HT=hematite
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 Ferruginous sandstone and hematite, two materials that are indigenous to East Texas, were used 
sparingly. Thin slabs of ferruginous sandstone from concretions apparently were used as saws. 
 
 The distribution of specific raw material classes does not seem to be concentrated in any one area of 
the site. This possibility was explored to determine if there was evidence of a specific lithic activity area; 
this does not seem to be the case with the sample at hand. The one possible exception was in Unit 1, where 
three cores were recovered, the most for any unit. High density of debitage or a specific class of artifacts 
in any one area may identify localized activity areas. For example, the aforementioned case of a specific 
activity area for the use of perforators, many shaped from arrow points, identified at the George C. Davis 
site (Baskin 1981). 
 One flake of novaculite was identified along with an arrow point preform.
Cores (n=13)
 Thirteen cores were identified in the sample; eight are of orthoquartzite (Figure 54A-B, D-E), two are 
silicified wood (Figure 54C), and three are chert (Figure 54F-G). Most of the orthoquartzite cores are tested 
Figure 54. Cores from the Boxed Springs site: A-B, D-E, tested orthoquartzite cores; C, silicified wood; 
F-G, chert cores; H, silicified wood bipolar core; I-K, chert bipolar cores.
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Table 20. Core distribution, material, and size.
Provenience Level  Length Width Thickness
 (cm bs) Material (mm) (mm)  (mm)/ Type Figure
Unit 1 20-30 Orthoqz 56 43 26  54A
Unit 1 30-40  Orthoqz 43 33 18 tested 54B
Unit 1 50-60  Swood 44  26 23  54C
Unit 2 40-50 Orthoqz 44 32 15 tested 54D
Unit 6 10-20  Orthoqz 34 25 16  54F
Unit 6 20-25 chert 27 24 10  54G
Unit 6, F1 20-25 Orthoqz 39 26 21 tested
Unit 8 20-30 Orthoqz 49 46 27
ST M-5 0-20 Orthoqz 58 36 30 tested 54E
ST M-7 20-40 Swood 42 20 9 bipolar 54H
ST M-9 0-20 chert 20 14 9 bipolar 54K
ST M-24 0-20 Chert 35 23 16  54I
ST B-54 0-20 chert 27 18 11 bipolar 54J
pebbles; that is, they exhibit attempts to remove flakes and either were unsuccessful or the object was to 
test the pebble for material quality. Chert and silicified wood cores were reduced to the very minimum. Two 
of the chert cores appear to be pebbles derived from the Bowie gravels. The final effort to extract a usable 
flake from chert cores was by bipolar flaking (Figure 54H-K). Bipolar cores are mostly small chert pebbles 
(Figure 54I-K), but one example of silicified wood was identified (Figure S-16H). Table 20 list the core 
sizes, material, and proveniences.  
Fire-cracked Rock 
by Timothy K. Perttula
 A total of 58 fire-cracked rocks (FCR) weighing 8.01 kg have been recovered in the 2010 archaeological 
investigations at the Boxed Springs site. The FCR represent the fragmentary remains of locally available 
coarse-grained rocks of ferruginous sandstone used as a heating and cooking source employing indirect 
methods of heating. 
 FCR occurs in Areas I, II, IV, VI, VII, and VII, in a shovel test north of Area IV (ST M-61), a shovel 
test (ST B-45) north of Area VII, and in another ST (ST M=8) between Areas I and III. Although densities 
of FCR are low across the site as a whole (i.e., 3.6 pieces of FCR per m2 in Units 1-9), higher densities 
are noted in Area I (n=10, 17.2% of the FCR from the site), Area VII (n=9, 15.5%), and Area VIII (n=17, 
29.3%). 
 FCR is also common in two burned rock features: Feature 8-1 in Area VIII and Feature M-61-1 north 
of Area IV (see above). It is likely that both these features are from prehistoric occupations that predate the 
Early Caddo settlement and mound center, but there are no absolute dates from either feature to corroborate 
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this. In the case of both features, the FCR concentrations appear to be small surficial (i.e., one layer of 
rock only) concentrations in pit features; there are also several thin and fragmentary ferruginous sandstone 
slabs (i.e., for use as a griddle?) in Feature 8-1 (n=6, 1.0 kg). Technologies of food cooking employing hot 
rocks—and indirect cooking methods—had almost become obsolete for some, if not most, Caddo families 
by the time of the Early Caddo occupation, as the direct heat cooking in ceramic cooking jars had become 
the predominant mode of preparing food stuffs for these Caddo groups. 
Summary
by Harry J. Shafer
 The lithic collections from the Boxed Springs site provide some important information about Early 
Caddo ceremonial centers. The overall tool assemblage from the shovel testing/testing is meager and 
provides little useful task-specific information in general, but the tools and debitage are informative in that 
they provide data on the local consumption of resources brought to the site from within the site’s catchment 
area and beyond. Arrow points recovered from the 2010 excavations are the products of on-site tool 
maintenance judging from the presence of preforms and broken specimens. The small size of the debitage 
reflects a trend toward conservation of raw material and getting the most out of the least.
 
 This settlement, like most Caddo settlements in East Texas, was a consumer rather than a producer 
of stone tools. This consumer pattern can be expected given the poor lithic resources available locally 
(Shafer 1983; Dockall and Shafer 1993). Prestigious items such as the Gahagan knives and celts required 
social mechanisms such as exchange through trade or gifting to acquire. Such items carry social prestige as 
evidenced by the context from which they are most often found, in tombs of important people. 
 
 This point about social prestige became very clear when the materials from the Whiteside and 
McFarland collections obtained from graves is taken into consideration: such as the Gahagan and Ramey-
like knives, celts and chisels, and arrow points of cherts from the Ouachita Mountains. In other words, based 
on the lithic evidence the main social contacts through which lithics were acquired at the Boxed Springs 
site were to the north in the direction of the Red River and southeastern Oklahoma. Furthermore, unlike 
the George C. Davis site, which had direct and indirect access to Uvalde Gravels containing Edwards chert, 
and whose social contacts for lithics were to the west, the best local source available to the Boxed Springs 
inhabitants were the small pebbles of orthoquartzite and chert from the reworked Uvalde gravels and the 
reworked orthoquartzites and Ouachita Mountain cherts from the Bowie gravels. The problem with these 
materials was not so much with the quality of material but with the small pebble size, which drastically 
limited their usefulness. Anything larger had to be obtained from distant sources and through other peoples’ 
hands. In the case of the arrow points, both material and style also points toward the Red River.
 
 The elite person(s) buried in Burial 2 in Mound A at the Boxed Springs site had some direct or indirect 
connection to the Ouachita Mountains and even to Central Texas. This interaction is suggested by the 
presence of celts and arrow points from Ouachita Mountain sources and the Gahagan and Ramey-like knife 
of Edwards chert. The acquisition of these artifacts may have been as votive offerings by some elite persons 
who had acquired them second handedly, or from an acquaintance of the Burial 2 elite. We will never 
know the mechanisms by which these artifacts appeared in the burial assemblage. Their presence, however, 
underscores the scale of the interaction network that kept the Caddo and other Mississippian cultures 
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engaged with each other and through which exotic materials moved from their sources to the mound 
centers. More will be said of this Caddo-Mississippian interaction in the following section. 
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COMPARING ThE BOxED SPRINGS LIThICS TO OThER EARLy CADDO SITES
by Harry J. Shafer
 The purposes of this section of the Boxed Springs site monograph are twofold. First, as indicated in 
the introduction to the study of the Boxed Springs lithics in the previous section of the monograph, is to 
compare the lithics from the Boxed Springs site to those reported from the George C. Davis, Hudnall-Pirtle, 
Gahagan, and Bentsen-Clark sites, and to place the Boxed Springs site in a broader context of Early Caddo 
period mound centers. The second goal is to explore aspects of cultural behavior of the peoples living at 
the Early Caddo mound centers in East Texas as might be indicated through lithic analysis. The kinds of 
cultural behavior of interest are those that pertained to access to, and exchange of, raw material and finished 
lithic artifacts. The general contexts of the artifacts are significant too; for example, if specific artifacts 
or artifact styles were from the villages or burials, or if with burials, whether they were associated with a 
specific individual or included as votive offerings in the tomb. Village samples are available from Boxed 
Springs, Hudnall-Pirtle, and George C. Davis. Mortuary samples are available from Boxed Springs, George 
C. Davis, Bentsen-Clark, Gahagan, and Mounds Plantation.
 The analytical bias—as every researcher has--favors the George C. Davis site comparisons because I 
did the analysis on a large sample from that site for my dissertation in 1973. Therefore, I must rely on the 
opinions of other researchers and use their illustrations when comparing the lithics from other sites on my 
list. Furthermore, the categorical units for raw materials differ considerably from one researcher to another 
as do opinions regarding point and tool typology. Having to work from old reports with selected and poor 
photography further hindered the comparisons. This is not an ideal situation for making comparisons, but 
will have to do for this particular study. 
George C. Davis Site
 The George C. Davis (hereon referred to as the Davis site) has the largest lithic sample recovered from 
any Early Caddo site. The site was initially investigated by the Works Progress Administration (WPA) under 
the direction of H. Perry Newell. The WPA excavations concentrated on excavating about half of Mound 
A and a large associated village block adjacent to the mound (Newell and Krieger 1949). Later excavations 
were carried out by Dee Ann Story, who conducted several seasons of investigations (1968-1970, 1979, 
and 1980), including sampling about one-third of the mortuary Mound C (Story 1997). Creel also directed 
investigations in the northern village area in 1978 (Creel 1979). Subsequent geophysical work by the Texas 
Archeological Research Laboratory and the Texas Historical Commission has identified many features at 
the site, but lithics were not the focus of these investigations (Creel et al. 2005, 2008; Osburn et al. 2008; 
Walker and Perttula 2008). 
 
 Numerous reports have detailed various aspects of the lithics and excavations (Brown 1971, 1976; 
Baskin 1981; Creel 1979; Kegley n.d.; Newell and Krieger 1949; Shafer 1973; Story 1981, 1997).  
Because the Davis site lies on the boundary between the eastern Woodlands and the Central Texas 
prairies, it was on the western periphery of the greater Mississippian culture area and a gateway to the 
hunters and gatherers of the Central Texas prairies and Edwards Plateau. Therefore, it was in a much 
better position logistically to obtain high-quality Edwards chert, which was the dominant raw material 
represented in the debitage and tools. 
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 Story’s 1968-1970 excavations of Mound C investigated all or part of 13 tombs or graves (Shafer 
1973; Story 1998). Unlike Mounds A and B at the Davis site, which were platform mounds for important 
buildings, Mound C was constructed in at least four stages to serve as a ritual landscape feature enclosing 
elite tombs. The artifacts associated with individuals or incorporated as votive offerings in these tombs 
provide the largest comparative sample from any Early Caddo site in Texas, comparable to Gahagan and 
Mounds Plantation in northwestern Louisiana.
 
 One Stage I tomb, Feature 134, was excavated. Feature 134 was the initial tomb that designated this 
place in the site as the elite cemetery. The tomb contained eight individuals and many grave goods. The 
human remains were poorly preserved and were studied in the field by Al Wesolowsky. Seven were adults 
and one was an adolescent. Skeleton 6 was very likely the paramount individual as it was associated with a 
chipped stone sword (see below, Figure 64), a marine gastropod waist band, green pigment around the head, 
and a cluster of six arrow points (three Alba, two possible Hayes, and an unidentified point).
 
 Along the north wall of Feature 134 were six clusters of artifacts and traces of many organic items. 
A full inventory presented by Story (1998:21-23) lists 85 items and clusters that number in the 100s of 
individual artifacts. Among the lithics included in the list are stone celts (four in one cluster), Gahagan 
bifaces (11 in one organic container), boat stones, a stone ear spool, a mano, a bird effigy stone pipe 
of volcanic ash (?), a human effigy pipe of volcanic ash (?), and arrow points (151 Alba in one cluster) 
(Shafer 1973:194). Traces of green pigment were found in several contexts as was gray pigment (made 
from galena?).
 The Stage 2 burials included Feature 119 and 155. Feature 119 was only partially excavated but exposed 
the northern half that contained the upper torso of four individuals and an array of artifacts in clusters along 
the north wall. The burials were covered with layers of cane as indicated by the fossilized ferruginous 
casts. Offerings were in the hundreds and were carefully placed along the north wall in two layers. Story 
(1997:29-38) provides a complete listing of the offerings, which include such lithic items as celts (both 
small, medium, and large size), polished pebbles, Alba points, a Hayes point, chert flakes, Catahoula 
sandstone abraders, a silicified wood chisel, stone ear spools, a large human effigy pipe of soft sandstone, a 
large human effigy pipe of quartzite, Gahagan knives, Gahagan “swords,” heirloom bifaces (large triangular 
patinated bifaces, as if they had been recovered from some prehistoric cache), hematite plummet, copper-
covered objects (including a turtle carapace), and many objects of shell, bone, and decayed organic material 
along with a Holly Fine Engraved bowl and small ceramic jar. 
 The four individuals in Feature 119 were also carefully placed. The paramount individual (Skeleton 
1), possibly a female (based on Al Wesolowsky’s in situ assessment), was adorned with a fancy dress that 
included copper-covered stone ear spools, a Gahagan knife, pearl beads, chert flakes, bone pins, galena, 
and copper-covered perishables about the head—probably part of an elaborate headdress. Since only the 
upper torso of the bodies were preserved, it is unknown if this individual had an object of power (celt or 
Gahagan sword) in the right hand. Skeleton 2, possibly a male, was wearing copper-covered wood ear 
spools, an ornament of conch shell, wood, and copper about the chest, and a mass of bone pins. Skeletons 
3 and 4 had little in the way of artifacts associated with them, but six bone pins were placed between 
them and a polished pebble was with Skeleton 4. Both may have been wearing headdresses that contained 
some copper sheeting.
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 Feature 155 contained a single adult of unknown sex associated with an array of offerings (Story 
1997). Items placed on a shelf along the north pit wall included stream-worn pebbles, a small celt (made 
from a stream-worn pebble), mussel shell tools, bone pins, red ochre, a deer ulna awl, a chunky stone of 
banded sandstone, and two Holly Fine Engraved bowls. The adult was adorned with copper-covered stone 
ear spools, and a headdress of organic material supported by shell beads across the head. Other objects 
associated with the individual included Alba points, galena, chert flakes and cores, mussel shell artifacts, a 
shell mosaic made of mussel shell ornaments, and an ornament of wood, and copper, turtle, and shell.
 Stage III burials included Features 152 and 161, but only Feature 161 contained lithic artifacts. Feature 
161 contained a single prime-age adult individual of unknown sex dressed in an elaborate “falcon dancer” 
costume. He/she was wearing copper-covered stone ear spools, an organic headdress that contained copper 
(green pigment), a choker-like necklace of pearl and bone beads, and a belt of disc-shaped conch shell 
beads. An elaborate spatulate celt of green metamorphic stone, with traces of a bark cloth adhering to it, had 
been placed beneath the right knee and may have been part of a weapon held by the person. In addition to 
this weapon, there was a well-made Gahagan knife, a chisel-like celt of green metamorphic stone, and two 
clusters of Alba points (28 in one and 24 on another).
  
 Stage IV burials associated with lithic artifacts included only Feature 118. This burial was very much 
like Feature 161 in all respects and the individual may also have been adorned with a “falcon-dancer” 
costume. The person was adorned with copper-covered stone ear spools and a headpiece containing sheet 
copper and a shell bead head band, as well as a conch shell bead waist-band. A spatulate celt of green 
metamorphic rock was placed at right-angles to the leg, in an identical position to the one in Feature 161. 
Also included with Feature 118 were such lithic items as a Gahagan knife and five clusters of arrow points 
containing between 3-35 points, respectively. 
Raw Materials
 One aspect of the Davis site research was to determine what raw materials were available locally. 
Raw material types either available in the site’s catchment area from immediately adjacent regions include 
orthoquartzite, metaquartzite, silicified wood, ferruginous sandstone, and hematite, while Edwards chert, 
Manning Fused Glass (Brown 1976; King and Rodda 1962), and Catahoula sandstone were procured from 
adjacent regions. The chert represented in the debitage and points made on the site (as shown by abandoned 
preforms) was derived from regional and extra-regional sources such as the Neches River gravels and 
secondary deposits of Edwards chert from Uvalde gravel sources in the prairies west of the Neches, and 
perhaps even west of the Trinity and Brazos rivers. There is no evidence in the core and flake debitage that 
primary source material from the Edwards Plateau was imported to the site. All Edwards chert reduced on 
the site was from secondary deposits: stream or Uvalde gravels.
 
  Two studies were conducted to establish a basis for identifying locally available raw materials (Kegley 
n.d.; Brown 1971). Kegley collected grab samples from creeks in the immediate catchment area of the site 
as well as from Trinity River gravels. Materials in his sample were as follows: 16% was chert, 69% was 
orthoquartzite, and 15% was silicified wood. Brown’s more systematic study recorded locally occurring 
stones as ironstones, silicified wood, cryptocrystalline rocks (cherts), quartz sandstone, anhedral quartz, 
quartzite, and earthy rocks basanite. More interestingly, none of these chippable stones (cherts, silicified 
wood, or quartzite) occurred in cobble form; all were pebbles, and most fell in the small to medium pebble 
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class measured by the Wentworth size scale for sediments. According to this scale, the diameter of a pebble 
is 4-64 mm; cobbles are 64-256 mm; and boulders are 256+ mm (Shafer 1973:101-105). Since the local 
resources fell in the pebble-size class, the size of stone tools that could possibly be made of local materials 
was very limited. Both studies helped to establish a basis of what specific materials were available locally 
and in what form. 
 
 In my original 1973 study I had noted that cortex of large chert pebbles and small cobbles used as cores 
showed a weathered surface indicative of thermal fractures caused by frost. Cores and flakes of this chert 
were included in Feature 119. This kind of weathered cortex is common on chert nodules exposed on the 
surface in Uvalde Gravel deposits and on old river terraces in the Central Texas prairies. These were clearly 
extra-regional cobbles brought to the site, possibly either through direct procurement embedded during 
hunting (Binford 1979), war expeditions, or through trading. 
Debitage
 My Davis site archaeological sample contrasted significantly with the local geological sample (Shafer 
1973:55). Chert accounted for 62% (n=4,267) of the debitage sample, while quartzite (orthoquartzite) 
represented 20.5% (n=1,404), coarse-grained quartzite was only 0.8% (n=52), silicified wood 9.2% 
(n=630), and Manning Fused Glass, a little over 2% (n=157). Furthermore, some of the chert cores reached 
the small cobble size, and showed cortex weathering that indicated that many were derived from non-local 
ancient stream gravels or Uvalde gravels. 
 Creel’s (1979) analysis of debitage from his work at the site produced very similar results. For example, 
chert amounted to 63% of the debitage (n=3,021), orthoquartzite (fine-grained quartzite) was 17% (n=811), 
silicified wood was 12.5% (n=600), coarse-grain quartzite was 7% (n=328), while Manning Fused Glass 
was less than 1% (n=29), and novaculite was represented by only three flakes.
 Baskin’s (1981) study follows the same pattern. In her analysis of the debitage from the 1979 and 1980 
season’s excavations, 71% was chert, 16% was orthoquartzite, 9% was silicified wood, and other materials 
accounted for 1%. She did not distinguish Manning Fused Glass, so its frequency was not presented. The 
similarities in the frequency of raw materials represented in the debitage samples from the Davis site are 
shown in Figure 55. 
 The raw material studies were done to determine the raw material choices and, by inference, where 
the Davis site people were getting their raw materials. Obviously a small amount was derived from local 
sources, but the majority was brought in from the west (chert, and possibly larger orthoquartizite pebbles) 
and south (Manning Fused Glass). Chert and orthoquartzite were available in local Neches River gravels, 
but only in pebble form, and the pebbles were not sufficiently large to create the size range of the flakes 
represented in the debitage. 
 The raw materials represented by the debitage were also contrasted with those represented in the finished 
artifacts. One of the objectives of the Davis site study was to determine what artifacts were made locally and 
what was obtained through exchange or journeying. It soon became obvious that all of the larger chipped 
stone artifacts, longer arrow points, and Gahagan knives, were not of local material. Missing in the lithic 
assemblage were broken failures and large biface thinning flakes, both products of their manufacture. It was 
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apparent that a formal exchange system was in operation. In a separate study, I have posited that this system 
involved groups with Caddo affiliation residing in the prairies to the west of the Davis site (Shafer 2005).
 Debitage analysis also revealed an unexpected tool type not described anywhere else in the Caddo 
area. This tool type is the wedge-shaped flake, a deliberate effort to create a naturally backed flake with a 
feather termination using hard-hammer percussion. Cores showing the removal of wedge-shape flakes were 
also in the sample. That they were deliberate tools was showed by microscope analysis of use-wear on 100 
of the 242 specimens in the sample. All showed evidence of edge damage of some sort, micro-chipping 
or “nibbling,” or edge smoothing. The production of these flake tools required a cobble-size core. Three 
examples of wedge-shaped flakes were identified in the test excavation sample from Boxed Springs, but 
these were clearly limited in size due to the small size of the raw materials available. 
Formal Tools
 Formal lithic artifacts recovered from village contexts also contrasted with those recovered from shaft 
tombs in Mound C at the Davis site. I will limit my comparison to artifact categories present at both Boxed 














Figure 55. Frequency distribution of chert, orthoquartzite (Orthoqz), silicified wood (Swood), and Manning 
Fused Glass based on debitage sample studies by Shafer (1973), Creel (1979), and Baskin (1981). 
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Arrow Points
 
 Village arrow point types were dominated by Alba (Figure 56), with Hayes, and possibly Perdiz 
being minor types (Shafer 1973:Figure 14). In fact, I would classify some of the Perdiz as Bonham and 
some of the Alba as Homan now that I have a much larger sample from other Early Caddo sites to make 
a comparison. The mortuary sample at the Davis site is dominated by Alba (albeit with several stem/base 
variants) with examples of Bonham and Hayes also present. Village samples obtained during Story’s 1979-
1980 excavations also showed Alba as being dominant, but with Hayes, Perdiz, and Friley as minor types 
(Baskin 1981). Friley was most likely associated with a Woodland component identified at the site.
Figure 56. Selected Alba, arrow point preforms, and fragments from village contexts at the George C. Davis 
site. 
 The points I classified as Alba in 1973 and those described by Creel (1979) and Baskin (1981), show 
a range of stem characteristics from convex bases to concave bases (Shafer 1973:Figures 15-17). The 
variation in stem form in Feature 134, Concentration 2, and from Feature 155 (Shafer 1973:Figure 15) 
exemplifies this point. The tight association does not bode well for a typological splitter. For example, 
it would be possible to classify the points in the two clusters mentioned above into such types as Alba, 
Homan, and Bonham as well as an indented base (Cuney-like) variant.  Perhaps the real question again is: 
Are these stem and base variants significant beyond the range of individual flintknappers? It would only 
be significant if the raw materials were different between the variants, which were sometimes the case 
at the Davis site. The association of the various varieties within the same mortuary cluster demonstrates 
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contemporaneity, so from a chronological perspective the differences are not significant. Because the 
differences probably indicate style preferences of individual flintkappers, however, the variants could have 
some geographic meaning, especially with regards to a style associated with a particular raw material class. 
 The arrow point clusters in Feature 118, a tomb containing a single individual possibly dressed in a 
bird-man costume, are used as an example of individual craftsmen. Five separate clusters of arrow points 
were associated with this burial. Cluster 1 consisted of Alba points of non-local Edwards chert from Central 
Texas; Cluster 2 (Figure 57) consisted of 23 points of Boone chert (identified by Larry Banks). I classified 
Cluster 2 as possible Alba points in 1973 but would group them under the Homan type now. The material in 
Cluster 3 was not mentioned, but a recent inspection of the cluster indicates that the points are made from 
non-local chert, probably Edwards, chert. Cluster 4 (Figure 58) consisted of points I classified as Alba-
Perdiz in 1973 but have more recently classified some of them (Shafer 1973:Figure 17Z-D1, O1-T1) as 
Bonham (Shafer 2005). Cluster 5 (Figure 59) points were classified as Hayes and compare closely to certain 
specimens from Boxed Springs and the materials are from eastern Oklahoma. The cluster was probably 
made by the same craftsman. Six are of Bigfork chert and the remainder is of a reddish-tan chert; one was 
identified by Larry Banks as made from Kay County chert.
 
Figure 57. Cluster 2 arrow points from Feature 118, George C. Davis site. Image provided by 
the author courtesy of the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory. 
 The interesting thing about the Feature 118 assemblage is that the five clusters of arrow points are of 
different materials and the styles in each cluster differ, as do the styles from Stage II Feature 119 (Figure 
60). They represent material and styles from far-ranging regions, namely the Edwards Plateau and eastern 
Oklahoma. Together, this indicates at least five separate craftsmen were responsible for the points.  Did 
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Figure 58. Arrow points from Cluster 4, Feature 118, George C. Davis site. Image provided 
by the author courtesy of the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory.
Figure 59. Arrow points from Cluster 5, Feature 118, George C. Davis site. All of these 
are of eastern Oklahoma chert. Image provided by the author courtesy of the Texas 
Archeological Research Laboratory. 
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these clusters represent arrows in the possession of the deceased that were obtained during his life, or were 
they votive offerings given in death? 
 Some subtle differences between the Davis site arrow points and those from Boxed Springs include style, raw 
material, and the fact that the stems are visibly shorter and more bulbar on the Boxed Springs sample (although I 
did not quantify these attributes). Alba is the dominant type by far at the Davis site, and is a major type at Boxed 
Springs as well, but the relationship of the Boxed Springs site toward the north is also indicated by the popularity 
of Homan, second only to Alba at Boxed Springs. Also notable is the siltstone from which Homan points were 
made at Boxed Springs. Homan is a very minor type at the Davis site, and none were of siltstone. 
Gahagan Knives
 Gahagan knives were most certainly what Brown (1996:457) refers to as large specialized bifaces. I 
would go a bit farther and say that they held dual functional roles as knives and as socio-technic weapons 
(Binford 1979; Brown 1996:469). The dual function is indicated by their contexts and the evidence of use-
wear on them. Evidence of surface abrasion from sheath-wear is very common on Gahagan and other large 
knives from mortuary contexts. Worn fragments occur consistently (albeit infrequently) in Early Caddo 
village sites, and pristine specimens occur in elite tombs. For example, 66 Gahagan knives were from 
the Davis site (64 reported by Shafer [1973] and two by Baskin [1981]). Thirty-four of these came from 
mortuary contexts and the village specimens, mostly fragments, were from the vicinity of Mound A. Most, 
including the pristine examples, are from tombs. 
 
Figure 60. Arrow Points from Feature 119, George C. Davis site. All are Alba with the exception of a single 
long Hayes point (top row, third from left) but of different materials. Image provided by the author courtesy 
of the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory.
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 All of the Davis site knives are of Edwards chert. A bundle containing 12 Gahagan knives came from 
the north wall of Feature 134 (Figure 61). Some specimens in this bundle were matched to chert types from 
western Bell County (Shafer 2005) (Figure 62). Feature 119 contained some of the larger Gahagan knives 
(Figure 63), comparable to those recovered from Gahagan (Moore 1912).
 Two spectacular examples of large knives were recovered at the Davis site that compare to the large 
Gahagan knives at Mounds Plantation, Gahagan, and Boxed Springs. The position of the exceptionally 
large biface “sword” in Feature 134 at the Davis site suggests it was in a sheath along the right arm of the 
paramount individual (see Story 1997:Figure 12). Organic material, presumably a sheath, adhered to the 
artifact upon recovery (Figure 64). This 48 cm long knive is the largest biface I have ever seen recovered 
from Texas. It is of a cream-colored Edwards chert, identified by UV fluorescence (Michael Collins, 
personal communications 2010). The visible technological differences between Gahagan knives and the 
white sword are notable. I would attribute some of the technological difference to someone used to working 
large mass preforms more than 0.5 m long. Securing such a preform during thinning would have required a 
different approach in order to prevent end shock breakage. The workmanship, while not as fine as seen on 
Gahagan bifaces, is exceptional nonetheless, especially given its size (48 x 8.7 x 1.5 cm in length, width, 
and thickness). Also, extensive sheath wear on this specimen is obvious.
Figure 61. Gahagan knives in Cluster 2, Feature 134, George C. Davis site. Image provided by 
the author courtesy of the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory.
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Figure 63. Large Gahagan bifaces from Feature 
119, George C. Davis site. Specimen on the left 
is 21.2 cm long. Image provided by the Texas 
Archeological Research Laboratory. 
Figure 62. Gahagan knives from the George C. Davis site illustrating some of the Edwards 
chert types, some of which have been identified as western Bell County sources. Image 
provided by the author courtesy of the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory.
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 Another large cream-colored novaculite biface sword was 
found in Feature 119 (Figure 65). It was placed among other 
objects along the north wall of the tomb and was not associated 
with an individual. This 23 cm long biface was snapped, had the 
tip missing, and an extensively reworked base, which indicated it 
was once much larger. Despite its incomplete condition, this is the 
largest artifact this author is aware of that is made of novaculite.
 Gahagan knives occurred mostly as votive offerings at the 
Davis site, but individual specimens were also placed among 
the artifacts associated with burials in Features 118 and 161, 
and broken fragments occurred in the village. We do not know 
the position of the knives with regards to the skeletons in the 
McFarland collection from the Boxed Springs site cemetery. The 
position of large knives at both Gahagan (Webb and Dodd 1939:99 
and Plate 23) and Mounds Plantation (Webb and McKinney 
1975:98) suggest they were part of the accoutrements of the 
mortuary costumes adorned by paramount individuals (see also 
spatulate celts below). Webb and McKinney (1975:98) suggest 
that large Gahagan knives were carried in arm sheaths at Mounds 
Plantation based on the position of the knives. The position of 
the sword in Feature 134 at the Davis site is consistent with that 
interpretation, although I would think it is a bit large for an arm 
sheath. 
 
 The context of the Mounds Plantation knives indicate they were 
powerful social symbols, and I think is it a bit naïve to assume they 
were used only for domestic tasks. Their significance and power 
were not just from possession, but very likely were used to slay 
captives and other sacrificial victims. 
Celts
 The celt sample that I studied from the Davis site numbered 38 
examples, divided into large (n=9), medium-sized (n=3), and small 
(n=8); celt fragments (n=16); and two spatulate celts. All but one of 
the complete celts was recovered from burial context; the exception 
was in a post hole beneath Mound B, undoubtedly a votive offering. 
Examples of Davis site celts are shown in Figures 66-67.
 The large petaloid celts, recovered from the earlier tombs 
(Feature 119 and 134), were well made (top two celts in Figure 66). 
Large celts at Davis occur only in the Stage I and Stage II burials 
in Mound C. The size of the large celts may have some temporal 
meaning.
Figure 64. Chipped stone sword from 
Feature 134 at the George C. Davis site. 
This large cream-colored chert knife 
is 48 cm long. Image from the Texas 
Archeological Research Laboratory 
(www.texasbeyondhistory).  
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 The material of the two spatulate celts (Figure 67) is a slightly 
translucent greenstone, perhaps a tremolite-cholorite schist or 
chlorite-muscovite schist comparable to the material in some 
of the spatulate celts from Spiro Mounds (Brown 1996:477 and 
Figure 2-78p-s). The spatulate celts are in the category of artifacts 
that Brown (1996:469) classifies as “sociotechnic weapons”; that 
is, artifacts that appear to have no utilitarian function but which 
occur in contexts suggesting high status. I would go so far as to 
suggest (although I cannot prove) that these were highly symbolic 
axes that may have been used for ritual beheadings. The blades are 
certainly sharp enough, and their context in Features 118 and 161 
suggests they were held by the individuals. This placement further 
suggests the implements were emboldened with such power as to 
project awe and fear, much like a secret service agent brandishing 
an Uzi submachine gun. A spatulate celt accompanying Skeleton 
2 in C. B. Moore’s excavation at Gahagan was placed in an almost 
identical position as those in Features 118 and 161 at Davis (Moore 
1912:Figure 12).
 I did not discuss raw materials in my 1973 study for the 
complete petaloid celts, but most are of silicified sandstones 
available in the Ouachita Mountains; one small celt is of diorite, 
and one is the same greenstone material of the spatulate celts. 
With the one possible exception of the silicified wood celt, all of 
the Davis site celts are of non-local materials. None are made of 
the silicified siltstone cobbles represented at Boxed Springs and 
Bentsen-Clark.
Figure 65. Novaculite biface from 
Feature 119. Image provided by 
the author courtesy of the Texas 
Archeological Research Laboratory. 
Figure 66. Celts from Features 119 and 134, George C. Davis site. Image provided 
by the author courtesy of the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory.
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Other ground stone and minerals
 A number of ground stone artifacts were recovered from the Davis site tombs that indicate far-reaching 
connections to the Mississippian world (Shafer 1973). For example, a discoidal chunky stone of non-local 
banded indurated sandstone with a central perforation was recovered from Feature 155 (Figure 68). This is a 
Cahokia style chunky stone (Pauketat 2004:121-124 and Fig. 6.20).
 The exquisite quartzite human effigy pipe from Feature 119 (Figure 69) was probably made in the 
Cahokia area as were the limestone pipes, one from Feature 119 and two from Feature 134. Three fine boat 
stones from Feature 134 are of igneous rocks probably from the Ouachita Mountains (Shafer 1973:287-293 
and Figure 23F). A boat stone was recovered from Gahagan (Moore 1912). A hematite plummet reminiscent 
of Late Archaic Poverty Point style plummets was found along the north wall of Feature 119 (Shafer 
1973:293-294 and Figure 23G). This plummet is very similar to one recovered from Mounds Plantation 
(Webb and McKinney 1975:101) and suggests a source from the Lower Mississippi Valley. Twenty-five ear 
spools of siltstone or other non-local stones were recovered from both mortuary features (Features 118, 119, 
155, and 161) and village contexts (Shafer 1973:281-293 and Figure 23A-E) (Figure 70). In addition, lumps 
of galena, sheeting (Feature 134), copper-covered ear spools (Features 118, 119, and 161), and quartz crystals 
represent foreign minerals from the village (Shafer 1973:323-324). 
Figure 67. Spatulate celts from the George C. Davis site. Top: Feature 118; Bottom: Feature 161 (Shafer 
1973:304-307). Image from the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory (www.texasbeyondhistory.net).  
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hudnall-Pirtle Site
 Lithic data from the Hudnall-Pirtle 
site (41RK4) was reported by Bruseth and 
Perttula (2006). The samples were obtained 
from salvage excavations associated with a 
well pad that had been constructed on the 
site and from an extensive testing program 
by the Texas Historical Commission. Block 
excavations were carried out in a well pad 
area, in Mound F, in the southeast portion 
of the site, and test units were randomly 
excavated across the site in village deposits. 
A good perspective of the lithic resources 
reduced and discarded on the site was 
obtained through these investigations. No 
burials have been reported from the Hudnall-
Pirtle site, so all of the lithics are apparently 
from village contexts.
Raw Materials
 Detailed attention was paid to the lithic raw materials. 
Bruseth and Perttula (2006) conducted a thorough analysis 
of the raw materials represented in the debitage and tool 
assemblage and identified 13 different categories. Local 
chert (earth-toned brown, red, and yellow) accounted for 
38.7-79.5% of the debitage from different investigated areas 
across the site. Chert accounted for 65% of the lithic debris 
in the well pad area. As expected, quartzite and silicified 
wood comprise the next most frequent categories. Quartzite 
accounted for 17.4-24.2% of the lithic debris while silicified 
wood represented 9.3-17.9%. Ferruginous sandstone, 
hematite, and red ochre represent other local resources. By 
far the vast majority of lithics reduced and abandoned on 
the site are local, but small amounts of non-local material 
were also present. These include material identified by the 
authors as Ouachita Mountain cherts and Manning Fused 
Glass (MFG), an opalitic cryptocrystalline rock present in the 
Catahoula Formation in Walker County (Brown 1971; King 
and Rodda 1962). The percentages of MFG is low, but it was 
combined with other “heated and fused cherts” in the sorting. 
The frequency of Ouachita Mountain cherts in the debitage 
ranges from 0.1-3.8%.
 
Figure 68. Chunky stone from Feature 155, George 
C. Davis site. Image provided by Texas Archeological 
Research Laboratory, www.texasbeyondhistory.net.
Figure 69. Quartzite human effigy pipe from 
Feature 119, George C. Davis site. Image 
provided by the author courtesy of the Texas 
Archeological Research Laboratory.
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 Cores and tested cobbles are good indicators of the kinds and size of material being brought into the site 
for chipped stone tools. Figure 71 shows the approximate percentages of core raw material from Hudnall-
Pirtle and illustrates the dominance of local chert in the procured samples. What I find interesting about this 
graph and from the waste flake data is the overall frequency of the material identified as Manning Fused 
Glass but not described. Curiously, it is more prevalent at Hudnall-Pirtle than at the George C. Davis site, 
which lies much closer to the outcrop that does Hudnall-Pirtle.
 The size of the cores on different raw material was not consistently reported by Bruseth and Perttula 
(2006) from Hudnall-Pirtle so it is not possible to compare the raw material size with Boxed Springs. Given 
the geographic location of Hudnall-Pirtle, it is likely that the choices of local material were similar to Boxed 
Springs, and the size was limited to small cobbles at best.
Formal Tools
 Formal tool comparisons between Hudnall-Pirtle and Boxed Springs are restricted to comparing 
samples from village contexts as no mortuary features have been investigated at Hudnall-Pirtle. The test 
excavations recovered 309 chipped and ground stone tools: of these, 93 are projectile points, including one 
Kent dart point and 92 arrow points, 39 are other bifacial artifacts including arrow point preforms, and two 
Gahagan bifaces.
Figure 70. Copper-covered stone ear spools from Skeleton 1, Feature 119, George C. Davis site. Image 
provided by the author courtesy of the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory. 
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Arrow points
 Bruseth and Perttula (2006) classified the arrow points into 10 different types. Among the types they 
identified are Hayes, Catahoula, Perdiz/Bassett, Friley, Scallorn, Homan, Alba, and Steiner. I will not 
quibble here with their classifications except with their identification of Catahoula illustrated in Bruseth 
and Perttula (2006:Figure 31B-E). The points they identify as Catahoula with the short rounded stems 
and recurved blades (on one) are more comparable to the points I identify as Homan from Boxed Springs. 
Also, I would identify most of the points as variant of Alba, but I think the important point to make with the 
Hudnall-Pirtle sample is that with the exception of the two points identified as Perdiz/Bassett, the remainder 
as a whole are forms consistent with Early Caddo components (Alba, Homan, Colbert, and Scallorn).
 Another point to be made with the village arrow point sample is the degree to which the blade have 
been reworked and the frequency of snapped blades, both indicators of retooling to repair arrows. This 
behavior accounts for most projectile points found in village and campsite deposits in East Texas and 
elsewhere. These use-wear indicators—stubby points and proximal fragments-- were also consistently 
observed (albeit not quantified) in the village samples at the Davis site (Baskin 1981:Figures 32-33; Creel 
1979:Figure 25; Shafer 1973:Figure 14). These reworked points often pose a classification conundrum when 
subtleties of stem blade morphology are used to distinguish one type from another because of the degree 








Figure 71. Frequency of cores by material class at Hudnall-Pirtle site: 1, chert; 2, quartzite; 3, silicified 
wood; 4, Manning Fused Glass; 5, non-local cherts; 6, hematite; and 7, chalcedony. 
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of blade and shoulder modification due to resharpening while the points were hafted. Pristine mortuary 
samples offer a much better insight into the style intentions of the individual flint knappers than do the 
discarded points from village contexts.
 Non-local material was used in the manufacture of about 13% of the arrow points from Hudnall-
Pirtle. This mixture of local and non-local materials occurred in most of the types identified. Local 
material included chert and fine-grained quartzite (orthoquartzite). Non-local material was represented 
by chert, novaculite, and a specific quartzite. The authors note that four of the Alba points grouped in 
their Form 10 were made of a “quartzite—which is very different compositionally than all other arrow 
point forms at the site” (Bruseth and Perttula 2006:104). Curiously, silicified wood was not specifically 
identified in the sample from Hudnall-Pirtle but represents 10.4% of the village sample in Baskin’s 
(1981:258) study at the Davis site. Silicified wood was also a minor material class in Shafer’s (1973) 
study of non-burial Davis site arrow points. Examples of Colbert and Alba points and an arrow point 
fragment were made of novaculite. Only one arrow point preform of this material was present at Boxed 
Springs. 
Gahagan Knives
 Two Gahagan knives were recovered from the investigations at Hudnall-Pirtle. One is a medial fragment 
and the other is complete. The complete specimen exhibited use-wear along the edge and the drawing 
(Bruseth and Perttula 2006:Figure 34B) suggests that is was significantly reduced by resharpening in its 
use-life. Both were of Edwards chert. 
Celts
 The two celts recovered at Hudnall-Pirtle are both of hematite, probably locally obtained. No celts or 
celt fragments of foreign material have yet to be reported from the site.
Copper
 A cold-hammered copper bead fragment was found in Unit 4 west of Mound B in the southwestern 
portion of the site. 
Gahagan Site
 The mounds at the Gahagan site were first investigated by C. B. Moore (1912:511-522) and later by 
Clarence H. Webb and Monroe Dodd, Jr. (Webb and Dodd 1939). Moore provided a field description of 
a shaft tomb in Mound A with five individuals. The individual labeled “burial 2” was associated with an 
array of objects; to the right of the head were bone pins, a sheet copper ornament, a small celt, a “lancehead 
of flint” (Gahagan knife), six arrow points, a copper-covered wooden object (ear spool?), and a boatstone. 
Another cluster of arrow points was along the left side, a mass of galena was near the right wrist, while a 
ceremonial axe of quartzite and a copper-covered wooden rattle containing pebbles were at the right knee. 
The individual was elaborately dressed too. He/she wore a copper-covered wooden headdress ornament and 
a garment of some kind that was embellished with copper and beads. 
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 Clusters of artifacts were placed as votive offerings along the north wall, including 28 bifaces, mostly 
Gahagan knives, in one cluster, 28 Gahagan knives in another cluster, many bone pins, a sandstone hone, 
a small chisel celt of shale, red pigment, and ceramic effigy pipe, among other things. Moore illustrated 
the pipe (Moore 1912:Figures 13-17) and several other artifacts, including Gahagan knives (Moore 
1912:Figures 18-19), and a sandstone hone (Moore 1912:Figure 20), but did not illustrate any of the arrow 
points. For that information we have to turn to Webb and Dodd (1939). 
 Webb and Dodd excavated two additional shaft tombs in Mound A and recovered another large 
collection of artifacts, some directly associated with individual and most as votive offerings piled along the 
north wall of the pit. Burial Pit 2 contained seven individuals, prime-age males and females. Skeletons 1 and 
4, both females, were adorned with copper-covered ear spools; the male labeled as Skeleton 3 also had an 
associated cluster of 15 arrow points. The other skeletons lacked surviving associated artifacts. An intrusive 
burial in the pit (Skeleton 7) had 61 arrow points along the left leg and was wearing copper-covered stone 
ear spools.
 
 At least six clusters of artifacts were piled along the north wall. Included in this mass of artifacts were 
clusters of arrow points, Gahagan knives, a copper long-nosed god, celts, including two spatulate celts of 
greenstone, shell beads, galena, copper-covered wooden objects, copper-covered wooden pendants shaped 
like animal claws, a square plaque of sheet copper, quartz, chert cores, a shell spoon, a human effigy pipe, 
traces of baskets, discoidals (chunky stones), a pottery vessel, and many decayed perishable objects. 
 Burial Pit 3 had only three individuals, again all prime-age individuals. Skeleton 1 was apparently the 
paramount individual as it was associated with a large Gahagan knife or sword along the left femur and 
four arrow points near the left shoulder. Skeleton 2 had an associated Gahagan knife, six arrow points, 
and a clay pipe. Along the north wall was placed numerous votive offerings, including celts, a sandstone 
hone, a double-stemmed stone pipe, a sandstone mano, a ceramic bottle, a frog effigy pipe of sandstone, 
a black discoidal (chunky stone), eight polishing stones, 10 chert blades, and 10 arrow points (including 
Scallorn and Bonham). In other deposits were other points, three celts, five ear ornament of bone and stone, 
sandstone hones, fragments of blades, chert flakes, a plummet, bone pins, beaver incisor teeth, a square 
plaque of sheet copper, over 300 marginella shell beads, and numerous decayed perishable objects. 
 Of particular interest here are the many Gahagan knives, arrow points, celts, sandstone hones, and 
polishing stones, because all were present in Burial 2 at Boxed Springs. The difference is in quantity and 
styles of certain artifacts. The Gahagan knives, for example, can be duplicated at the Davis site, and one 
specimen (Webb and Dodd 1939:Plate 27, 1-1) is about 25 cm long and was associated with Skelton 1 in 
Burial Pit 3. This large knife is comparable to the specimen from Burial 2 at Boxed Springs and the large 
Gahagan knives from Feature 119 at the Davis site. 
 
 The Gahagan knives from Gahagan show a strong west to east connection and are visibly inseparable 
from those at the Davis site (Figure 72). In contrast, the arrow points from Webb and Dodd’s excavations 
show quite different regional connections. For example, the top row of arrow points shown in Webb and 
Dodd (1939:Plate 28, 1) are now called Reed, a type that is more frequent in eastern Oklahoma (Bell 
1972:Plate 55b ; Brown 1996:445 and Figure 2-63d-n’). The second row of arrow points are Alba points 
that can be lost in the Davis site and Boxed Springs collections (although the raw material for the Alba 
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points may differentiate the regional connection more 
accurately than style). The third row has a mixture 
of points; the first seven are Bayou Goula, and the 
remaining points in that row can be classified as Alba 
(Webb and Dodd 1939:Plate 28, 9-12) and possibly 
Colbert (Webb and Dodd 1939:Plate 28, 13-14). It is the 
bottom row that is most interesting; all of these were 
recovered from a cluster in Burial Pit 3 and primarily 
these are Scallorn points, with the exception of two 
Bonham points.
 Examining the material of the Gahagan arrow 
points is obviously not possible, so the best approach 
is to compare arrow point styles. If the arrow point 
styles provide indication of the direction of geographic 
affiliations, that arrow points to the north. Alba is a type 
that consistently occurs in all Early Caddo mound sites, 
but Reed and Scallorn are more frequently associated 
with Early Caddo at the Harlan and Spiro sites in eastern 
Oklahoma (Bell 1972:Plate 56a; Brown 1996:Figure 
2-63d-h, q-t, x). 
 Scallorn points by definition are corner-notched 
and not side-notched. The style of Scallorn points in 
this cluster at Gahagan is very similar to Scallorn points recovered from Central Texas (Miller and Jelks 
1952:Plate 24, 1; Jelks 1962:Figure 13; Shafer et al. 1964:Figure 10). Scallorn points were also recovered 
from Spiro (Brown 1996:Figure 2-61q-s). In addition to the points Brown classified as Scallorn, I would 
classify points illustrated by Brown (1996) in Figure 2-63y-f’ as Scallorn and not Reed because they are 
corner-notched. Reed points are side-notched. My inclination with regards to the geographic connection 
of the Scallorn points at Gahagan is that stylistically those shown by Webb and Dodd (1939) are more 
like the Central Texas styles than the Oklahoma styles based on the serrated blades, a common attribute 
of Central Texas Scallorn points.
 
 Bayou Goula points occur in Louisiana associated with early Mississippian Coles Creek ceramics and, 
most significantly, at Cahokia (Pauketat 2004:113 and Figure 5.8). This distinctive point type was named for 
the multi-component type site Bayou Goula (Quimby 1957:Figure 42), where a number of examples were 
recovered, some in mortuary context. Bayou Goula was a prehistoric Mississippian mound site extensively 
occupied historically by native Bayougoula peoples.
 Other ground stone and minerals include polishing stones of chert that were probably used in the 
manufacture of ceramics. Sandstone hones were important items in the manufacture of bone pins and 
wooden objects; bone pins were common items associated with either individuals or as votive offerings. 
Traces of sheet copper were associated with certain individuals (probably part of the mortuary costume) and 
quartz crystals and galena were other minerals present in the Gahagan tombs. 
Figure 72. Two Gahagan knives from the 
Gahagan Mound site. (http://www.caddopottery.
com/mounds.9.0.php)
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Mounds Plantation
 Mounds Plantation is a large multi-mound site in Caddo Parish along the Red River in northwestern 
Louisiana. The site was investigated by Clarence H. Webb and Ralph McKinney in the 1950s (Webb and 
McKinney 1975). Their excavations in Mound 5 yielded a series of shaft tombs with a large array of exotic 
artifacts, and these tombs provided preservation conditions for some perishable items such as wood and textiles. 
The preservation condition in the tombs in Mound 5 provide the best indication yet of the extent to which Early 
Caddo groups went to prepare the burials for elite individuals. Perishable materials are rarely preserved in Early 
Caddo graves although traces of perishables were evident at both Gahagan and the Davis site. Multiple individual 
were buried in Pits 1, 3, 5, 6, and 10. Most of the artifacts were recovered from Pits 1 and 5.
 
 Burial Pit 1 contained five individuals. The paramount individual was identified as Skeleton 1, an 
adolescent. This individual was adorned with a copper-covered wooden ear spool, seven Alba and one 
Hayes arrow points, a Gahagan knife, a small celt, and a turtle carapace rattle. The Mounds Plantation 
exotic lithic assemblage is comparable to that from the George C. Davis and Gahagan sites in many 
respects, but the lithic sources for arrow points were notably different, and are also different from Boxed 
Springs. Webb and McKinney (1975) recovered a variety of lithics from the shaft tombs, including arrow 
points, Gahagan bifaces, celts, polishing stones, and a ferruginous sandstone abrader, among other things. 
Attention here is focused on the stylistic variability of the arrow points, and the raw materials used to make 
them, as best that can be judged from their descriptions. Skeleton 3 was associated with a cluster of 26 Alba 
points and a turtle shell rattle. Two “Catahoula” points, a Friley, and an Alba point were associated with 
Skelton 4. Among the artifacts placed along the north wall of Pit 1 were three polished stone celts, chert 
flakes and cores, galena, sandstone hones, and an ironstone slab. 
 Burial Pit 2 contained a single individual dressed in a costume that included copper-covered wooden 
ear spools. Included with this burial were four Hayes points and an Alba point, eight Gahagan knives, and a 
green petaloid celt. 
 Burial Pit 5 was a huge log-covered tomb containing 21 individuals, some associated with artifacts, but 
there were no artifacts placed along the north wall. 
  Seventy-seven percent of the arrow points from Mounds Plantation are of local pebble chert; novaculite 
was represented by nine specimens, four were quartzite, 26 were a gray-brown grainy flint and smooth 
gray-green flint, and five were of a smooth gray-green flint; the latter two groups were Ouachita Mountains-
Kiamichi types according to Webb and McKinney (1975). They identify the vast majority of the arrow 
points—all types included (Alba, Scallorn, Friley, Hayes, Homan, and Colbert)—as being made of local 
chert with a few exceptions of novaculite (one Scallorn, one Hayes, and two Homan). Skeletons 1 and 3 in 
Burial Pit 1 had clusters of Alba points made of intrusive Ouachita Mountains-Kiamichi cherts.
 Twelve Gahagan bifaces were found associated with individual skeletons; all are very likely of Edwards 
chert. The description of the chert from which the largest two bifaces were made (Webb and McKinney 
1975:Figure 12bb-cc), is similar to the large Gahagan biface from Boxed Springs. Burial Pit 2 had a bundle 
of eight Gahagan bifaces, a feature that is virtually identical to the bundle of Gahagan bifaces from Feature 
134 at the Davis site. Two individuals sexed as males (one was the paramount individual) by Webb in Burial 
Pit 5 had Gahagan knives alongside the left forearm, oriented with the top downward. Another Gahagan 
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knife was similarly placed along the left forearm of a male in Burial Pit 8. The positioning of Gahagan 
knives with individuals at Mounds Plantation does support the notion that they were indeed sheathed and 
probably part of the mortuary dress accessories. 
 Ground and polished stone artifacts listed by Webb and McKinney (1975) from their burial excavations 
include Catahoula sandstone abraders, hammerstones, polishing stones, chisels, and celts, including a 
large 18 cm long celt from Burial Pit 2 in Mound 5 made of greenstone. Similar large celts were present 
in Features 119 and 134 at the Davis site. Other ground and polished stone and mineral artifacts include 
a hematite plummet associated with the paramount male in Burial Pit 5, which is similar to the one at the 
Davis site, slate pendant, pebbles from rattles, polished stone beads, and copper-covered wooden ear spools.
 The assemblage from Mounds Plantation is comparable to that from the Davis and Gahagan Mound 
sites in many respects. The arrow points were dominated by Alba points, but Hayes and Homan points are 
consistently a minor type in these Early Caddo mortuary assemblages. The Gahagan knives are comparable 
to those from Davis, Gahagan, and Boxed Springs. The cherts represented in the Gahagan knive sample from 
Mounds Plantation are unidentified, although Webb and McKinney (1975) seem to think they are from the 
Ouachita Mountains area. I disagree simply because the technological style of these knives is not replicated 
from the Ouachita Mountains area, but is amply represented from the eastern edge of the Edwards Plateau 
and the prairies of Central Texas (Shafer 2005). I suspect that reexamination of the Mounds Plantation 
Gahagan knives using a black light for fluorescence would show they are indeed of Edwards chert. 
Bentsen-Clark Site
 The Bentsen-Clark site (41RR41) is a large multi-component Caddo site located on the south bank of 
the Red River (Banks and Winters 1975). Southern erosion of the river has destroyed a significant portion 
of the site, including numerous burials. Among the latter were at least two multi-interment Early Caddo 
shaft tombs and an array of associated artifacts. The shaft burials contained Early Caddo pottery types 
Spiro Engraved, Hickory Engraved, Holly Fine Engraved, Coles Creek Incised (my classification), Crockett 
Curvilinear Incised, Sanders Plain, Untyped engraved, and various other vessels. The lithic assemblage is 
the focus of discussion here.
 Three Gahagan knives were recovered from Feature 1, a multi-interment shaft tomb. Banks (Banks and 
Winters 1975:28) identified the chert in one as being Woodford chert, but does not identify the others. These 
are shown in Banks and Winters (1975:Figure 13), and specimens A and B are classic examples of Gahagan 
knives. It is interesting to me that Specimen A was made of Woodford chert; this is the first indication that 
Gahagan bifaces were made outside of Central Texas. 
 
 The arrow point sample is notably different from Boxed Springs. In the Bentsen-Clark collection, Hayes points 
were more prevalent. Banks and Winters (1975) classified some of the bulbar stem points as Alba but I would 
group them as Homan since they are virtually identical to the Homan points from Boxed Springs. Interestingly, 
Reed and Scallorn points were present as well at the Bentsen-Clark site, types absent from Boxed Springs. 
 
 The celts from Bentsen-Clark are of greenstone or green siltstone, siliceous shale, diorite, quartzitic 
sandstone, tuff, and chert according to Banks and Winters (1975). The partially chipped and ground 
varieties made of chert (siltstone or claystone) are of particular interest here since two of the Whiteside 
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collection celts and four of the McFarland collection celts from the Boxed Springs site are also made of 
elongated siltstone or claystone cobbles. 
 
 In summary, the mortuary lithics from Boxed Springs compare very closely to those from Bentsen-
Clark in all categories of lithic material and style. The exceptions are the Reed and Scallorn points from the 
Bentsen-Clark site, which are absent at Boxed Springs. 
Power Symbols and Powerful People
 Was status in life preserved in death at Boxed Springs? It can be argued that in some cases this question 
can be answered in the affirmative. Burial 2 in Mound A at Boxed Springs represented a tomb of a powerful 
individual within that community. The most prestigious association with that individual was the two 
retainers interred with him or her. Material items placed in the tomb provide insight into the individual’s 
status as well, and were among the many items, including perishable things, that outfitted the individual 
for life in the ancestral world. Also, McFarland apparently encountered individual graves that contained 
important people that were accompanied with Gahagan bifaces (in three occasions), arrow point clusters, 
and ear spools. Whether these items were associated in a single grave or occurred in separate graves is lost 
information. The lithic items associated with Whiteside’s Mound A, Burial 2, and McFarland’s collection 
are briefly compared to those from other Early Caddo tombs to better understand the social context of the 
paramount individual in the tomb at Boxed Springs. 
 
 The large Gahagan biface was placed there presumably as a symbol of power, although it was not directly 
associated with any of the three individuals in Mound A, Burial 2. Paramount individuals in Early Caddo tombs 
often have objects of power in their right hands. At the Davis site, the paramount individual in Feature 134 
had the enormous chert sword made of exotic cream-colored Edwards chert (see Figure 64). Swords of exotic 
(probably Edwards) chert also accompanied paramount individuals at Mounds Plantation, Mound 5 (Webb 
and McKinney 1975). The individuals buried in Features 118 and 161 at the Davis site both apparently were 
placed on a litter and adorned with wide belts made of conch shell beads; freshwater pearl beads decorated a 
band across the head of the Feature 118 individual that supported the copper-covered stone ear spools. Both 
individuals probably wore feather headdresses and cloaks as well, and thick shell belts of conch shell beads. 
They possibly were adorned as a “falcon dancer,” a figure engraved in conch shell gorgets, holding spatulate 
celt handles in their right hands (Story 1997:Figures 22 and 28) (see www.texasbeyondhistory.net). Moore’s 
(1912:514) Burial 2 at the Gahagan Mound site also was holding a spatulate celt. Paramount individuals at the 
Middle Caddo Haley Mound site had large quartz crystals in their right hands (Moore 1912:Figure 24). These 
were people of power in their societies, wielded power over their people, and were revered, or feared, by their 
rivals. Perhaps most significantly, at Gahagan, Mound 5 at Mounds Plantation, Features 119 and 134 at the 
Davis site, and at Bentsen Clark, these powerful individuals were associated with the highest status symbol 
of all, retainers, prime-age men and women killed to accompany them to the Otherworld. The practice of 
including retainers with elites continued in the Mississippian culture well into historic times. DuPratz (1774) 
was a witness to such a gruesome scene at the funeral of an elite woman (the wife of a ruling Sun) at the Grand 
Village of the Natchez (DuPratz 1774) (Figure 73).
 Celts of hard exotic materials, polishing stones of chert, and sandstone hones or abrading stones are also 
items consistently occurring in Early Caddo tombs. Celts of Ouachita sandstone and diabase occur in each 
of the Early Caddo mound sites, while chisel-like celts of more local material are almost always present as 
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well. The largest celts tend to occur with the earliest burials (Stage I and Stage II) at the Davis site (Shafer 
1973:307). Celts are very often of a green material, greenstone, greenish diabase, or greenish Ouachita 
Sandstone. Story (1997:18) noted that a greenish loam (glauconite?) was deliberately included as a layer of 
fill above the skeletons in Mound C tomb features 118, 119, 134, and 161. The color green (also displayed 
in copper) must have been a symbol of power. Smaller celts and chisel-like celts could be made of local 
material (chert or silicified wood cobbles). There must have been prestige in the ownership of celts, which 
were labor intensive in terms of manufacture.
 Respect of the position is indicated by the votive offerings of exotic objects and foreign materials 
that consisted of many objects of power: stone effigy pipes, conch shells and conch shell beads (Davis 
site, Gahagan site, and Mounds Plantation); containers of Gahagan knives (Davis site, Gahagan Mound), 
containers of arrow points (Davis site, Gahagan site), quivers of arrows (Davis, Mounds Plantation, 
Gahagan, and Boxed Springs); bows (Mounds Plantation); clusters of celts (Davis, Mounds Plantation, 
Gahagan, Boxed Springs, and Bentsen-Clark); galena (Davis, Mounds Plantation, and Gahagan); boat 
stones (Davis and Gahagan sites); and high status pottery (Holly and Spiro Engraved), among other things. 
The origins of raw materials and variable technology seen in the projectile points from the Davis site, 
Bentsen-Clark, and Boxed Springs suggest these items came from distant places, perhaps as offerings to the 
deceased in recognition of, and in respect to, his or her power. 
 The two knives associated with Burial 2 at Boxed Springs were not directly associated with an 
individual in the grave, but were among the objects placed in the northern portion of the pit. The four 
point clusters probably mark the locations of arrow quivers, especially the two associated with two of 
Figure 73. Image of a funeral ceremony of an elite woman at 
the Grand Village of the Natchez. Image shows the deceased 
carried on a litter to the temple. Eight retainers prepared 
for execution would accompany this person in the afterlife. 
Reproduced from Antoine Simon Le Page du Pratz (1774), 
Histoire de la Louisiane.
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the individuals. The cluster of celts suggests they were in some kind of container. Other objects typical 
of high status Early Caddo tombs were polishing stones and tabular sandstone. One would not think that 
sandstone artifacts would be a thing of power, but these consistently occur in Early Caddo tombs such as 
Features 119 and 134 at the Davis site, and at the Gahagan Mound site. Several vessels, including a high-
status Spiro Engraved vessel, were in the tomb as well. We can assume that many perishable objects also 
were in the tomb, but none survived. If Mounds Plantation provide any indication, textiles, wooden objects, 
and probably the burial costume were among objects once present in the tomb. Unfortunately, the precise 
context of the Gahagan knives in the McFarland Collection from Boxed Springs is unknown. 
 None of the three individuals in Burial 2 at Boxed Springs was wearing ear spools, at least not of 
material that survived. This is in contrast to individuals at Features 118, 119, and 161 at the Davis site, and 
Burial Pit 2 at Gahagan (Webb and Dodd 1939:Plate 21).
Summary
 Comparing these assemblages is in many ways problematic and can only be done in a superficial 
manner. Problem number one is that I was only able to handle the collections from the Boxed Springs and 
Davis sites. Second, different individuals described the various collections from the Early Caddo mound 
sites at different times in the 20th century, and there was little consistency between these analyses. Thirdly, 
each analyst emphasized different things in their study, leaving, for example, no arrow points illustrated 
from Moore’s (1912) study, and only a select sample from Webb and Dodd’s (1939) study were illustrated. 
The same problem exists with Webb and McKinney’s (1975) study at Mounds Plantation. Baskin, Creel, 
and I were looking along the same lines in our analyses at Davis and illustrations of specimens were 
ample, but there were differences simply because different analysts were doing the studies independently. 
And Bruseth and Perttula (2006) used different sorting criteria for points and raw material in their study 
at Hudnall-Pirtle, as did Banks and Winters (1975) for Bentsen-Clark, although Banks did have control on 
material types. Despite this severe handicap, there are some interesting things that I think can be said when 
these assemblages are compared.
 One thing strikes me is that all of the sites contain consumer lithic assemblages, which is not surprising 
given they were major centers. By consumer assemblages I mean that formal artifacts (points, knives, and 
celts) were brought to the sites in finished form. The only exception to this is Bentsen-Clark, which was 
situated to access chert-rich gravels from the Red and Kiamichi river systems, and the celts from Hudnall-
Pirtle, which were of hematite, and possibly obtained locally. Debitage and discarded tools in village 
contexts at Boxed Springs, Hudnall-Pirtle, and Davis show the materials that were readily at hand, either 
in the immediate site catchments or through inter-regional trade or journeying. Mortuary examples from 
Boxed Springs, Davis, Gahagan, and Mounds Plantation illustrate the extent to which powerful people had 
connections to other centers and regions. There was a west to east exchange from the Edward Plateau to the 
Davis site and on to Gahagan and Mounds Plantation, probably through the Davis site, of Gahagan knives 
and arrow points as I have argued elsewhere (Shafer 2005). There was a north-south exchange of arrow 
points, celts, effigy pipes, and probably copper from eastern Oklahoma/southwest Arkansas to Davis that 
included Boxed Springs. This north to south interaction is shown by the material and style of arrow points 
and celts at Boxed Springs and Davis that have Oklahoma/Arkansas origins. This north-south system is 
more prevalent at Boxed Springs than at Davis, where the west-east system is far more evident in the village 
and mortuary cherts for arrow points and Gahagan knives. 
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 The human geographic landscape undoubtedly was well known across the Caddoan and Mississippian 
spheres based on thousands of years of accumulated knowledge (Pauketat 2004:143 and Figure 6.9). This 
point is illustrated by the origin and final discard of minerals from which artifacts were made. The Davis, 
Mounds Plantation, and Gahagan exchange or interaction systems were far-reaching to the extent that exotic 
items such as Lake Superior copper (Gahagan and Davis), Cahokia chunky stones (Gahagan, Davis, and 
Mineral Springs), Cahokia effigy pipes of red claystone, limestone, and quartzite (Gahagan, Davis), Gulf 
Coast conch shell (Bentsen-Clark, Gahagan, Davis, and Mound Plantation), Ouachita Mountains quartz 
crystals (Gahagan, Davis), Ozark galena (Gahagan, Mounds Plantation, Davis), southern Appalachian 
green schist (Gahagan, Davis), Edwards Plateau chert (Davis, Gahagan, Mounds Plantation, Boxed Springs, 
Bentsen-Clark), and manufactured shell beads (Gulf Coast or Cahokia [Trubitt 2005]), indicated direct or 
down-the-line exchange of items. This network reached from the Gulf Coast to the Midwest and possibly 
to Cahokia, and west-east from the Edwards Plateau (chert) to the southern Appalachian Mountains (green 
schist for spatulate celts and galena). Indeed, the socio-cultural filter through which many of these exotics 
went through may very well have been Cahokia itself, although regional hubs of interaction and exchange 
may have been operating outside of Cahokia, possibly associated with marriages and funerals of high 
ranking elites.
 
 The Davis site was situated on the western periphery of the Caddoan archaeological area. I have argued 
elsewhere (Shafer 2005) that populations that supported the Davis site ceremonial center were to the west 
along the Brazos River and its tributaries and extended to the eastern edge of the Balcones Escarpment. 
Furthermore, I posit that these settlements were mostly hunting camps that supplied the center at Davis with 
finished Edwards chert artifacts, deer hides, and deer jerky. Access to important mineral regions such as the 
Ozarks, Ouachita Mountains, and Edwards Plateau were vitally important to these Early Caddo centers.
 
 Placing Boxed Springs and the other Early Caddo mound centers in the “big picture” using the array of 
exotic stones represented in the artifacts suggests to me that they wielded significant power from the mound 
centers. There is little doubt that the chiefdoms projected a cloud of fear through their power, and probed 
the regions to the west for resources, natural as well as human. 
 
 Steve Lekson (2008:248-251) is correct in his assessment of North American archaeology. Indian 
peoples traveled far, communicated with each other, and knew the human and physical landscape. 
Archaeologists would be making a mistake by viewing such important ritual centers as Boxed Springs, 
Davis, Gahagan, Mounds Plantation, and Hudnall-Pirtle as merely regional entities. People on these sites 
and their sustaining communities were connected to far-reaching networks of exchange and information 
(Pauketat 2004:143 and Figure 6.9) that may have reached as far as Cahokia, Moundville, Galveston Island, 
the Edwards Plateau, South Texas, or even beyond through intermediaries to the pueblos of the Southwest 
and Huastecan region of Mexico. 
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PLANT REMAINS FROM ThE BOxED SPRINGS SITE (41UR30) 
by Leslie L. Bush
Introduction
 Nineteen charcoal samples from 1/4-inch screen and six samples recovered by 1/16-inch fine screening 
were submitted for analysis from the Boxed Springs site (41UR30), a Caddo mound center in southern 
Upshur County, Texas. Based primarily on the ceramics recovered at the site (see above), the prehistoric 
occupation at the site is believed to date to approximately A.D. 900-1200.
Ecological Setting
 The Boxed Springs site is located on an alluvial terrace that projects into the Sabine River floodplain. The 
terrace is a mosaic of elevated sandy areas and lower, more mesic areas. Soil textures on the top and sides 
of the terrace are loamy fine sands and fine sandy loams. The floodplain and associated wet areas near the 
Sabine River are clays and silty clay loams (Soil Survey Staff 2008). Mean precipitation in Upshur County was 
45.1 inches during the period 1951-1980, with a record of 74.44 inches in 1957 (NFIC 1987). Rainfall peaks 
slightly in May but is distributed fairly evenly throughout the year (Diggs et al. 2006). On average, the county 
sees 58 days where the temperature dips to or below 32 degrees (NFIC 1987:485). 
Historical considerations
 Boxed Springs is situated near the northwestern edge of the Pineywoods ecological region, where it is 
thinner and more open than the dense forests to the southeast. Although the Texas Pineywoods were largely 
destroyed by timbering in a 50 year period prior to 1935, modern equivalents exist for prehistoric plant 
communities despite changes in the abundance and structure of the communities (Diggs et al. 2006:86). 
 Pollen studies indicate that the use of modern vegetation zones is appropriate for understanding the 
plants and attendant animal resources available to Caddo ancestors during the first and second millennia 
A.D. Weakly Bog, situated in what is now the Post Oak Savannah vegetation region to the southwest of 
Upshur County, provides some of the best data for vegetation reconstruction in the eastern half of Texas 
during the last 3,000 years (Bousman 1998). Pollen profiles from this bog indicate the existence of oak 
and later oak/hickory woodlands, suggesting that modern plant communities generally provide good 
analogs for historical Texas plant communities during the last 3,000 years. A recent study by Bruce Albert 
in southwestern Upshur County, only a few miles from Boxed Springs, provides supporting data for the 
period of occupation at Boxed Springs (Albert 2007). Some fluctuations in rainfall and temperature have 
taken place (Bousman 1998:204), but even decades-long fluctuations in rainfall patterns seem to be part 
of the natural background of Late Holocene climate patterns (Stahle and Cleaveland 1992). In addition, 
more frequent fires would have made the understory in the ancient forest uplands much less prominent 
than during the last century or so (Diggs et al. 2006:81; Gow 1905). Certainly early explorers in East Texas 
and other parts of the Eastern Woodlands noted the open, park-like nature of many woodlands (Diggs et 
al. 2006:80-81; Hutchinson et al. 2003). Todd Hutchinson and colleagues, like many earlier researchers, 
attribute much of the forests’ openness to the use of fire by Native Americans (Cronon 1983; Delcourt and 
Delcourt 1997; Hutchinson et al. 2003).
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Plant communities
 Modern ecologists divide the Pineywoods into two general zones, one dominated by longleaf pine 
(Pinus palustris) and one by shortleaf pine (P. echinata) and hardwoods (Braun 1950; Diggs et al. 2006). 
Longleaf pine forests in Texas form a rough half-circle centered on the easternmost point in Texas (northern 
Newton County) and reach into southern Nacogdoches and San Augustine counties (Diggs et al. 2006; 
Gow 1905:43). The remainder of the Texas Pineywoods is dominated by shortleaf pines and deciduous 
hardwoods. Pine forests in the United States are maintained by fire, and fire suppression contributes to 
greater representation of hardwood species (Abrahamson and Hartnett 1990; Frost 1993). American 
longleaf pine forests are associated with large tracts of land lacking natural firebreaks, and they probably 
experienced fire every two or three years (Frost 1993:21). Areas of shortleaf pine and hardwoods are those 
where natural barriers result in lower—but still significant—fire frequency (Frost 1993:21). In shortleaf pine 
forests, pine trees share dominance with oaks and hickories. Common woody plants of these communities 
are listed in Table 21. These communities are uncommon today, the shortleaf pines having been largely 
replaced by loblolly pines (Diggs et al. 2006:88-89).
Table 21. Common woody plants of shortleaf pine communities (adapted from Gow 1905:43).
Common name Botanical name Comments
Shortleaf pine Pinus echinata
White ash Fraxinus americana
Spanish oak Quercus falcata  Red group oak
Black oak Quercus velutina Red group oak
Post oak Quercus stellata  White group oak
Blackjack oak Quercus marilandica  Red group oak
Hickory Carya spp. Thick shelled nuts
Pecan Carya illinoinensis Thin shelled nuts
Sassafras Sassafras albidum
Sweetgum Liquidambar styraciflua described by Joutel (Foster 1998:202)
Sweet bay Magnolia virginiana Current Texas range is south of Harrison County
Crab Malus angustifolia Prehistoric range not clear
Black gum Nyssa sylvatica Near streams only
 Loblolly pine communities, where pine trees also share dominance with oaks and hickories, occur 
on tributary streams, steep slopes, and other locations where fire is even less common. Protected by the 
surrounding wetlands, the slopes surrounding the terrace and the lower areas on top of the terrace on 
which Boxed Springs sits would probably have been a loblolly pine community for most of the Holocene. 
Shortleaf pine communities may have been present on the elevated sandy patches on top of the terrace. 
Common woody plants of Loblolly pine communities are shown in Table 22. 
 The Sabine River floodplain below the Boxed Springs site would have offered different ecosystems 
than the uplands or slopes. Rivers in East Texas are meandering and flow slowly. Because of the abundant 
rainfall, they tend to overflow their banks, producing broad floodplains with alluvial sand, silt, and clay 
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deposits (Diggs et al. 2006:78). Three types of wetland communities would have been present in the 
floodplain associated with the Sabine River that surrounds the Boxed Springs site on three sides. The 
floodplain proper would have been dominated by flood-tolerant hardwoods, including oaks, sweetgum 
(Liquidambar styraciflua), elm (Ulmus americana), tupelo (Nyssa biflora), and red maple (Acer rubrum). 
Holly (Ilex decidua), snowbell (Styrax americana), and mayhaw (Crataegus opaca) are common 
understory shrubs in these forests (Diggs et al. 2006:103). Swamps, which are forested wetlands, form in 
old stream channels and other floodplain depressions, or in wet situations created by logjams or beaver 
dams. Water elm (Planera aquatica) often dominates the shallow-water swamps. Aquatic plants include 
yellow pondlily (Nuphar advena), which has edible tubers (Diggs et al. 2006:104). Unforested wetlands 
(marshes) offer important thatch and basketry resources such as giant cutgrass (Zizaniopsis miliacea), 
rice cutgrass (Leersia oryzoides), and rushes (Juncus spp.). American lotus (Nelumbo lutea), yellow 
pondlily (Nuphar advena), and delta arrow head (Sagittaria platyphylla) are marsh plants with edible 
tubers (Diggs et al. 2006:105)
Early Historic Accounts
 Historical accounts of East Texas vegetation begin with Henri Joutel’s notes on his 1687 journey 
through the area (Foster 1998). Alonso de Léon’s expedition visited the southern Pineywoods in 1690 
Table 22. Common woody species of mixed deciduous-loblolly pine communities (from Diggs et al. 
2006:89; Bezanson 2000).
Common name Botanical name Comments
Loblolly pine Pinus taeda
White oak  Quercus alba White oak group
Southern red oak Quercus falcata Red oak group
Black hickory  Carya texana Thick shelled nuts
Sweetgum  Liquidambar styraciflua described by Joutel (Foster 1998:202)
Black gum  Nyssa sylvatica
Water oak  Quercus nigra Red oak group
Black cherry Prunus serotina Important medicinal plant for Native 
  Americans and early settlers
Beech Fagus grandifolia
Elm Ulmus spp. Hackberry relative
Red maple Acer rubrum
Magnolia Magnolia grandiflora Current Texas range is south 
  of Upshur County
American holly Ilex opaca 
Sassafras Sassafras albidum
American beautyberry Callicarpa americana
Farkleberry Vaccinium arboretum Blueberry relative
Virginia creeper Parthenocissus quinquefolia Grape relative
Muscadine grape Vitis rotundifolia
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(Foster 1995). Fray Isidro Félix de Espinosa, who lived at Misson La Purissima Conception near modern 
Douglass, Texas, from 1715-1721, contributed many useful observations, as did Fray Francisco Casañas de 
Jesus Maria (Hatcher 1927a, 1927b, 1927c). Amos Parker and Josiah Gregg described their travels in the 
1830s and 1840s, respectively (Gregg 1941; Parker 1835).
Laboratory Methods
 Samples were sorted according to procedures originally developed for flotation samples at the 
Macrobotanical Analysis laboratory in Manchaca, Texas (Pearsall 2000). Each sample was size-sorted 
through geologic mesh. Only a 2 mm mesh was used for samples collected from 1/4-inch screen, and a 
full stack of graduated geologic meshes were used for the fine screen samples. Materials that did not pass 
through the No. 10 mesh (2 mm) were completely sorted, and all botanical remains were counted, weighed, 
recorded, and labeled. Weights were measured on an Ohaus Scout II 200 x 0.01 g electronic balance. 
Materials that fell through the 2 mm mesh (“residue”) were examined under a stereoscopic microscope at 
7-45 X magnification for carbonized botanical remains. Identifiable botanical material other than wood was 
removed from the residue, counted, weighed, recorded, and labeled. The few ceramics and chipped stone 
fragments were counted, weighed, labeled, and returned to Archeological & Environmental Consultants, 
LLC for analysis. Partially carbonized wood, bark, and pine cones were treated in the same manner as fully 
carbonized material in the laboratory, although they are interpreted as modern. Samples were handled only 
with gloves to retain suitability for radiocarbon dating. 
 Wood charcoal identification was attempted for up to 20 randomly selected specimens from each 
sample. Wood charcoal fragments were snapped to reveal a transverse section and examined under a 
stereoscopic microscope at 28-180 X magnification. When necessary, tangential or radial sections were 
examined for ray seriation, presence of spiral thickenings, types and sizes of inter-vessel pitting, and other 
minute characteristics that can only be seen at the higher magnifications of this range.
 Botanical materials were identified to the lowest possible taxonomic level by comparison to materials in 
the Macrobotanical Analysis comparative collection and through the use of standard reference works (Core 
et al. 1979; Davis 1993; Hoadley 1990; InsideWood 2004-onwards; Martin and Barkley 2000; Panshin and 
de Zeeuw 1980). Plant nomenclature follows that of the PLANTS Database (USDA, NRCS 2010). 
Results
 A full list of plant remains recovered in the work at the Boxed Springs site is provided in Appendix 7 of 
this monograph.
Semi-carbonized and uncarbonized plants
 Semi-carbonized pine wood, pine cone fragments, bark, and an indeterminable hardwood fragment were 
recovered from seven of the 25 botanical lots at Boxed Springs. An uncarbonized dewberry seed (Rubus 
sp.) was recovered from Feature 6-2. The maximum depth of recovery was 57 cm bs. Uncarbonized seeds 
are a common occurrence on most archaeological sites, but they usually represent seeds of modern plants 
that have made their way into the soil either through their own dispersal mechanisms or by faunalturbation, 
floralturbation, or argilliturbation (Bryant 1985; Miksicek 1987). This is believed to be the case with the 
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uncarbonized dewberry seed at Boxed Springs. The semi-carbonized material is interpreted as the result of 
modern fires in the area. It is unlikely to have survived nearly a millennium in the humid climate of East 
Texas. Only two of the contexts that yielded semi-carbonized pine wood also produced fully carbonized 
pine wood (Feature 6-1, 20-25 cm bs and 25-30 cm bs). It is possible that some carbonized pine in those lots 
also represents modern fires. Other lots taken from the same contexts as the Feature 6-1 lots did not produce 
semi-carbonized pine, however, and they did include fully carbonized pine. For this reason, fully carbonized 
pine from Feature 6-1, 20-25 cm and 25-30 cm is included in the analysis with the archaeological wood 
even though there remains a small possibility it might not be ancient.
Carbonized plants
Wood charcoal
 A total of 44.71 g of wood charcoal was recovered at Boxed Springs, and identification was attempted 
for 142 specimens. Slightly less than half the wood charcoal (47%) consists of pine, with oaks making 
up nearly another quarter of the assemblage (Figure 74). The oaks are evenly divided between white and 
red groups. The remainder of the wood charcoal assemblage consists mostly of elm, hawthorn/mayhaw, 
buckeye (Aesculus spp.), hickory, sweetgum, and blue beech (Carpinus caroliniana). Chinkapin (Castanea 
pumila), persimmon, hop hornbeam (Ostrya virginiana), sassafras, plum or cherry, and a member of the 
mulberry family are represented by one wood charcoal fragment each. 
Figure 74. Wood Charcoal from the Boxed Springs site (41UR30).
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 The most common woods (pine, oaks, elms, hickory, and sweetgum) would have been readily available 
on the terrace on which the site is located as well as in local uplands. The Boxed Springs wood charcoal 
assemblage contains more pine than is typical of Caddo site in the Pineywoods (Table 23). This is somewhat 
surprising, since the site is located in a relatively mesic situation. 
 Some understory woods (hawthorn, blue beech, and hop hornbeam) are also represented. As noted 
above, when fire frequency is high, understories are weakly represented in pine forests, if they are present 
at all. The presence of understory wood is consistent with an interpretation indicating that the area around 
Boxed Springs was relatively protected from fire by its topography and proximity to wetlands.
Crops
 Corn (Zea mays) was the only food crop recovered in these investigations. Corn remains were found in 
two different areas of the excavations. Corn cob parts (cupules and glumes) were recovered from Feature 
6-1. Feature 6-2 yielded the same material plus two corn kernel fragments. The two features are located in 
Area VII to the west of Mound C. Two cupules and two incomplete glumes were recovered from shovel test 
M4, located in Area I to the southeast of Mound C (see Figure 18). 
 Despite the importance of floodplain agriculture elsewhere in the Eastern Woodlands, corn fields 
associated with Boxed Springs were probably not located in the floodplain below the site. For ancient 
maize agriculture in the Southeast, the greatest risk to crops was usually spring flooding rather than frosts 
or insufficient rain (Scarry 1986). East Texas rivers flood frequently and quickly and their floodplains can 
be wet. Agricultural fields associated with Boxed Springs were probably not located on the Sabine River 
floodplain but rather on tributary streams, second or older alluvial terraces, or in upland areas. Sandy soils 
would have been easy to till with digging sticks and stone hoes even in upland areas.
Table 23. Percentages of pine and oak wood charcoal on Caddo archaeological sites in the Texas 
Pineywoods.
   Number of wood charcoal  
Site % Pine % Oaks fragments examined
41RK468 0 34 29
Pine Tree Mound (41HS15) 6 71 2710
41HS588 19 65 347
Henry M. (41NA60) 21 39 782
J. T. King (41NA15) 26 40 77
Boxed Springs (41UR30) 47 22 142
41PN137 52 8 50
41HS231* 70 7 140
*Four features examined contained only pine wood
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Wild plant foods
 Nutshell, a persimmon seed, a hawthorn seed, and two tuber fragment comprise the wild food plants 
recovered at Boxed Springs.
 As is typical of Caddo sites, thick-shelled hickory is the most common nutshell at Boxed Springs 
(Table 24). Hickory nutmeat is high in fat and contains more protein than most plant foods. These nutrients, 
particularly the linolenic fatty acids, may have been critical to hunter-gatherers who relied on lean meat 
for a portion of the year (Gardner 1997; Hall 2000). Acorn nuts contain less fat and protein and more 
carbohydrates than Juglandaceae nuts (Table 25). In this respect, they are more comparable to grains than 
to nuts. Acorns require water processing to leach tannins before they are palatable to humans, but they can 
then be roasted for grinding into flour (Gremillion 2002). Henri Joutel was served a dish of acorn meal 
cooked in meat broth while staying at a Hasinai Caddo village between the Angelina and Sabine rivers in 
East Texas (Foster 1998:234-235). 
Table 24. Nutshell from Boxed Springs (41UR30).
Nutshell Number Weight in grams
Hickory (Carya spp., thick shell) 237 5.65
Black walnut (Juglans nigra) 1 0.02
Hickory/walnut family (Juglandaceae) 18 0.21
Acorn (Quercus spp.) 4 0.02
Total 260 5.90
Table 25. Proximate analysis of three edible tree nuts per 100 g dry weight (USDA, ARS 2009).
  Hickory  Black Walnut Acorn
Nutrient Unit (Carya sp.) (Juglans nigra) (Quercus sp.) 
Fat g 64 59 31
Protein g 13 24 8
Carbohydrate g 18 10 53
Water g 2 5 5
Energy kcal 657 618 509
 One persimmon seed was recovered from Feature 6-2. The eastern persimmon trees of East Texas 
(Diospyros virginiana) bear fleshy, edible orange fruit about three inches in diameter, smaller than the 
modern cultivated persimmon (D. kaki), but larger than the Texas persimmon (D. texana), which is black 
in color. Fray Gaspar José de Solís mentions persimmon fruits made into paste and presented as gifts to the 
Spanish and French (Swanton 1996). Solís describes the tree fruits as coming from “orchards.” Given the 
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rapid adoption of peaches by Native Americans of the southeast, Solís’ description may be more literal than 
metaphorical (Gremillion 1993). Benny Simpson notes a large population of eastern persimmon trees in the 
Canadian River valley that he believes were planted by Native Americans (Simpson 1999).
 Table 26 summarizes the nutritional properties of persimmon fruit. One hundred grams of persimmon, 
or approximately four fruits, provides 66 mg of Vitamin C, which is 73% of the USDA recommended 
dietary allowance for an adult male and 88% for an adult female (NAS, IM 2000).
Table 26. Proximate analysis of persimmon fruit (Diospyros virginiana), raw, per 100 g edible portion 
(USDA, ARS 2009).
Nutrient Unit Quantity





Vitamin C mg 66
 A hawthorn or mayhaw seed (Crataegus sp.) was recovered in a fine screen sample from Feature 
6-1. The seed could have been carbonized incidentally to the burning of hawthorn wood, also recovered 
from that sample, but hawthorn fruits are edible and were widely used for food among Native Americans 
(Moerman 1998).
 Two tuber fragments were recovered from a single fine screen sample from Feature 6-2. (The root 
fragment recovered from Unit 9 is a woody, not a tuberous, root.) Use of tubers for food in the Caddo area 
is mentioned by Casañas and de Leon (Swanton 1996:134). Several types of edible tubers would have been 
available in the vicinity of Boxed Springs, most notably aquatic tubers from the wetlands below the terrace. 
The tubers of American lotus (Nelumbo lutea) are a good fall resource and were often dried for winter use 
(Gilmore 1991). They can be treated as potatoes and may be the plant referred to in historical allusions 
to that vegetable (Tull 1999). John Wiersema speculates that Native people expanded the distribution of 
American lotus in North America from original locations confined to major rivers and tributaries (Wiersema 
1987). Waterlily (Nymphaea odorata) and pondlily (Nuphar lutea) are East Texas relatives of lotus and bear 
similar, edible tubers. 
 Two terrestrial tubers in East Texas that were commonly used by Native Americans are scurfpea 
(Pediomelum spp.) and groundnut (Apios americana), both in the legume family. Some species of Ipomoea, 
the genus that includes domestic sweet potatoes, also produce edible tubers. Several species of Ipomoea 
are common in East Texas, including I. pandurata, which is still known as wild potato and was used by 
Cherokee Indians for food (Moerman 1998:275).
 The only other non-wood plant recovered from the Boxed Spring site is pine, and its presence may or 
may not represent an economic use of the plant. Pine cone fragments and pine sap were recovered in fine 
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screen samples from Features 6-1 and 6-2. They may have been burned in association with the pine wood, 
either in ancient or modern fires. Both have known ethnographic uses, however. Ojibwas boiled the pitch 
from eastern white pine cones (Pinus strobus) for caulking material (Smith 1932). Pitch from other pines 
has medicinal uses (Moerman 1998:404-414). In addition, pine cone smudge pits are known historically 
(Skibo et al. 2008) and may be represented at the Pine Cone site (41RR236) in Red River County, Texas 
(Fritz 2008).
Summary
 Carbonized wood, nutshell, corn, a persimmon seed, a hawthorn seed, two tuber fragments, and pine 
sap and cone parts were recovered from Early Caddo period archaeological deposits at the Boxed Springs 
site. A few semi-carbonized and uncarbonized plants were also recovered but are interpreted as recent in 
origin. Wood charcoal represents fuel woods available on the terrace and uplands to the north. Corn is the 
only plant recovered that was certainly cultivated, although historical accounts suggest that persimmon trees 
may also have been tended. Use of wild food resources is attested to by the nutshell, hawthorn, and tubers. 
Carbonized pine cone fragments and pine sap could represent economic plants, but they may have been 
carbonized incidentally along with pine fuel wood.
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ANALySIS OF FAUNAL REMAINS FROM ThE BOxED SPRINGS SITE (41UR30):  
AN EARLy CADDO MOUND CENTER IN UPShUR COUNTy, TExAS
 
by LeeAnna Schniebs
 Recent archaeological investigations at the Boxed Springs site (41UR30) yielded 370 animal bone 
fragments from various locations across the site. The total weight of the collection is 85.5 grams, and 278 
(75%) pieces are burned. The assemblage is comprised of indeterminate vertebrate (n=241), unidentifiable 
large mammal (n=66), unidentifiable small mammal (n=10), fish (n=1), turtle (n=4), pig (n=2), and deer 
(n=46) (Table 27). In general, the sample is highly fragmented and many bone surfaces are exfoliated. 
Fragmentation and poor preservation explains the low identifiability rate: only 53 pieces (14.3%) could 
be specifically identified. Table 27 provides the number of identifiable specimens (NISP) in the faunal 
collection, as well as the minimum number of individuals (MNI) by taxon, their preferred habitat, and the 
percent of the sample represented by each taxon.
Table 27. Summary of faunal taxonomic recovery from the Boxed Springs site (41UR30).
Taxon NISP MNI Habitat* Percent
Vertebrata (indeterminate) 241 – – 65.1
Indeterminate fish (Osteichthyes) 1 1 A 0.3
Indeterminate turtle (Testudinata) 4 1 – 1.1
Pig (Sus scrofa) 2 1 V 0 .5 
White-tailed deer 
(Odocoileus virginianus) 46 1 WE 12.4
Mammal (small Mammalia) 10 – – 2.7
Mammal (large Mammalia) 66 – – 17.8
Total 370 4  100.0
* Preferred Habitat (Davis 1978; Schmidly 1983): A=aquatic (rivers, swamps, marshes); B=bottomlands (riparian 
habitats); W=woodlands (deciduous or pine forests); WE=wooded edges (open meadows, parkland); V=various.
 Standard zooarchaeological identification techniques were employed in this analysis, using comparative 
skeletal collections. Attributes that were examined for each of the bone fragments include taxon, element 
and portion of that element, symmetry, burning, and weight. This analysis is concerned with identifying the 
general preferences of Early Caddo (ca. A.D. 900-1200) animal exploitation at this specific site in the East 
Texas Pineywoods.
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 The faunal remains were recovered from 10 shovel tests, and five 1 x 1 m excavation units, including 
Features 6-1 and 6-2 in Unit 6. The bone fragments came from 0-80 cm bs in the archaeological deposits 
(Table 28), but the vast majority of the bone (even from feature contexts) was recovered from 0-50 cm bs. 
Table 28. Distribution of faunal remains by provenience (Shovel Test or Unit) from the Boxed  
Springs site.
Provenience (cm bs) Taxon NISP N (by ST/Unit)
ST B-24, 0-20 large mammal 1 2
ST B-24, 20-40 unidentifiable 1
ST B-36, 20-40 large mammal 1 1
ST B-40, 60-80 large mammal 1 2
 deer 1
ST M-2, 40-60 large mammal 1 1
ST M-4, 40-60 large mammal 2 2
ST M-41, 0-20 unidentifiable 2 2
ST M-45, 20-40 unidentifiable 2 7
ST M-45, 40-60 large mammal 5
ST M-46, 20-40 large mammal 1 1
ST M-55, 0-20 unidentifiable 1 1
ST M-56, 0-20 pig 1 3
 large mammal 1
ST M-56, 20-40 small mammal 1
Unit 1, 0-10 large mammal 1 5
Unit 1, 10-20 large mammal 2
Unit 1, 39 deer 1
Unit 1, 56 deer 1
Unit 2, 30-40 unidentifiable 2 18
Unit 2, 51 deer 16
Unit 6, 10-20 large mammal 4 322
Unit 6, 19 large mammal 14
Unit 6, 25-30 unidentifiable 1
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 Despite the high quantity of unidentifiable faunal remains and severe fragmentation, a few inferences 
can be made about the Boxed Springs sample. The small fish vertebral fragment indicates that fish was 
obtained by the Caddo from a nearby water source, probably the Sabine River (immediately adjacent to 
the site) or the nearby Big Sandy Creek, and that aquatic habitat was utilized. The turtle shell fragments 
compare favorably to box turtle, and woodlands and bottomlands were probably exploited to obtain turtles. 
The box turtle is a slow-moving animal and is easily caught when the occasion arises by passive hunting 
methods, often by women or children. Two deer teeth are from an individual approximately seven months 
of age at time of death; this deer was killed in the late summer since fawns are born in the early spring. 
Wooded edges are the preferred habitat of deer. 
 Most of the unidentifiable large mammal bone fragments are probably deer remains, but some of them 
could be pig as well. The unidentifiable small mammal bones could be cottontail, squirrel, pocket gopher, 
or any other small rodent as these are common in Caddo faunal assemblages. The indeterminate vertebrate 
remains could represent any taxonomic class. The two pig teeth are from shallow levels (0-20 cm bs), in an 
Table 28. Distribution of faunal remains by provenience (Shovel Test or Unit) from the Boxed  
Springs site, cont.
Provenience (cm bs) Taxon NISP N (by ST/Unit)
Unit 6, 20-25, Feature 6-1 unidentifiable 14
 turtle 1
 large mammal 9
Unit 6, 25-30, Feature 6-1 unidentifiable 29
 large mammal 13
Unit 6, 26, Feature 6-1 large mammal 6
Unit 6, 30-35, Feature 6-1 unidentifiable 22
 turtle 1
Unit 6, 25-30, Feature 6-2 unidentifiable 65
 turtle 1
 deer 27
 small mammal 8
 large mammal 1
Unit 6, 30-40, Feature 6-2 unidentifiable 62
 small fish 1
 small mammal 1
Unit 6, 40-57, Feature 6-2A unidentifiable 40
 turtle 1
 large mammal 1
Unit 8, 0-10 pig 1 1
Unit 9, 20-30 large mammal 2 2
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area of the site that also has late 19th-early 20th century artifacts. They represent modern faunal introductions 
of either domesticated or wild pigs. 
 Further archaeological investigations at the Boxed Springs site could provide additional information 
as to the subsistence preferences and animal hunting activities of the Early Caddo peoples that lived at 
the site. A larger sample of faunal remains from the site would also offer the opportunity to compare and 
contrast the subsistence practices of the Caddo that lived at this site with faunal assemblages from other 
contemporaneous Caddo sites in East Texas and other parts of the Caddo area.
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SUMMARy OF ThE ARChAEOLOGICAL FINDINGS FROM ThE BOxED SPRINGS SITE
by Timothy K. Perttula
 The Boxed Springs site (41UR30) is a Early Caddo multiple mound center on terrace and upland 
landforms immediately adjacent to the Sabine River in East Texas, situated just upstream from the 
confluence of Big Sandy Creek with the river. The site had been known since the late 1950s-early 1960s, 
and avocational archaeologists had conducted excavations in Md. A, a burial mound, as well as several 
other mounds that apparently were built to cover up burned special purpose structures (Perttula and 
Wilson 2000; see also Appendix 8, this volume). A large Early Caddo period cemetery was looted at the 
Boxed Springs site in the 1980s by local East Texas pothunters. Professional archaeologists completed a 
reconnaissance of the site, as well as a limited number of shovel tests, in the 1980s (Perttula 1989), but 
our work at Boxed Springs in the winter of 2010 represents the first attempt to investigate the site as a 
singular archaeological entity through both extensive shovel testing and archaeogeophysical survey. These 
investigations were successful in better defining the archaeological character of the site, especially its non-
mound archaeological deposits. The work also led to the recovery under controlled circumstances of an 
assemblage of ceramic and lithic artifacts—along with plant and animal remains—that provides insights 
into the material culture practices and technological activities of the Caddo peoples that inhabited Boxed 
Springs, and the general nature of their subsistence strategies.
 The archaeogeophysical investigations at the Boxed Springs site covered a 15.6 acre area of the known 
site. These investigations, led by Dr. Chester P. Walker, were done using an RTK GPS system to position 
the readings. The gradiometer and the GPS antenna were attached to a two wheeled non-magnetic hand 
cart and real time data output was stored in an Allegro CX field computer and integrated with the GPS 
coordinates. The magnetometer survey did not produce any unequivocal anomalies that can be interpreted as 
archaeological features associated with the Early Caddo period occupation of the site, although seven areas 
of magnetic enhancement in the southern part of the site were identified that correlate with areas of Early 
Caddo habitation archaeological deposits on topographic rises. A series of more than 80 truncated magnetic 
high anomalies (1.5-2.5 m in diameter) were also defined that are relatively evenly distributed across the 
Boxed Springs site. These magnetic anomalies may mark the location of shallowly buried thermal features, 
possibly pre-A.D. 800/850 concentrations of fire-cracked rock.
 The winter 2010 archaeological investigations at the Boxed Springs site included extensive shovel 
testing work and limited 1 x 1 m hand excavations. Shovel testing across the Flores property at the site was 
successful in locating eight different areas with habitation deposits (Areas I-VIII), and their contents were 
examined through the excavation of both shovel tests and at least one 1 x 1 m unit (see Figures 18-19). 
Several cultural features were encountered during these investigations, primarily in Area VII.
 A total of 122 shovel tests were excavated across the Boxed Springs site. Ninety percent of the shovel 
tests (n=110) contained prehistoric and/or historic artifacts. Their distribution indicated that the prehistoric 
Caddo occupation on the Flores property extends a north-south distance of ca. 800 m, from the Sabine River 
bluff line on the south to the northern end of the Flores property, and ranged between ca. 100-180 m east-
west. Archaeological deposits in the shovel tests ranged from ca. 20-80 cm in thickness. Ten of the shovel 
tests (8.2%) had 19th to mid-20th century historic artifacts, concentrated in Area VI.
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 Based primarily on the distribution of shovel tests with the highest densities of prehistoric Caddo 
sherds, eight different habitation areas (Areas I-VIII) were defined across the Boxed Springs site (see 
Figures 18 and 19). These areas occur on low sandy rises and narrow ridges across the landform, and ranged 
from 300-4900 m2. One area had midden deposits (Area I), two others (Areas IV and V) were situated in an 
open community area or possible plaza between the four known mounds, and Area VII (in the southwestern 
part of the site) was situated on a landform that juts out towards the Sabine River and its floodplain. The 
highest densities of prehistoric Caddo occupational debris, including ceramics, animal bones, and plant 
remains, occur in Area VII. 
 Five shovel tests were also excavated in Mound C. In one shovel test, a 29 cm thick strong brown clay 
zone capped the western part of the mound deposits, with sandy loam mound fill to at least 1 m bs, while 
another on the north side of the mound encountered a strong brown clay at 72 cm bs, buried beneath a 
sandy loam mound fill. Other shovel tests had different mound fill strata (either a yellowish-brown or dark 
yellowish-brown sandy loam, likely gathered on the site), or encountered a very compact stratum in the 
mound at 80 cm bs. 
 At least one 1 x 1 m hand-excavated unit (totaling nine units) was placed in each of the eight defined 
habitation areas recognized in the shovel testing at the Boxed Springs site. Unit placement was based on the 
analysis of the character of the archaeological sediments encountered in shovel tests in each of the areas, 
and the kinds and density of recovered archaeological material remains, animal bones, and charred plant 
remains in specific shovel tests.
 One unit in Area I had a probable midden deposit between 27-49 cm bs. A hand-excavated unit in 
Area VII was by far the most productive 1 x 1 m excavation at the site with regard to the density of 
material culture remains, charred plant remains, and preserved animal bones. Several cultural features 
were exposed in this Area VII unit, the tops of which are at ca. 20-21 cm bs. A number of ceramic 
sherds and an animal bone were plotted in situ between 17-20 cm bs, near the base of the A-horizon. 
These likely represent artifacts that accumulated on an occupational surface at that depth. The Area VIII 
unit encountered a fire-cracked rock concentration (Feature 8-1) between 29-37 cm bs. Other units had 
Caddo archaeological deposits that ranged from 30 to 50 cm+ in thickness. The one unit in Area VI had 
a mixture of both late 19th-mid-20th century artifact and prehistoric Caddo material culture remains in a 
deposit that extended to 50 cm bs.
 Several cultural features were encountered in our work at the Boxed Springs site. They included 
three features in Area VII: a basin-shaped pit at least 75 cm in diameter (Feature 6-1), with quantities of 
ceramic and lithic artifacts in the fill, along with charred plant remains and animal bones; a second basin-
shaped pit (Feature 6-2) at least 60 cm in diameter, possibly an unlined basin-shaped hearth, given that 
there is a large (30 cm in diameter) post hole feature (Feature 6-2A) directly underneath that was exposed 
at 40 cm bs. The post hole has straight sides and a flat bottom, and its fill is a dark brown sandy loam 
with charcoal staining and charcoal chunks, suggesting that the post had been burned before Feature 6-2 
was set up directly above it.1
 In Area VIII, Feature 8-1 was a burned rock feature exposed between 29-37 cm bs. The feature was a 
single flat-lying layer of ferruginous sandstone fire-cracked rocks and ferruginous sandstone slab fragments. 
These fire-cracked rocks and slabs may represent the residue (or raked out remains) of a hot rock cooking 
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feature used to process certain kinds of plant foods. Feature M-61-1, a second burned rock feature, was first 
identified as an anomaly in the archaeogeophysical investigations, about 20 m north of Area IV.
 The ceramic artifacts from the Boxed Springs site primarily consist of sherds (n=871) from plain ware 
(n=718), fine ware (n=53), and utility ware (n=100) vessels that are widely distributed across the site. There 
are also long-stemmed Red River style pipe sherds, a spindle whorl made from a body sherd, a possible clay 
coil fragment, and some pieces of burned clay.
 The highest densities of sherds in the shovel tests occur in Area III, Area VI, and Area VII, followed 
by Areas I, II, and IV. Moderate densities of ceramic sherds have been documented in Areas I-VII, but not 
in Area VIII. The highest densities of sherds in the 1 x 1 m units are Area VII, I, II, V, and VI; very low 
densities occurred in Areas III, IV, and VIII. It is concluded that there are Caddo habitation features within 
each of these areas at the site, and the sherds represent the remnants of cooking and food serving activities 
that took place in each area, as well as trash discard activities. 
 The relative high frequency of plain rims (47.6%) among all the rim sherds at the Boxed Springs site 
indicate that plain vessels—bowls, carinated bowls, bottles, and jars—comprised a substantial part of the 
vessels made and used by the Caddo inhabitants of the site. The plain/decorated sherd ratio (P/DR) of the 
ceramic assemblage is 4.69. This P/DR value further suggested that the ceramic assemblage may date from 
pre-A.D. 1200 times; the decorated sherd assemblage seemed to indicate that the Caddo occupation at the 
site may have predated ca. A.D. 1050.
 Technological analyses indicated that the Caddo potters relied on grog (crushed sherds or fired clay) 
inclusions, either as the sole temper, or in combination with crushed and burned bone or crushed hematite/
ferruginous sandstone fragments. The latter tempers were particularly common in the coarser paste plain 
wares and utility wares. The fine wares at the Boxed Springs site had low proportions of bone temper and 
very few sherds with hematite temper inclusions. Considerable numbers of sherds at the Boxed Springs site 
were from vessels with a fine sandy paste, especially among the fine wares and the plain wares. A naturally 
sandy alluvial clay was likely used by Caddo potters to manufacture many of the vessels from these wares at 
the site, provided that the sandy clay was tempered with grog, hematite, or bone to hold the paste together. 
 The ceramic vessels at the Boxed Springs site were fired in several different ways, but not always 
necessarily in a regular or well-controlled fashion. The sherds are primarily from vessels of all three wares 
that were fired in a reducing or low oxygen firing, with many of these that were subsequently cooled in 
the open air. This method of firing left one or both surfaces of the vessel with a lighter color than the 
vessel core. Less than 12.5% of the sherds come from vessels that were fired and cooled in a high oxygen 
environment.
 Each of the Caddo ceramic wares from the Boxed Springs site were rather thin-walled, with rims 
ranging from 4.23-6.80 mm, body sherds ranging from 3.53-7.04 mm, and base sherds ranging from 7.92-
9.86 mm. The only significant difference between the wares in vessel wall thickness was with the fine ware 
body sherds, which were, on average, ca. 30% thinner than the body sherds from plain wares and utility 
wares. It was suspected that the height and volume of vessels made by the Early Caddo potters at the site, 
regardless of their intended function for the cooking and serving of cooked foods, was comparable, dictating 
the necessary vessel wall thicknesses for the rim and body. The Boxed Springs vessels are overall somewhat 
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thinner than contemporaneous Early Caddo assemblages, primarily because of the manufacture and use of 
some extremely thin (2-3 mm) and finely-crafted engraved fine ware vessels.
 Utility ware sherds—wet paste decorated jars and bowls with coarse tempers—comprised 
approximately 65% of the decorated wares at the Boxed Springs site, but only 24% of all the rims. Fine 
wares—carinated bowls, bowls, and bottles with post-firing engraved decorations, and typically with a 
finely crushed temper—accounted for another 29% of the rims but just over 6% of all the sherds. In these 
fine ware vessels, the rim was disproportionately decorated compared to fine ware vessel bodies.
 Among the utility wares at Boxed Springs, sherds with incised decorations (54%) were the principal 
decorative method. Other important decorative methods in the assemblage included sherds with several 
different kinds of punctated decorations (30%), and pinched ridges (8%), while minor utility ware 
decorative methods were incised-punctated (4%), appliqued (2%), and grooved/fluted (1%).
 Among the incised utility wares, the most popular decorative elements included parallel or straight 
incised lines of uncertain orientation and horizontal incised lines on the vessel rim. These incised sherds 
may be from Davis Incised, Dunkin Incised, or Coles Creek Incised vessels, including Coles Creek Incised, 
var. Hardy vessels. The punctated sherds from the site were comprised of a mixture of tool (34%), fingernail 
(31%), large and small circular (10.3%), and crescent-shaped (13.8%) punctated elements. Identified types 
included Weches Fingernail Impressed, possibly Weches Fingernail Impressed, var. Alto, and Coles Creek 
Incised, var. Coles Creek vessels that have impressed triangles.
 Notably absent in the incised-punctated sherds at the Boxed Springs site were sherds from either 
Crockett Curvilinear Incised or Pennington Punctated Incised types, and the relative proportion of incised-
punctated sherds among the utility wares is only 7%. One body sherd had parallel incised lines with a 
row of tool punctations between the incised lines, and this decorative element has been noted in ceramic 
assemblages at other Early Caddo sites in East Texas and Northwest Louisiana (where it is called band 
punctated). 
 The pinched ridge rim and body sherds in the ceramic assemblage are from Hollyknowe Ridge Pinched 
rim jars. The few appliqued body sherds in the assemblage had distinctive decorative elements: narrow 
appliqued ridges and clusters of small appliqued nodes. Another body sherd has a broad groove or flute 
that probably was oriented vertically on the vessel body. This particular sherd may be from an Early Caddo 
Crenshaw Fluted vessel, which have only sets of vertical grooves or flutes on them, or is comparable to the 
distinctive grooved vessels and sherds from the George C. Davis site that also had engraved motifs above 
and/or associated with the grooves. There is a single engraved seed jar form from one of the looted burials 
at the Boxed Springs site that has a vertical engraved motif on the upper part of the seed jar and a series of 
deep vertical grooves on the remainder of the vessel. 
 There were a wide variety of engraved decorative elements in the Boxed Springs site fine ware 
ceramics. The engraving itself was typically fine-lined, and usually well-executed, with burnished interior 
and/or exterior vessel surfaces. Horizontal engraved rim sherds from Hickory Engraved vessels were well 
represented, as were sherds from likely Spiro Engraved and Holly Fine Engraved vessels with curvilinear 
and concentric engraved design elements or sets of fine line opposed engraved lines. One distinctive sherd 
had curvilinear engraved lines with spurs on it. The vertical engraved and vertical and diagonal engraved 
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decorative elements may be from Holly Fine Engraved bowls or carinated bowls. These fine ware engraved 
types are considered material culture hallmarks of the Early Caddo period.
 A comparison of the Boxed Springs site ceramic assemblage to other Early Caddo period sites in 
East Texas, Northwest Louisiana, and Southwest Arkansas, suggested that the ceramic assemblages from 
these sites are diverse in decorative treatment as well as in the relative abundance of both plain wares and 
engraved wares, particularly from east to west across the area from the Red River to the Neches River. This 
diversity in vessel decoration (and likely also a diversity in vessel forms) would support the notion that there 
were several different Caddo groups and their associated ceramic traditions living in this region between 
ca. A.D. 850/900 and up to ca. A.D. 1200 that were developing their own ethnic and ceramic stylistic 
expressions and practices. 
 Coles Creek Incised sherds are present in several Early Caddo sites in East Texas. The most common 
variety is var. Coles Creek (Phillips 1970), and this variety apparently dates from ca. A.D. 900-1050 in 
Early Caddo contexts as well as the lower Ouachita River valley in the Lower Mississippi Valley. The 
presence of Coles Creek Incised, var. Coles Creek vessels and decorated sherds at the Boxed Springs site 
may be the best evidence currently available that some part of the Early Caddo occupation there may have 
taken place primarily before A.D. 1050.
 The occurrence of two other pottery types in several East Texas, Northwest Louisiana, and Southwest 
Arkansas sites provided insights into the age of the Caddo settlement at Boxed Springs: Crenshaw Fluted or 
grooved ceramic sherds and vessels and Hollyknowe Ridge Pinched sherds, since both types were identified 
in the ceramic assemblage at Boxed Springs. Crenshaw Fluted or grooved vessels were present in the Early 
Caddo component at the Crenshaw site, with calibrated radiocarbon dates that range from AD 1150-1222 
(2 sigma). Calibrated radiocarbon-dated East Texas and Northwest Louisiana sites with Hollyknowe Ridge 
Pinched sherds and/or vessels have age ranges of AD 978-1260 (Hanna), AD 980-1250 (Hudnall-Pirtle), AD 
989-1146 (Mounds Plantation, Mound 2), and AD 1150-1222 (Crenshaw, Early Caddo component), a range 
from cal AD 978-1222. The Boxed Springs Caddo occupation must also date within this ca. 250 year span.
 
 Shafer’s analysis of the lithic artifacts from the Boxed Springs site, incorporating as well the Whiteside 
and McFarland collections, provided important assemblage-specific as well as comparative information 
about the character of lithic tools, tool production, and the access to non-local lithic raw materials at an 
Early Caddo ceremonial center. The various tools in the assemblages included 12 dart points (from earlier 
Woodland and Late Archaic period use of the landform), 165 arrow points (mainly Homan and Alba points), 
six Gahagan bifaces, one Ramey-like knife, bifaces (n=3), adzes and perforators (n=2), flake tools and 
scrapers (n=2), hammerstones and hammerstone/anvils (n=3), abrader-saws (n=3), slabs (n=1), celts (n=13), 
and polishing stones (n=4). There were also 13 cores and 526 pieces of lithic debris. The extra-territorial 
connections represented in the tools and lithic debris are striking different when compared to sites such as 
the George C. Davis site in Cherokee County, or the Bentsen-Clark site in Red River County, Texas. These 
data suggest that the Boxed Springs socio-cultural affiliations strongly point toward the Caddo peoples 
living along the Red River above its Great Bend.
 Shafer determined that the Boxed Springs settlement, like most Caddo settlements in East Texas, was 
a consumer of stone tools, rather than a producer. This was the product of the poor locally available lithic 
resources, which included small pebbles of orthoquartzite and chert from reworked Uvalde gravels and 
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reworked orthoquartzites and Ouachita Mountain cherts from the Bowie gravels. Prestigious items such 
as the Gahagan knives and celts made on non-local lithic raw materials in the Whiteside and McFarland 
collections had to be either exchanged through trade or acquired through gifting. 
 These lithic artifacts were found in tombs of important people at Boxed Springs. As Shafer noted 
above (p. 103): “[t]hese were people of power in their societies, wielded power over their people, and 
were revered, or feared, by their rivals.” The different kinds of non-local lithic artifacts came from sources 
along the Red River and in southeastern Oklahoma, as well as Central Texas, in the case of the Gahagan 
and Ramey-like knives. The raw material and style of the arrow points in tombs at Boxed Springs also 
points toward the Red River as a source area. Burial 2 in Mound A appears to have represented a tomb of 
a powerful individual within this Early Caddo community. He or she was buried with two individuals or 
retainers along with many material items, including perishable things, that were intended for the use of this 
individual in the ancestral world. There were several other important people in the community, as there were 
individuals buried in the non-mound cemetery that were accompanied with Gahagan bifaces, arrow point 
clusters, and ear spools. 
 
 Detailed analysis of a small number of 1/4-inch macrobotanical samples from non-feature related 
archaeological deposits, along with six fine-screen samples of matrix from several cultural features in 
Area VII at the Boxed Springs site (see Figure 18), recovered carbonized wood (pine and oak, primarily), 
nutshell, corn, a persimmon seed, a hawthorn seed, two tuber fragments, and pine sap and cone parts from 
Early Caddo period archaeological deposits at the Boxed Springs site. Wood charcoal is the remnant of fuel 
woods available to Caddo peoples that lived on the alluvial terrace and uplands to the north. Corn, in Area 
VII, is the only plant recovered that was certainly cultivated by the Caddo during their occupation, although 
persimmon trees may also have been tended. Hickory, walnut, and oak nutshell, along with hawthorn and 
tubers, represent wild plant foods gathered by the Caddo. There were also pieces of carbonized pine cone 
fragments and pine sap in the paleobotanical collections, but they may have been carbonized incidentally 
along with pine fuel wood.
 The analysis of the animal bones from the site, most of which were recovered from pit features in Area 
VII habitation deposits, indicated that the Caddo gathered fish from a nearby water source, probably the 
Sabine River or nearby Big Sandy Creek. These wooded and floodplain aquatic habitats were also utilized to 
gather turtle (probably box turtle). Caddo hunters exploited wooded edges to procure white-tailed deer, and 
evidence from deer teeth suggest that deer were successfully hunted in the late summer. The unidentifiable 
small mammal bones in the assemblage may be from cottontail rabbit, squirrel, pocket gopher, or other 
small rodents. 
 In summary, the Early Caddo occupation at the Boxed Springs site (41UR30) on the Sabine River 
consists of four earthen mounds, one used for shaft tomb burial, a large cemetery well away from the 
mounds and habitation debris, and a number of habitation areas dispersed across this +30 acre civic-
ceremonial site; whether these habitation areas are domestic locales, or the locales of the social and political 
elite, has not been determined. Important and powerful individuals lived in the Boxed Springs community, 
and were buried there.
 Domesticated corn was grown at the site, and a variety of wild plants and animals also were collected 
as part of the diet of the Caddo people that lived there. The site appears to be contemporaneous with the 
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earliest part of the Alto phase component at the George C. Davis site on the Neches River, dating as the 
latter does from the mid-9th century A.D. to the mid-11th century A.D, but may have been occupied through 
the end of the 13th century A.D. 
 The analysis of the ceramics found at the Boxed Springs site did not suggest that it is a component of 
the Alto phase, although such sites have been identified in the Sabine River basin (see Story 2000:Figure 
5). Rather, only broad similarities in vessel decorations in both fine wares and utility wares between the 
Boxed Springs site and the well-known George C. Davis site are indicative of contemporaneous Caddo 
occupations—and perhaps even a modicum of contact/interaction—but they do not belong to the same 
Caddo communities, groups, or ceramic traditions, either traditions centered at the George C. Davis site, or 
others along the Red River in Northwest Louisiana and Southwest Arkansas. Instead, the Boxed Springs site 
is apparently a component of a local and culturally separate Caddo community in the Sabine river basin, one 
that is currently taxonomically undefined, that was established around ca. A.D. 900 and whose occupation 
probably lasted until ca. A.D. 1200 or later in the 13th century A.D.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE INvESTIGATIONS  
OF ThE BOxED SPRINGS SITE
by Timothy K. Perttula
 The 2010 archaeological and archaeogeophysical investigations at the Boxed Springs site by a 
consortium of professional and avocational archaeologists have obtained new information on the native 
history of this important East Texas Caddo mound center. Documentation of older collections from the 
site now held by the present landowners and the Gregg County Historical Museum, has also enriched 
our understanding of the use of this important place on the Caddo landscape. As with any archaeological 
investigation, the findings of the work almost invariably lead to the exploration of current and new research 
questions and problems that are worth pursuing through additional investigations, and the Boxed Springs 
site work is no exception.
Field Archaeological Investigations
 Future archaeological investigations at the Boxed Spring site could be pursued in the context of 
obtaining more detailed and temporally-specific information about the occupational history and character of 
the site, concentrating on particular areas or particular kinds of deposits (i.e., mound deposits and features 
vs. non-mound habitation areas). That work might focus on each of the areas (Areas I-VIII) within the site 
that have habitation deposits (see Figure 18), as well as limited subsurface exploration of Md. C to ascertain 
its function within the site’s Caddo organizational structure. To limit the disturbances to the archaeological 
deposits, a second and future round of archaeological investigations could consist of (a) more closely-
spaced shovel testing across each of the site areas; and (b) if concentrated archaeological deposits and/or 
cultural features (or the possibility that cultural features are present) are identified in any of these areas, that 
a small set or small block of units are excavated there. One such area has already been identified in Area 
VII (see Figures 18 and 26a). The purpose of this work would be to collect a representative sample of the 
associated material and ecofactual remains from Early Caddo habitation locales across the Boxed Springs 
site, as well as investigate a range of habitation features (post holes, pits, and hearths, as well as midden 
deposits) that may be present in each of the areas. Both sets of data would provide the means to compare 
and contrast the uses of the various habitation areas at the site, and to ascertain if the habitation areas are 
associated with domestic use or are the result of use by the elites that also lived at the site.
 If at all possible, we recommend that a program of shovel testing and limited 1 x 1 m hand excavations 
also be completed—with the landowner’s permission—on the southeastern portion of the Boxed Springs 
site (see Figure 2) to round out our understanding of the intra-site spatial structure of mounds, structures, 
domestic houses, courtyards, and trash disposal areas, etc. Mds. B and D are on this land parcel, along with 
known areas of habitation deposits (see Figure 12). Permission to access the property for archaeological 
investigations has not been obtained to date.
Archaeogeophysical Investigations
 A second round of archaeogeophysical survey is warranted at the Boxed Springs site to clarify the 
underlying magnetic character of the seven areas of magnetic enhancement identified across the site (see 
Figure 17). Five of these magnetic enhancement areas closely correspond to the locations of natural rises 
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on the alluvial terrace, each of which also have habitation archaeological deposits marked by varying 
concentrations of ceramic, lithic, bone, and charred plant remains (see Figure 18), and thus it is unclear 
if topographic and/or archaeological characteristics are causing the enhanced magnetic readings in these 
areas. Two other areas of magnetic enhancement may correspond to the locations of Md. A and Md. C (see 
Figures 17 and 18).
 Renewed archaeogeophysical investigations at the Boxed Springs site could consist of the completion of 
a more intensive magnetometer survey over each of the magnetic enhancement areas by altering the density 
of the dataset through narrowing the traverse interval and the sample interval. Analysis of the magnetic 
data and identified anomalies in these magnetic enhancement areas could then lead to the employment of 
multiple instruments—including electromagnetic induction meter (conductivity and susceptibility) and 
ground penetrating radar—to enhance the possibility that geophysical data can be collected from discrete 
areas within the magnetic enhancement locales to better detect archaeological features and important buried 
archaeological deposits (Kvamme 2008; Kvamme et al. 2006:251), and more precisely locate the plowed-
down remains of Md. A, or the exact location of the looted Caddo cemetery north of Area VI.
 It will also be important to comprehensively evaluate through archaeological exploration (shovel tests 
and hand excavation units in a larger sample of anomalies) the character and spatial distribution of the 85+ 
high magnetic anomalies at the Boxed Springs site that may be shallowly buried fire-cracked rock thermal 
features (see Figure 16). They may represent our best evidence for a pre-A.D. 800/850 occupation at the 
site, along with the various temporally diagnostic stone tools that have been recovered at Boxed Springs 
as well. It would be fortunate, indeed, if upon investigation, that these high magnetic anomalies proved 
to be representative of fire-cracked rock concentrations and clusters, some of which may contain dateable 
pieces of charred organic remains that can be employed to establish the absolute age of the fire-cracked rock 
features at Boxed Springs.
Special Analyses
 There are several special analyses of the Caddo ceramic sherds from the Boxed Springs site that are 
warranted to better understand the technological, functional, and chronological character of the ceramic 
vessel assemblage. These include: (a) analysis of residues visible on and absorbed into sherds, including the 
direct AMS dating of those residues; (b) instrumental neutron activation analysis; (c) petrographic analysis; 
and (d) the luminescence dating of sherds.
 The analysis of residues on sherds and vessels is not an analytical technique that has been applied with 
any frequency on Caddo sherds and vessels. Charred, organic residue (i.e., visible residue analysis, see 
Reber 2006) recovered from ceramic sherds should represent residue of foods cooked in the vessel, which 
constitutes useful information about the use of a vessel, as well as contributes empirical evidence of what 
range of foods may have been used at a particular site. Absorbed residue analysis of sherds also provides 
direct information on the use of these vessels by determining through lipid analysis what was processed in a 
particular ceramic vessel (Reber 2006:238).
 These visible and absorbed residues can also be radiocarbon-dated, analyzed through stable carbon/
nitrogen isotope analysis (Reber et al. 2004), and examined for the presence of food-related phytoliths such 
as maize (see Hart et al. 2007). In the future, it is recommended that residues be examined from sherds in 
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the Boxed Springs ceramic assemblages for visible evidence of plant food residues, lipids, phytoliths, and/
or starch evidence of foods that might have been cooked in particular vessel or sets of sherds from particular 
vessels. Reber (2006) also suggests that the most useful and analytically comparable approach is to conduct 
both visible and absorbed residue analysis on the same set of sherds from a particular site or set of sites.
 The regional analysis of the chemical compositional make-up Caddo pottery has the potential to help 
with the reconstruction of “how people created, modified, or moved items within a particular landscape” 
(Kantner 2008:54). At the present time over 970 sherds and clay samples from more than 130 Woodland and 
Caddo sites in East Texas have been submitted for instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA) (Perttula 
2010; Perttula and Ferguson 2010).
 It is likely that the vast majority of the Caddo pottery made in East Texas was produced at the household 
or community level, and then distributed and used locally, with an unknown quantity of that pottery being 
made for trade or exchange with neighbors, both near and far-flung. However, the INAA database available 
is constrained because of the apparent chemical homogeneity in locally abundant clays and the still limited 
number of sites across the region with INAA sherd or clay samples. The goal of additional INAA studies at 
sites like Boxed Springs is to be able to establish with certainty the source of clays used by Caddo potters 
or to link those clays with tempered Caddo pottery vessels and vessel sherds of known styles and temporal 
ranges. Continued INAA analyses from a range of sites—and on both utility wares and fine wares—may be 
important in establishing production locales and their spatial scope, as well as delimiting both the kinds of 
pottery made in each production locale and the extent to which they made have been traded and exchanged 
amongst neighboring Caddo groups. The most useful INAA has been conducted on individual Caddo sites 
that have more than 20 sherds from both fine ware and utility ware sherds, as that sample size appears to 
provide an opportunity to investigate with a more representative sample the chemical variation in Caddo 
ceramics at specific sites, and then make broader comparisons with Caddo INAA results at other specific 
sites. At present, only three sherds from the Boxed Springs site have been subjected to INAA.
 Given that quartz sands are a primary constituent of the paste of Caddo pottery over much of East 
Texas, but that there are other mineral constituents that may have distinctive proveniences in alluvial and 
upland clays, analytical methods need to be developed and implemented here through sampling of sands in 
local clays to identify particular sand composition zones, distinctive minerals, and source-specific pottery 
types. These analytical methods would include INAA, petrographic analysis of sherd pastes (Stoltman 
2001), laser ablation-inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (see Speakman et al. 2007), and 
electron microprobe analysis (Dowd et al. 2009) of both natural clay and temper types in samples of sherds 
from a site like Boxed Springs, as well as at well-dated Caddo sites in the region. INAA and petrographic 
analysis may be particularly effective when done together on the same set of sherds.
 The luminescence dating of ceramics (see Feathers 2003) has been applied with some considerable 
success in a variety of settings—and on different ceramic wares—in North America (Lipo et al. 2005). 
However, there have been luminescence dating projects of Caddo ceramic wares in East Texas since 2008, 
but less than 60 luminescence dates have been obtained at the present time from less than six Caddo sites of 
various ages (cf. Perttula and Feathers 2011). In future archaeological investigations at Boxed Springs, it is 
important that luminescence samples of sherds and associated sediments be acquired from as many discrete 
archaeological contexts as are being investigated at that time. 
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 With the abundance of ceramics of several different kinds and styles at all Caddo sites, the luminescence 
dating of both plain and decorated sherds recovered in situ from a particular Caddo site like Boxed 
Springs—or a hundred others—should be routinely explored in archaeological investigation projects in the 
region since it is a method “that dates the manufacture and use of… ceramic objects [that] provide a closer 
relationship between the target event [when a site is occupied] and the dated event [the age determined by 
the luminescence on a sherd]. Luminescence is particularly well suited for the dating of ceramics since the 
method measures the time elapsed since vessels were last heated, usually corresponding to manufacture or 
use” (Lipo et al. 2005:535).
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END NOTE
1. Samples of charred Hickory (Carya sp.) nutshells from Feature 6-2 (2.23 g), 25-40 cm bs, and charred 
corn cupules and glumes (0.23 g) from Feature 6-2A (40-57 cm bs), have recently been submitted to Beta 
Analytic, Inc. for AMS radiocarbon dating. We expect the results back by early January 2011.
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APPENDIx 1, ShOvEL TEST DESCRIPTIONS
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B-1 0-80 cm+, dark brown sandy loam
B-2 0-60 cm+, dark brown sandy loam
B-3 0-58 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 58-60 cm+, strong brown clay
B-4 0-56 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 56-60 cm+, strong brown sandy clay
B-5 0-57 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 57-60 cm+, strong brown clay
B-6 0-48 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 48-52 cm+, strong brown clay
B-7 0-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
B-8 0-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
B-9 0-29 cm, strong brown clay [clay cap, Mound C]; 29-55 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 55-
100 cm+, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam
B-10 0-44 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 44-72 cm, strong brown sandy loam; 72-80 cm+, strong 
brown clay
B-11 0-58 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 58-80 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
B-12 0-55 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 55-60 cm+, strong brown sandy clay
B-13 0-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
B-14 0-54 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 54-60 cm+, strong brown clay
B-15 0-60 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 60-65 cm+, strong brown sandy clay
B-16 0-45 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 45-60 cm+, strong brown clay
B-17 0-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
B-18 0-58 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 58-60 cm+, strong brown clay
B-19 0-55 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 55-60 cm+, strong brown clay
B-20 0-40 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 40-44 cm+, strong brown clay
B-21 0-48 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy clay; 48-60 cm+, strong brown clay
B-22 0-55 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 55-60 cm+, strong brown clay
B-23 0-52 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 52-60 cm+, strong brown clay
B-24 0-48 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 48-52 cm+, strong brown clay
B-25 0-56 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 56-60 cm+, strong brown clay
B-26 0-56 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 56-60 cm+, strong brown clay
B-27 0-55 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 55-60 cm+, strong brown clay
B-28 0-56 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 56-60 cm+, strong brown clay
B-29 0-45 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 45-50 cm+, strong brown clay
B-30 0-47 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 47-50 cm+, strong brown clay
B-31 0-50 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 50-55 cm+, strong brown clay
B-32 0-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
B-33 0-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
B-34 0-20 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 20-58 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 58-60 
cm+, strong brown clay
B-35 0-22 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 22-50 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 50-54 
cm+, strong brown clay
B-36 0-40 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 40-47 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 47 cm+, 
strong brown clay
B-38 0-18 cm, dark grayish-brown sandy loam; 18-57 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 57-65 cm+, 
strong brown loam
B-39 0-32 cm, dark grayish-brown sandy loam; 32-54 cm, light yellowish-brown sandy loam; 54-56 
cm+, strong brown loam
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B-40 0-7 cm, dark grayish-brown sandy loam; 7-100 cm+, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 34-35 
cm, strong clay lamella
B-41 0-40 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 40-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
B-42 0-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
B-43 0-27 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 27-49 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 49-51 
cm+, strong brown clay
B-44 0-30 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 30-45 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 45-48 
cm+, strong brown clay
B-45 0-42 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 42-80 cm+, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam
B-46 0-42 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam with charcoal flecks; 42-80 cm+, yellowish-brown 
sandy loam
B-47 0-28 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 28-80 cm+, compact yellowish-brown sandy loam with 
strong brown and brown mottles
B-48 0-16 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 16-18 cm+, strong brown clay
B-49 0-25 cm, dark grayish-brown sandy loam; 25-40 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 40-43 cm+, 
strong brown clay
B-50 0-83 cm+, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam
B-51 0-40 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 40-43 cm+, strong brown clay
B-52 0-45 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 45-48 cm+, strong brown clay
B-53 0-30 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 30-43 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 43-46 
cm+, strong brown clay
B-54 0-30 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 30-47 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 47-51 
cm+, strong brown clay
B-55 0-20 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 20-23 cm+, strong brown clay
M-1 0-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-2 0-20 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 20-40 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam with 
charcoal flecking; 40-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-3 0-20 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 20-28 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 28-55 
cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-4 0-30 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 30-65 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam with 
charcoal flecking; 65-70 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-5 0-30 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 30-65 cm+, light yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-6 0-50 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-7 0-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-8 0-35 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 35-50 cm+, light yellowish-brown sandy loam with 
concretions
M-9 0-25 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 25-32 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 32-60 
cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-10 0-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-11 0-30 cm+, grayish-brown loam with manganese staining and concretions
M-12 0-20 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 20-50 cm+, light yellowish-brown sandy loam, with 
increased clay content below 40 cm bs
M-13 0-20 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 20-43 cm, light yellowish-brown sandy loam; 43-50 
cm+, strong brown loam, with increasing clay content
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M-14 0-20 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 20-40 cm, light yellowish-brown sandy loam; 40-45 
cm+, strong brown sandy clay
M-15 0-23 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 23-47 cm, light yellowish-brown sandy loam; 47-50 
cm+, strong brown sandy clay
M-16 0-33 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 33-55 cm+, light yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-17 0-28 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 28-60 cm+, light yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-18 0-28 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 28-50 cm+, light yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-19 0-25 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 25-43 cm+, strong brown sandy clay
M-20 0-26 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 26-34 cm+, strong brown sandy clay
M-21 0-55 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-22 0-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-23 0-32 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 32-56 cm, light yellowish-brown sandy loam; 56-60 
cm+, strong brown sandy loam
M-24 0-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-25 0-22 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 22-55 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-26 0-19 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 19-28 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 28-55 
cm+, light yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-27 0-50 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam; manganese staining from 0-20 cm bs
M-28 0-27 cm, grayish-brown sandy loam; 27-42 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 42 cm+, strong 
brown sandy clay
M-29 0-55 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-30 0-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-31 0-58 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 58-63 cm+, strong brown sandy clay
M-32 0-23 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 23-46 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 46-60 
cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-33 0-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-34 0-55 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-35 0-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-36 0-54 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-37 0-26 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 26-47 cm, light yellowish-brown sandy loam; 47-51 
cm+, strong brown loam
M-38 0-32 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 32-37 cm+, strong brown sandy clay
M-39 0-38 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam, clay content increasing below 30 cm bs
M-40 0-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-41 0-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-42 0-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-43 0-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-44 0-65 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-45 0-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-46 0-24 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 24-42 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 42 cm+, 
strong brown sandy clay
M-47 0-22 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 22-51 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-48 0-17 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 17-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-49 0-25 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 25-51 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 51 cm+, 
orange sandy clay
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M-50 0-26 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 26-58 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 58 cm+, 
strong brown sandy clay
M-51 0-19 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 19-61 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-52 0-21 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 21-55 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-53 0-18 cm, dark grayish-brown sandy loam; 18-48 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 48-50 cm+, 
strong brown sandy clay
M-54 0-19 cm, dark grayish-brown sandy loam; 19-40 cm, light brown sandy loam; 40-42 cm+, 
strong brown loam
M-55 0-17 cm, dark grayish-brown sandy loam; 17-42 cm, light brown sandy loam; 42-49 cm+, 
reddish-brown clay
M-56 0-22 cm, dark grayish-brown sandy loam; 22-50 cm+, light brown sandy loam
M-57 0-30 cm, dark grayish-brown sandy loam; 30-53 cm, light brown sandy loam; 53-55 cm+, 
strong brown loam
M-58 0-6 cm, dark grayish-brown sandy loam; 6-60 cm+, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-59 0-22 cm, dark grayish-brown sandy loam; 22-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-60 0-26 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 26-58 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 58-60 
cm+, strong brown loam
M-61 0-25 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 25-40 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-62 0-23 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 23-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-63 0-6 cm, dark grayish-brown sandy loam; 6-33 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 33-50 
cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-64 0-5 cm, dark grayish-brown sandy loam; 5-27 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 27-60 
cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-65 0-7 cm, dark grayish-brown sandy loam; 7-32 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 32-50 
cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-66 0-21 cm, recent fill zone; 21-46 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 46-72 cm+, yellowish-
brown sandy loam
M-67 0-26 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 26-37 cm, dark brown sandy loam with charcoal 
flecks (possible paleosol); 37-60 cm+, yellowish-brown sandy loam
M-68 0-23 cm, dark yellowish-brown sandy loam; 23-47 cm, yellowish-brown sandy loam; 47-49 
cm+, strong brown clay
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APPENDIx 2, DETAILED CERAMIC ShERD ANALySIS
Timothy K. Perttula
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Provenience Sherd Temper FC ST Th Decoration
(cm bs) Type    (mm)
Surface body g-h/SP G – 4.9 plain, CB
B-1, 60-80 body g G – 5.1 triangular-shaped tool
        punctated rows
B-2, 0-20 body g-o G – 6.4 plain
B-2, 40-60 body g-h G – 5.3 plain
B-4, 40-60 body g A – 6.4 plain
B-5, 20-40 body g G E B 5.3 plain
B-9, 40-60 body g A – 5.7 plain
B-12, 20-40 body g-o G – 3.6 plain
B-14, 20-40 body g-b G – 4.9 plain
  rim g-h/SP F – 5.1 plain, D-RO
  rim g F – 5.7 horizontal engraved lines,
        closely-spaced; D-RO
B-14, 40-60 body g-b G – 5.3 plain
  body g-b-h G – 5.4 plain
B-19, 20-40 body g-b B – 5.7 plain
B-19, 40-60 body g B I SM 6.2 plain
B-21, 0-20 body g F – 6.5 plain
B-24, 0-20 body g-b/SP E I SM 6.0 plain; drilled hole, 3.3 mm  
       in diameter
  body g F I/E SM 5.1 horizontal engraved lines
B-24, 20-40 body g/SP F – 3.9 plain, Bt
  body b-o B I SM 4.8 parallel incised lines with  
       rows of triangular tool  
       punctates between the  
       incised lines
B-26, 20-40 body g/SP G – 6.3 plain
  rim g-b K I SM 4.8 rows of impressed  
       triangles, D-RO
B-26, 40-60 body g-o G I SM 7.6 plain
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Provenience Sherd Temper FC ST Th Decoration
(cm bs) Type    (mm)
B-28, 20-40 body g-o G – 5.6 plain
B-34, 0-20 body g-b-o G E SM 5.8 plain
B-34, 20-40 body g-b F – 4.4 plain
B-35, 0-20 body g G – 4.9 plain
B-36, 0-20 base g-b-h G – 8.7 plain
  body g B – 4.1 plain
  body g F – 6.0 plain
  body g-b-h F I SM 5.5 plain
B-36, 20-40 rim g A I/E SM – plain, D-RO
  body g-b A – 5.9 plain
  body g-h-b G I SM 6.3 plain
  body g-b F I/E SM 5.6 plain
  body g-b-h B – 5.4 plain
  body g G – 4.6 plain
  body g/SP B E SM 5.4 plain
  body g/SP B – 5.8 plain
  body g-b G – 8.7 plain
  body g/SP G – 6.3 plain, CB
  body g F I SM 5.2 single straight incised line
  body g B I SM 6.2 broad parallel incised lines
B-36, 40-47 body g/SP G I/E SM 5.9 diagonal engraved line
  body g-h A – 7.5 plain
  body g I I B 4.3 plain
B-40, 20-40 rim g H I SM 6.9 horizontal incised lines;  
       D-RO
B-40, 40-60 body g A – 5.2 plain
B-41, 0-20 body g G – 5.9 plain
B-41, 20-40 body g G – 4.3 plain
B-42, 0-20 body g/SP G I/E SM 3.9 plain
B-43, 0-20 body g G – 4.5 plain
  body g H – 4.3 curvilinear engraved lines  
       with spurs
B-48, 0-18 base g G – 8.3 plain
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Provenience Sherd Temper FC ST Th Decoration
(cm bs) Type    (mm)
B-50, 60-80 body g H – 4.8 straight groove/flute,  
       5.2 mm wide
B-51, 20-40 body g-b-h F – 6.0 plain
B-52, 0-20 body g-b B – 4.9 plain
  body g A – 5.7 plain
  body g-b G – 5.7 parallel engraved lines
B-52, 20-40 body g F I SM 6.4 plain
  body b-o F – 8.2 straight and broad incised
        line
B-52, 20-40 rim g B – 5.9 closely spaced and 
        overhanging incised  
        lines; D-FL
B-53, 0-20 body b-g-o F – 4.3 single straight engraved  
        line
B-53, 20-40 body g-b A – 4.3 plain
  body g F – 4.9 single straight engraved  
       line
B-54, 0-20 body g A – 7.2 plain
  body g G – 5.5 plain
  body b-g G – 6.2 fingernail impressed zone/
        rows
B-54, 20-40 body g B – 6.5 plain
B-54, 40-50 body g G – 7.4 closely-spaced parallel
        incised lines
M-2, 40-60 body g/SP F E B 6.2 plain
M-3, 0-20 body g/SP F – 6.2 plain
M-3, 40-55 body g-b G – 7.6 plain
M-4, 40-60 body g B E B 3.7 faint opposed engraved  
        lines, Bt?
  body b-o B I/E SM 4.9 plain
  body g G E SM 5.5 plain, Bt
  body b-g F – 6.9 plain
  body g B I SM 6.3 large oval-shaped tool
        punctations
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Provenience Sherd Temper FC ST Th Decoration
(cm bs) Type    (mm)
M-5, 20-40 body g-o F I SM 5.1 plain
M-5, 40-60 body g F – 8.1 crescent-shaped punctated
        row
  rim g/SP B I/E SM 8.7 plain, D-RO
  body g-h/SP B – 4.6 plain
  body g A E SM 6.5 plain
  body b B E SM 4.1 plain
  body g/SP B E SM 5.1 plain
M-7, 20-40 body g B I SM 4.1 parallel incised lines,  
        closely-spaced
M-8, 20-40 body g-h/SP E – 6.7 plain
  body g-b-h G E SM 7.8 plain
M-9, 0-20 body g G – 3.1 plain
M-9, 20-40 body g-b B – 4.0 plain
  body g-b-h B – 5.8 parallel incised lines
M-9, 20-40 body g G – 6.2 broad parallel incised lines,
        widely-spaced
M-9, 40-60 body b B I/E B 4.6 plain
M-10, 0-20 body g-h A – 6.0 plain
M-10, 40-60 body g-b B I/E SM 5.8 parallel incised lines, widely-
        spaced
M-22, 40-60 body g B – 4.7 row of linear punctations at  
       the rim-body juncture
M-23, 0-20 body g B – 4.9 plain
  base g-h/SP G I SM 8.3 plain
M-24, 40-60 body g H – 5.0 opposed engraved lines
M-25, 20-40 body g B I SM 4.9 parallel incised lines, closely-
        spaced
  body g G – 4.3 large impressed triangles
M-29, 0-20 body g A – 5.7 plain
M-29, 40-55 body g H – 5.9 plain
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Provenience Sherd Temper FC ST Th Decoration
(cm bs) Type    (mm)
M-30, 40-60 body g A – 8.4 plain
  pipe g G E B 2.0 plain, Red River pipe; ext.  
        stem diameter, 7.9 mm; 
  stem      int. stem diameter, 3.6 mm
M-32, 20-40 body g B E B 4.8 plain, Bt
M-32, 40-60 body g-h-o X – 7.0 plain, Bt
M-35, 40-60 rim g-h F – 8.5 horizontal engraved lines;  
        D-RO
  body g/SP B I SM 4.6 plain
M-36, 20-40 body g C I/E B 4.5 plain
M-36, 40-60 body g-o G E SM 4.9 plain
  body g F I SM 4.3 horizontal and diagonal  
       incised lines, triangular  
       element
M-38, 20-40 body g-b F – 5.1 plain
M-40, 20-40 body g F E SM 4.2 plain
M-40, 40-60 body g A – 6.8 single straight engraved line
M-43, 0-20 body g-o G – 6.5 plain
M-44, 20-40 rim g G – 4.6 plain, D-RO
  body g G – 6.6 plain
  body g F I/E SM 5.2 plain, CB
  base g-b G – 9.0 plain
  body g/SP B I/E B 2.1 multiple opposed fine
        engraved lines, Spiro
        Engraved
M-46, 0-20 base g F – 12.0 plain
  body g E – 4.3 parallel incised lines
M-46, 20-40 rim g B – 5.4 vertical pinched ridges,  
        D-RO
  body g H – 6.9 plain
M-50, 20-40 body g-h A – 5.5 plain, CB
M-50, 40-58 body g-h G – 4.4 plain
M-51, 20-40 body g B I/E SM 4.9 plain
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Provenience Sherd Temper FC ST Th Decoration
(cm bs) Type    (mm)
M-52, 40-55 body g B – 9.3 parallel incised lines
  body g G – 6.0 plain
M-56, 0-20 body g/SP B – 4.7 plain, CB
  body g G – 8.0 straight pinched ridge
M-56, 40-50 body g H – 4.5 rows of linear tool punctates
M-57, 0-20 body g-b B – 5.6 plain
M-57, 20-40 body g B – 6.9 plain
  body g/SP F E SM 4.9 straight appliqued ridge
M-57, 40-55 base g H – 9.5 plain
  body g F – 4.5 plain
  body g-h-b F – 5.0 fingernail punctated rows/ 
        zone
M-58, 20-40 body g F I/E SM 4.7 plain
Unit 1, 10-20 base g-h F – 10.6 plain
Unit 1, 20-30 body g G – 4.3 plain
  base g/SP G – 9.1 plain
Unit 1, 30-40 rim g-b B I/E B 7.9 plain, D-FL
Unit 1, 40-50 body g G E SM 6.5 plain
Unit 1, 50-60 base b-g G – 7.8 plain
  body g/SP B E SM 4.4 plain
Unit 1, 56 body g F I/E SM 6.2 plain
Unit 2, 20-30 body g/SP F – 5.5 plain
  body g F – 5.4 parallel incised lines with a  
        row of small impressed  
        triangles between the  
        incised lines
Unit 2, 30-40 body b-g-o B I/E SM 4.6 plain
Unit 2, 40-50 body g/SP H I/E SM 6.4 plain
  body g-h F E SM 6.4 plain
  body g G – 5.9 plain
  body g/SP F – 7.0 plain
Unit 2, 50-55 body b-g-o B – 5.6 plain
Unit 3, 10-20 base g-b G I/E SM 10.0 plain
  body b F – 5.9 plain
  body g G E SM 4.4 plain, Bt
  rim g G I/E B 4.5 plain, CB, D-RO
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Provenience Sherd Temper FC ST Th Decoration
(cm bs) Type    (mm)
Unit 3, 20-30 body g-o G I/E B 4.1 plain, CB
  body g B I/E SM 7.0 plain
  body g/SP H I/E SM 5.4 plain
  body g-h-o F I/E SM 5.1 plain
  body g A – 7.1 plain
  body g D I/E SM 4.9 straight incised line and
        impressed triangles
Unit 3, 30-40 body g G I SM 7.3 plain
  body g-b-o G – 6.5 plain
  body g B – 5.0 plain
Unit 4, 0-10 body g/SP B E B/ 3.9 plain
   I SM
Unit 4, 10-20 body g-b G – 5.0 plain
  body g B E B 4.0 plain, Bt
Unit 4, 20-30 body g-h K I/E B 4.3 plain
  base g E – 8.3 plain
Unit 5, 10-20 body g B E SM 5.2 plain
Unit 5, 20-30 body g-h F – 4.1 plain
  body g-o G I SM 5.7 plain
  rim g B E SM 6.4 horizontal engraved lines;
        Hickory Engraved; D-RO,
        18 cm OD
Unit 6, 0-10 body g B – 4.9 plain
  body b-g F – 8.0 widely-spaced parallel
        incised lines
  body g G – 4.3 fine curvilinear engraved
        lines
Unit 6, 10-20 base b-o G – 9.1 plain
  base g F I/E SM 10.7 plain
  body g F – 6.6 plain
  body g B I SM 4.1 plain
  body g/SP F E SM 3.9 plain
  body g A – 5.8 plain
Unit 6, 10-20 body g-b H I SM 5.4 closely-spaced parallel
        incised lines
  body g F E SM 3.6 parallel engraved lines
Unit 6, 12, #1 body g A – 5.4 plain
Unit 6, 17, #2 base g B – 9.8 plain
Unit 6, 19 base g C I/E SM 10.6 plain
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Provenience Sherd Temper FC ST Th Decoration
(cm bs) Type    (mm)
Unit 6, 19, #5 body g-b G – 5.0 plain
Unit 6, 20, #4 base g-b B E SM 8.2 plain
Unit 6, 20, #7 body g G – 6.1 plain
Unit 6, 20, #8 body b-g A I/E SM 6.0 plain
Unit 6, 20, #9 base g F I SM 9.2 plain
Unit 6, 20, #10 body g-b G I SM 7.4 plain
Unit 6, 20, #11 body g/SP G – 5.6 plain, CB
Unit 6, 20-25 rim g F – 4.3 plain, D-RO
  body g B I SM 3.7 plain
  body g F – 5.0 plain
  body g-b G – 6.5 plain
  body b G – 5.7 plain
  body g-o F I SM 5.2 plain
  rim g B – 4.2 closely-spaced horizontal
        incised lines; D-FL
  body g/SP B I SM 5.3 parallel pinched panels
  body b-g-h G – 5.8 closely-spaced parallel
        incised lines
Unit 6, 25, #12 body g/SP F – 5.3 plain
Unit 6, 25, #13 rim g/SP G I/E SM 4.5 horizontal engraved lines;
        D-RO
Unit 6, 25-30 rim g B E SM 4.3 plain, D-RO
  body g-h G – 6.6 plain
  body b-o B I SM 4.9 plain
  base b-g A – 7.7 plain
  body g B E SM 3.7 widely-spaced parallel
        engraved lines
Unit 6, 30-40 body g F I SM 4.6 plain
  body g F I SM 5.5 parallel incised lines,
        closely-spaced and over-
        hanging
Unit 6, Fea. 6-1,
 20-25 base g G – 7.9 plain
  body b B – 4.7 plain
  body g E – 6.2 plain
Unit 6, Fea. 
20-25 body g G I SM 5.5 plain
  body b-g G E SM 6.3 plain, Carinated Bt
  body g G – 5.6 plain
  body g/SP H – 5.7 parallel pinched ridges
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Provenience Sherd Temper FC ST Th Decoration
(cm bs) Type    (mm)
Unit 6, Fea. base g E – 8.4 plain
 6-1, 25-30 body g-h A I/E B 4.8 plain
  body g-b G I SM 4.8 plain
  body g E – 7.6 plain
  body g-o F E SM 6.6 plain; int. organic residue
Unit 6, Fea.
 6-1, 30-35 body g B – 6.6 plain
  body g F – 6.4 plain
  body b-g-o G – 6.6 plain
  body g-h F – 8.2 fingernail punctated rows/ 
        zone
  body g H I SM 5.7 parallel pinched ridges
Unit 6, Fea.
 6-2, 25-30 base g-b-h G E SM 8.8 plain
  body g B – 5.7 plain
  body g-b F – 4.8 plain
  body g C I/E SM 6.6 plain
  body g-h F E SM 6.9 plain
  body g F – 8.4 parallel incised lines
Unit 6, Fea. body g G I/E B 5.5 plain
 6-2, 30-40
Unit 7, 0-10 body g-b G – 6.6 plain, CB
  body g F – 3.1 opposed rows of small
        circular punctates
Unit 7, 10-20 body g G E SM 7.3 plain
  base g H – 7.8 plain
  body g G I/E SM 3.1 curvilinear engraved lines
Unit 7, 20-30 base g-h/SP G – 7.0 plain
  body g/SP B I SM 4.5 plain
  body g G I SM 7.2 plain
  body g-h G – 6.5 plain
  body g/SP B I/E SM 4.3 curvilinear engraved lines
  body g I – 4.5 crescent-shaped punctated
        row
  body g-h F – 8.2 closely-spaced parallel
        incised lines
Unit 8, 0-10 body b-h G – 8.7 row of fingernail punctates
        and cluster of small tool
        punctates
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Provenience Sherd Temper FC ST Th Decoration
(cm bs) Type    (mm)
Unit 8, 20-30 body g F I/E SM 4.6 plain
  body g/SP B I/E SM 5.4 plain
  body g-b-o G I SM 4.7 plain
Unit 8, 30-35 body g F – 6.9 plain
Unit 9, 0-10 body g H – 7.0 plain
  body b-g G – 4.3 plain
  body b-g B – 6.0 plain
  base g G – 7.4 plain
  rim g/SP B – 5.5 diagonal engraved lines
Unit 9, 10-20 rim b-h/SP A – 4.5 plain, Bt; D-RO
  rim g-b B I/E B 5.6 plain, D-FL
  body g G I SM 6.5 plain
  body g/SP H I/E SM 6.6 plain
  body g F – 6.6 plain
  body g/SP G I/E SM 5.4 plain
  base g A – 7.4 plain
  body g-b G E SM 3.2 opposed engraved lines, Bt
  body g/SP B I SM 6.0 parallel incised lines, over-
        hanging
  body g/SP B I/E B 5.4 vertical engraved lines, CB
Unit 9, 20-30 body g A E SM 5.7 plain
  rim g A I SM 4.7 horizontal engraved line;
        D-RO
  rim g/SP A I SM 5.6 horizontal engraved lines;
        D-FL
  body g A – 4.5 closely-spaced parallel
        incised lines
Temper: b=bone; g=grog; h=hematite; o=organics; SP=sandy paste; FC=firing condition (following Teltser [1993]); 
A=fired and cooled in a high oxygen environment; B=fired in a reducing environment; C-E=incompletely oxidized 
during firing; F-H, fired in a reducing environment, and cooled in the open air; I-K=irregular firing, sooting, or smudging; 
X=multiple oxidized and reduced zones in the sherd core; ST=surface treatment; E=exterior; I=interior; SM=smoothed; 




1993 An Analytic Strategy for Studying Assemblage-Scale Ceramic Variation: A Case Study from 
Southeast Missouri. American Antiquity 58(3):530-543.
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APPENDIx 3, DOCUMENTATION OF ThE FLORES COLLECTION OF ARTIFACTS  
FROM ThE BOxED SPRINGS SITE
Timothy K. Perttula and Bo Nelson
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Introduction
 The landowner, Carolyn Flores, has a collection of prehistoric artifacts from the Boxed Springs site 
that we were able to analyze and photo-document as part of our work at the site. There is no specific 
provenience available on these artifacts, other than that the two whole vessels in the collection (see below) 
came from the northern part of the site, north of the barn, in the area of a known prehistoric Caddo cemetery 
(see Perttula and Wilson 2000).
Ceramic vessels
 The first vessel is a partially reconstructed Hickory 
Engraved bottle (Figure A3.1). It has three widely-spaced 
horizontal engraved lines on the upper part of the vessel 
body (cf. Suhm and Jelks 1962:Plate 36c). 
 The vessel has a globular body, a flat base, and a 
straight to slightly constricted neck; the rim is direct with 
a rounded lip. It is tempered with grog and bone, and the 
exterior vessel surface has been burnished. Total height 
of the vessel is 20.7 cm, and the bottle neck is 12.0 cm 
in height. The diameter of the vessel along the body is a 
maximum of 13.4 cm, and the rim orifice diameter is 4.8 
cm. At the rim, the vessel walls are 5.3 mm thick.
 The second vessel is a Spiro Engraved bowl (Figure 
A.3.2) that has been burnished on both interior and exterior 
vessel surfaces. Below two closely-spaced horizontal 
engraved lines below the rim and above the base, this 
vessel has three repeating sets of concentric engraved 
circles and semi-circles centered on a small excised circle 
(cf. Suhm and Jelks 1962:Plate 74b-c). Separating each set 
of circles and semi-circles from one another are closely-
spaced sets of vertical engraved lines, with small hatched or excised areas at the corners where the vertical 
engraved lines meet the central engraved circles and semi-circles.
 The Spiro Engraved bowl is 7.2 cm in height, with a 9.9 cm orifice diameter. Vessel walls are only 3.9 
mm thick. The rim is direct with a rounded lip.
Ceramic Sherds
 There are 15 ceramic vessel sherds in the Flores collection from the Boxed Springs site, including one 
plain rim (Figure A.3.3, top row, left), eight plain body sherds, and six decorated rim and body sherds. The 
decorations on the sherds suggest they are a product of the pre-A.D. 1200 early Caddo occupation at the 
site. These sherds are from vessels tempered with grog, and they were fired in a low oxygen or reducing 
environment (see Teltser 1993:Figure 2b, f-g). Except for a utility ware jar with very thick body vessel walls 
Figure A.3.1. Hickory Engraved bottle in the 
Flores collection from the Boxed Springs site.
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(11.8 mm, Figure A.3.3, bottom row, second from left) 
and broad horizontal incised lines, the vessel body walls 
range only from 3.9-7.4 mm. 
 Two of the sherds are from engraved fine wares. The 
first is from a Holly Engraved vessel with fine parallel 
and curvilinear engraved lines and a triangular excised 
area (see Figure A.3.3., top row, right). The second 
is from a Spiro Engraved vessel with curvilinear and 
closely-spaced opposed engraved lines (see Figure A.3.3, 
top row, second from left).
 The four utility ware sherds include the 
aforementioned rim sherd with broad horizontal 
incised lines (see Figure A.3.3, bottom row, second 
from left), possibly from a Davis Incised vessel, two 
Figure A.3.2. Spiro Engraved bowl in the 
Flores collection from the Boxed Springs site.
Figure A.3.3. Selected sherds in the Flores collection from the Boxed Springs site: top row, left, plain rim; 
2nd from left, cf. Spiro Engraved body sherd; 3rd from left, parallel incised lines; right, Holly Engraved body 
sherd; bottom row, left, curvilinear incised rim; middle, broad horizontal incised lines; right, horizontal 
incised lines, with a row of cane punctations between the incised lines.
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other incised sherds, and an incised-punctated rim sherd. The first of the other incised sherds has parallel 
incised lines (see Figure A.3.3, top row, third from left), while the other is a rim sherd (a direct rim with 
a rounded lip) with broad and slightly curvilinear to diagonal incised lines (see Figure A.3.3, bottom row, 
left). The incised-punctated rim sherd (see Figure A.3.3, bottom row, right) has horizontal incised lines 
with single rows of cane punctates between the lines. Although this particular decorative element is not 
well-represented in the contemporaneous George C. Davis site (41CE19) ceramic assemblage, Newell 
and Krieger (1949:102 and Figure 38m-o) suggest that these sherds may be a variety of Pennington 
Punctated-Incised. 
Ground stone Tool
 The one ground stone tool in the Flores collection from the Boxed Springs site is a celt fragment (Figure 
A.3.4). It has been chipped and pecked to shape, then polished on the celt body, and likely on the bit, which 
has been broken off the fragment. The celt was made from a southeastern Oklahoma, Ouachita Mountains, 
tuff or diorite.
Figure A.3.4. Ground stone celt fragment from the Boxed Springs site in the Flores collection.
Arrow points
 The three arrow points and/or preforms in the Flores collection include two early Caddo style Alba 
points with parallel stems and downward-pointing barbs (Figure A.3.5, left and middle), and an Alba 
preform (Figure A.3.5, right). One of the points is made from a local heat-treated quartzite, while the other 
is made of a gray chert from a non-local chert source, probably a source in the Central Texas area (see 
Figure A.3.5, left). The Alba preform is also made from a non-local gray chert. 
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Figure A.3.5. Arrow points in the Flores collection from the Boxed Springs site; left, Alba; middle, Alba; 
right, possible Alba point preform.
Dart Points
 There are eight dart points and three dart point tip/blade fragments in the Flores collection from the Boxed 
Springs site. The morphology and style of these dart points (Figure A.3.6) is indicative of prehistoric use 
during both the Late Archaic (ca. 5000-2500 years B.P.) and the Woodland periods (ca. 2500-1200 years B.P.)
 The Late Archaic dart points include a parallel stemmed form made from a non-local gray chert (see 
Figure A.3.6, top row, middle), a non-local dark grayish-brown chert dart point with a broad stem (cf. 
Bulverde, see Figure A.3.6, bottom row, left), and an expanding stem dart point made from a local petrified 
wood (see Figure A.3.6, bottom row, middle). There is a fragmentary basally-notched dart point that may also 
represent use of the site during this temporal period.
 The Woodland period dart points in the collection include one Kent point made from a non-heat-treated 
quartzite (see Figure A.3.6, top row, left), a single Godley point made of a non-local gray chert, and two 
Gary points (see Figure A.3.6, top and bottom row, right). These are made from a local quartzite. Stem 
widths on both Gary points range from 13.9-15.0 mm, suggesting they are Gary, var. Camden points (see 
Schambach 1982:Table 7-4). This variety of Gary point dates to the latter part of the Woodland period, from 
ca. 1700-1200 years B.P.
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Figure A.3.6. Dart points in the Flores collection from the Boxed Springs site: top row, left, Kent point; 
middle, parallel stemmed dart point; top row, right, Gary type; bottom row, left, cf. Bulverde dart point; 
middle, unidentified expanding stem; right, Gary point.
Bifaces
 The 13 bifaces in the Flores collection likely represent the discarded attempts at the manufacture of 
bifacially chipped dart points or large hafted tools. They are generally ovoid in shape, with knots of material 
that could not be removed during knapping, or they were broken laterally before a chipped stone tool could 
be completed (Figure A.3.7). 
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Figure A.3.7. Bifaces in the Flores collection from the Boxed Springs site.
 The majority of the bifaces (n=9, 69%) are made from local quartzites (n=8) and petrified wood (n=1). 
Half of the quartzite bifaces had been heat-treated before knapping of pebbles and small cobbles began. One 
biface is made from a non-local Ouachita Mountains novaculite (see Figure A.3.7, top row. left), and two 
others are made from a non-local chert, including gray chert and a brownish-gray chert (see Figure A.37, 
bottom row, second from left).
Gouge
 The one ferruginous sandstone gouge in the Flores collection is further testimony that the Boxed 
Springs site was also occupied in Late Archaic times. The tool was chipped to shape by large percussion 
flakes, it has a unifacial working edge, and it is polished on most of one face of the tool (Figure A.3.8); the 
polishing extends to the top part of the working edge itself.
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Figure A.3.8. Gouge in the Flores collection from the Boxed Springs site.
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Introduction
 In October 1990, Dr. James Bruseth (Texas Historical Commission) and I (then working for the 
Texas Historical Commission) had the opportunity to photo-document artifacts in the possession of Red 
McFarland (Whitehouse, Texas) from the Boxed Springs site (41UR30). Mr. McFarland had excavated 
these artifacts, primarily ceramic vessels, from a large number of prehistoric Caddo burials in a cemetery 
in the northern part of the site. Each artifact was assigned a unique number for photographic (black and 
white prints) and recording purposes, and information was recorded on a Collection Documentation Form 
concerning the type of artifact, and its material, temper, and/or size. These Collection Documentation Forms 
are on file at the Archeology Division at the Texas Historical Commission, along with the black and white 
prints and negatives of the Boxed Springs site photographs. Selected photographs from this documented 
collection are reproduced here courtesy of the Texas Historical Commission.
 Very little information could be provided by Mr. McFarland on the provenience of the artifacts he 
recovered from Boxed Springs, except that he had excavated them from a Caddo cemetery there. Where 
provenience information was provided, or at least information, on the co-association of certain artifacts, I 
will mention that information in this appendix.
Chipped Stone Bifaces
 Three separate burial features at the Boxed Springs site had funerary offerings of large chipped stone 
bifaces or Gahagan bifaces (Figure A4.1a-c). These bifaces were made from non-local cherts, possibly from 
Central Texas raw material sources.
Projectile Points
 A variety of stemmed arrow points were among the funerary offerings in the Boxed Springs burials 
(Figures A4.2-5), including types such as Agee, Alba, Catahoula, Friley, and Steiner. The vast majority of 
the arrow points were made from local lithic raw material sources.
 Several Gary points were found among the funerary offerings (see Figures A4.2a-b and A4.5m). At least 
one was made from Arkansas novaculite, a non-local raw material source (see Figure A4.5m).
Flake Tools
 One bifacially worked scraper was among the documented burial artifacts (see Figure A4.4a). It was 
manufactured from a local petrified wood.
Ground Stone Celts
 Five ground stone celts (Figure A4.6) were left as funerary offerings in several burials, probably those 
of adult males. Two of the polished celts (Figure A4.6a-b), made from local river pebbles, were found in 
a burial that also had copper-covered shell ear spools (see below). Two others were made from local river 
pebbles (Figure A4.6c-e), and one of these has only been chipped to shape, and was not polished before 
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Figure A4.1. Chipped stone bifaces from the Boxed Springs site. THC photograph #102000a-c.
Figure A4.2. Stemmed arrow points and Gary dart points from burials at the Boxed Springs site. THC 
photograph #102001.
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Figure A4.3. Additional stemmed arrow points from burials at the Boxed Springs site. THC 
photograph #102002.
Figure A4.4. Arrow points and a bifacial scraper from the Boxed Springs site. THC photograph 
#102003.
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it was discarded (Figure A4.6e). The fifth celt was made from a greenish-gray quartzitic sandstone from a 
Ouachita Mountains source.
Ear Spools
 Three clay ear spools from three separate burials were in the Red McFarland collection (Figure 
A4.7a-c). Two of them (Figure A4.7a-b) have wear on the exterior surface between the two ridges of the 
spools.
 Two other ear spools from one burial at the site were made from shell (marine or freshwater shell not 
determined, but likely the former) (see Figure A4.7d-e). These both had an exterior spool copper covering.
Ceramic Pipe
 A long-stemmed clay Red River style pipe, possibly a Miller’s Crossing variety (see Hoffman 1967), 
was recovered from one burial in the cemetery (Figure A4.8), apparently in association with a horizontal 
incised vessel and several Spiro Engraved vessels. The diameter of the pipe at the mouth is 4.2 mm.
Figure A4.5. Arrow points and a Gary dart point from the Boxed Springs site. THC photograph #102004.
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Figure A4.6. Ground stone celts: a-c, e, local river pebbles; d, Ouachita Mountains raw material. THC 
photo #102008.
Figure A4.7. Ear spools from the Boxed Springs site: a-c, clay spools; d-e, shell spools with an 
exterior copper-covered surface. THC photo #102007.
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Ceramic vessels
 Ceramic vessels of different sizes and forms are well-represented in the funerary offerings excavated 
by McFarland from the Early Caddo burials at the Boxed Springs. These vessels include plain wares, utility 
wares (decorated with wet paste designs), and engraved fine wares. One of the very few instances noted by 
McFarland where the co-association of vessels in a specific burial at Boxed Springs could be documented is 
shown in a singular grouping of vessels in Figure A4.9.
Figure A4.8. Long-stemmed Red River ceramic pipe from the Boxed Springs site. THC photo #102005.
Figure A4.9. Vessels (THC photos #119-124) found together in the same burial feature at the Boxed Springs 
site, front row, left to right: peaked rim bowl with an incised lip line; plain bottle (missing the neck); plain 
bowl with rim peaks; back row, left to right: horizontally incised jar; plain jar; Hickory Engraved bottle. 
THC photo #102125.
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 Plain wares include a number of bottles (Figures A4.10-A4.21) with generally globular bodies and 
straight necks of varying lengths. There are also plain and moderately-sized bowls (Figures A4.22-A4.26), 
as well as plain bowls with rim peaks (Figures A4.27-A.28).
Figure A4.10. Plain grog-tempered bottle sherds from a burial feature at the Boxed Springs site. THC 
photo #102012.
Figure A4.11. Plain bottle. THC photo #102045.
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Figure A4.12. Plain bottle, neck missing. THC photo #102056.
Figure A4.13. Plain bottle, 90% complete. THC photo #102062.
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Figure A4.14. Fine grog-tempered plain bottle. THC photo #102074.
Figure A4.15. Grog and crushed rock-tempered plain bottle. THC #102081.
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Figure A4.16. Plain bottle, grog and bone-tempered. THC photo #102088.
Figure A4.17. Plain bottle with a squat body. THC photo #102095.
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Figure A4.18. Plain grog-tempered bottle. THC photo #102105.
Figure A4.19. Plain grog and bone-tempered bottle. THC photo #102106.
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Figure A4.20. Plain bottle with grog temper. THC photo #102107.
Figure A4.21. Globular-shaped plain bottle with a relatively short neck. THC photo #102128.
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Figure A4.22. Plain grog-tempered bowl from a burial feature at the Boxed Springs site. THC photo #102048.
Figure A4.23. Plain grog-tempered bowl; vessel has relatively thick body walls (8 mm) and significant 
visible organic residue on the exterior surface. THC photo #102071.
Figure A4.24. Plain grog and bone-tempered bowl. THC photo #102099.
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Figure A4.25. Plain grog and bone-tempered bowl; restored. THC photo #102109.
Figure A4.26. Plain bowl, grog and bone-tempered. It was found in a burial feature association with one of 
the large chipped stone knives in the collection. THC photo #102138.
Figure A4.27. Grog-tempered plain bowl with four rim peaks. THC photo #102101.
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 There are also plain deep globular bowls (Figure A4.29) and carinated bowls (Figure A4.30-A4.35) 
among the funerary offerings from the burials, as well as an unusual plain compound bowl (Figure A4.36). 
Plain jars are also among the funerary vessels (Figure A4.37).
Figure A4.28. Small plain bowl with two rim peaks. THC photo #102119.
Figure A4.29. Plain grog-tempered deep globular bowl and tall rim. THC photo #102096.
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Figure A4.31. Plain grog-tempered carinated bowl. THC photo #102069.
Figure A4.32. Plain carinated bowl, grog-tempered. THC photo #102093.
Figure A4.30. Plain grog-tempered carinated bowl; restored. THC photo #102060.
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Figure A4.33. Plain bone and grog-tempered carinated bowl. THC photo #102094.
Figure A4.34. Plain grog-tempered carinated bowl. THC photo #102114.
Figure A4.35. Plain grog-tempered carinated bowl with a short and slightly inverted rim. THC photo 
#102134. This vessel was found in a burial in association with a plain dish (THC #102135).
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 Utility ware vessels had been placed as funerary offerings in burials at the Boxed Springs site. These 
include Coles Creek Incised, var. Coles Creek jars (Phillips 1970:70; Brown 1998) (Figures A4.38-A4.42) 
that may have been obtained through trade/exchange with Lower Mississippi Valley Coles Creek culture 
peoples, or they were actually made by local Caddo potters, with local pastes and tempers (Story 1990). 
Figure A4.36. Plain compound bowl, grog and bone-tempered. THC photo #102090.
Figure A4.37. Everted rim plain jar, grog and bone-tempered. THC photo #102121.
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Figure A4.38. Coles Creek Incised, var. Coles Creek jar, bone and grog-tempered. Note the impressed 
triangles below the horizontal incised lines. THC photo #102073.
Figure A4.39. Coles Creek Incised, var. Coles Creek jar, grog-tempered; impressed triangles below the 
horizontal incised lines. THC photo #102091.
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Figure A4.40. Coles Creek Incised, var. Coles Creek jar, grog, rock, and bone-tempered; impressed triangles 
below the horizontal incised lines. THC photo #102092.
Figure A4.41. Coles Creek Incised, var. Coles Creek jar, grog-tempered; impressed triangles below the 
horizontal but not overhanging incised lines. THC photo #102110.
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 There are also local Caddo utility ware vessels, among them a Crockett Curvilinear Incised bowl 
(Figure A4.43) (see Suhm and Jelks 1962), Hollyknowe Pinched Ridge jars (Figures A4.44-4.45), Kiam 
Incised bowls and jars (Figures A4.46-4.47), and Weches Fingernail Impressed jars and bowl (Figures 
A4.48-4.50). The two illustrated jars are Weches Fingernail Impressed, var. Weches (Figures A4.48-4.49) 
(see Stokes and Woodring 1981:Figure 23a).
Figure A4.42. Coles Creek Incised, var. Coles Creek jar, grog and bone-tempered; punctated triangles below 
the horizontal incised lines. THC photo #102115.
Figure A4.43. Crockett Curvilinear Incised bowl, grog and bone-tempered. THC photo #102145.
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Figure A4.44. Hollyknowe Pinched Ridge jar, grog and bone-tempered. THC photo #102132.
Figure A4.45. Hollyknowe Pinched Ridge jar, with horizontal incised lines on the rim; grog and bone-
tempered. THC photo #102133.
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Figure A4.46. Kiam Incised bowl, grog-tempered. THC photo #102111.
Figure A4.47. Kiam Incised jar, grog-tempered. Note the single row of small tool punctates on the lower 
rim. THC photo #102068.
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Figure A4.48. Grog and bone-tempered Weches Fingernail Impressed, var. Weches jar. THC photo #102151.
Figure A4.49. Grog-tempered Weches Fingernail Impressed, var. Weches jar. THC photo #102152.
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 There are also utility vessels with incised decorations among the vessels from the McFarland collection 
from the Boxed Springs cemetery. These include horizontal incised bowls and jars (cf. Davis Incised and 
Coles Creek Incised) (Figures A4.51-4.55), a rim-peaked bowl with an incised line on the vessel lip (Figure 
A4.56), as well as jars with horizontal incised lines on the rim and vertical incised lines on the vessel body 
(Figures A4.57-4.58).
Figure A4.50. Weches Fingernail Impressed bowl, grog-tempered. THC photo #102153.
Figure A4.51. Horizontal incised bowl, grog-tempered. THC photo #102136.
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Figure A4.52. Closely-spaced Horizontal incised jar, grog-tempered. THC photo #102070.
Figure A4.53. Horizontal incised jar, lines slightly over hanging (cf. Coles Creek Incised). THC photo 
#102117.
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Figure A4.54. Widely-spaced Horizontal Incised jar, grog, rock, and bone-tempered. THC photo #102122.
Figure A4.55. Horizontal incised jar (cf. Coles Creek Incised), grog and bone-tempered. THC photo 
#102147.
Figure A4.56. Rim-peaked bowl with a single incised line on the vessel lip. THC photo #102123.
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Figure A4.57. Horizontal and vertical incised jar or deep bowl, grog-tempered. Associated in a burial with 
one of the ceramic ear spools and one of the Spiro Engraved/Fluted vessels from the Boxed Springs site.
Figure A4.58. Horizontal and vertical incised jar, grog and bone-tempered. THC photo #102146.
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 Other utility ware vessels from Boxed Springs have incised-punctated (Figures A4.59-4.60) or 
punctated (Figures A4.61-62) decorations. The incised-punctated jars (cf. Kiam Incised?) have horizontal 
incised lines on the rim and punctations on the vessel body (Figure A4.59), while an incised-punctated 
bowl with rim peaks has five incised lines at the rim, as with Davis Incised vessels (see Suhm and Jelks 
1962:Plate 18f), except there are punctations between the incised lines (Figure A4.60). Lastly, there are jars 
with rows of fingernail punctates (Figure A4.61) or tool punctates (Figure A4.62) only on the vessel rim.
Figure A4.59. Incised-punctated jar, grog and bone-tempered. THC photo #102018.
Figure A4.60. Incised-punctated rim-peaked bowl, grog-tempered. THC photo #102078.
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Figure A4.61. Fingernail punctated jar, grog-tempered. THC photo #102014.
Figure A4.62. Tool punctated jar, grog and bone-tempered. THC photo #102116.
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 The engraved fine ware vessels from burial features at the Boxed Springs are primarily from Hickory 
Engraved, Holly Fine Engraved, and Spiro Engraved vessels of several forms. There are a few other 
engraved vessels in the McFarland collection that defy typological classification at the present time.
 There are a number of Hickory Engraved bottles in the photo-documented collection (Figures A4.63-
4.78), as well as one possible Hickory Engraved bottle with additional concentric circle engraved elements 
pendant from the lowest of the four horizontal engraved lines that encircle the upper vessel body (Figure 
A4.79). Other Hickory Engraved vessels in the collection are bowls (Figures A4.80-4.85), compound bowls 
(Figures A4.86-4.87), and a possible beaker (Figure A4.88).
Figure A.4.63. Hickory Engraved bottle, grog-tempered. THC Photo #102044.
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Figure A4.64. Hickory Engraved bottle, horizontal engraved lines on the neck and body; grog-tempered. 
THC Photo #102046.
Figure A4.65. Grog-tempered Hickory Engraved bottle; five sets of horizontal engraved lines at the top and 
bottom of the vessel body, and two sets of vertical engraved lines connecting them. THC Photo #102047.
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Figure A4.66. Hickory Engraved bottle (squat body), grog-tempered; engraved lines on the bottle neck and 
the body. THC Photo #102051.
Figure A4.67. Hickory Engraved bottle; bottle neck is missing; horizontal engraved lines on the upper body; 
grog-tempered. THC Photo #102053.
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Figure A4.68. Hickory Engraved bottle, grog-tempered. THC Photo #102057.
Figure A4.69. Hickory Engraved bottle, grog-tempered; four horizontal engraved lines on the upper body. 
THC Photo #102059.
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Figure A4.70. Hickory Engraved bottle; grog-temper; three horizontal engraved lines on upper body. THC 
Photo #102061.
Figure A4.71. Hickory Engraved bottle, with horizontal engraved lines on the bottle neck and upper body; 
grog-tempered. THC Photo #102080.
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Figure A4.72. Hickory Engraved bottle, grog and crushed rock-tempered. THC Photo #102082.
Figure A4.73. Hickory Engraved bottle, horizontal engraved lines on the bottle neck and upper body; grog 
and crushed rock-tempered. THC Photo #102083.
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Figure A4.74. Hickory Engraved bottle, grog and crushed rock-tempered. THC Photo #102097.
Figure A4.75. Hickory Engraved, one thick and other faint horizontal engraved lines on the bottle neck; 
grog and bone-tempered. THC Photo #102104.
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Figure A4.76. Hickory Engraved bottle, grog-tempered. THC Photo #102124.
Figure A4.77. Hickory Engraved bottle, grog and bone-tempered. THC Photo #102127.
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Figure A4.78. Hickory Engraved bottle, grog and bone-tempered. THC Photo #102131.
Figure A4.79. Possible Hickory Engraved bottle, grog-tempered. THC Photo #102079.
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Figure A4.80. Hickory Engraved bowl, grog-tempered. THC Photo #102052.
Figure A4.81. Hickory Engraved bowl, grog and bone-tempered. THC Photo #102064.
Figure A4.82. Hickory Engraved bowl, grog-tempered. THC Photo #102072.
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Figure A4.83. Hickory Engraved bowl, white kaolin clay pigment in engraved lines; grog-tempered. THC 
Photo #102077.
Figure A4.84. Hickory Engraved bowl, grog-tempered. THC Photo #102100.
Figure A4.85. Hickory Engraved bowl, red pigment in engraved lines; grog-tempered. THC Photo #102108.
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Figure A4.86. Hickory Engraved compound bowl, grog-tempered. THC Photo #102054.
Figure A4.87. Hickory Engraved compound bowl, grog-tempered. THC Photo #102075.
Figure A4.88. Hickory Engraved beaker, grog and bone-tempered. THC Photo #102065.
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 Other engraved fine wares from the Boxed Springs cemetery are Holly Fine Engraved bottles (Figures 
A4.89-4.91), carinated bowls (Figure A4.92), and part of a beaker (Figure A4.93), as well as Spiro Engraved 
bottles (Figures A4.94-4.99), bowls (Figures A4.100-4.102), carinated bowls (Figure A4.103), and beakers 
(Figures A4.104-4.105). There are also Spiro Engraved bowls and jars that have deep horizontal and/or 
vertical grooved or fluted lines cut into the exterior vessel surface. In one case, the vertical grooves or flutes 
cut through the decoration (Figure A4.106), while in another the engraved design on the rim is separated from 
a series of vertical grooves on the vessel body by a single horizontal grooved line (Figure A4.107). Newell and 
Krieger (1949:Figures 31d and 48e) noted a Holly Fine Engraved bottle with vertical grooved lines on the mid 
and lower parts of the vessel body. Vertical grooved/fluted, and horizontal grooved/fluted, but otherwise plain 
vessels have been reported from the Crenshaw site in Early Caddo contexts (Durham and Davis 1975:Figures 
19, 31, 37), where they are referred to as Crenshaw Fluted vessels.
Figure A4.89. Holly Fine Engraved bottle, grog and bone-tempered. THC Photo #102086.
Figure A4.90. Holly Fine 
Engraved bottle, grog and bone-
tempered. THC Photo #102098.
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Figure A4.91. Grog-tempered Holly Fine Engraved bottle. THC Photo #102129.
Figure A4.92. Holly Fine Engraved carinated bowl rim sherds, grog and bone-tempered. THC Photo #102017.
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Figure A4.93. Holly Fine Engraved beaker rim sherds, grog-tempered. THC Photo #102163.
Figure A4.94. Spiro Engraved bottle with cross-in-circle motif, grog-tempered. THC Photo #102058.
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Figure A4.95. Spiro Engraved bottle, grog and bone-tempered. THC Photo #102076.
Figure A4.96. Spiro Engraved bottle, red pigment in the engraved lines; opposed suspension holes; grog-
tempered. THC Photo #102113.
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Figure A4.97. Spiro Engraved bottle, grog and bone-tempered. THC Photo #102126.
Figure A4.98. Spiro Engraved bottle, grog and crushed rock-tempered. THC Photo #102130.
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Figure A4.99. Spiro Engraved bottle or beaker; very thin walls (< 3 mm); grog-tempered. THC Photo #102161.
Figure A4.100. Spiro Engraved bowl, grog and bone-tempered. THC Photo #102137.
Figure A4.101. Spiro Engraved bowl, opposed suspension holes. THC Photo #102142.
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Figure A4.102. Spiro Engraved deep bowl, grog-tempered. THC Photo #102149.
Figure A4.103. Spiro Engraved carinated bowl, grog-tempered. THC Photo #102112.
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Figure A4.104. Spiro Engraved beaker, grog-tempered. THC Photo #102148.
Figure A4.105. Spiro Engraved beaker sherds, grog-tempered. THC Photo #102176.
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 There are also several engraved bowls (Figures A4.108-4.110), carinated bowls (Figures A4.111-4.113), 
and bottles (Figures A4.114-115) with typologically unidentifiable decorative motifs and elements. One 
of the carinated bowls has panels covering much of the rim, and there are sets of scrolls within the panels 
(Figure A4.112). Newell and Krieger (1949:88 and Figure 32p) identify a similarly decorated vessel from 
the George C. Davis site that they suggest may be a variant of Holly Fine Engraved, while another Boxed 
Springs carinated bowl (cf. Holly Fine Engraved) has encircled scrolls that meet at a small open circle (Figure 
A4.111). A rim-peaked bowl has four horizontal engraved lines on the rim (cf. East Incised, but the design is 
engraved, not incised, see Suhm and Jelks 1962:Plate 21m) (Figure A4.108).
Figure A4.107. Spiro Engraved jar with vertical and horizontal grooves/flutes; opposed suspension holes; grog 
and bone-tempered. THC Photo #102141.
Figure A4.106. Spiro Engraved bowl with vertical grooves/flutes; opposed suspension holes; grog-tempered. 
THC Photo #102143.
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Figure A4.109. Bowl with faint engraved scrolls; grog and bone-tempered. THC Photo #102085.
Figure A4.110. Deep bowl with faint horizontal engraved lines; grog-tempered. THC Photo #102103.
Figure A4.108. Horizontal engraved rim-peaked bowl; grog and bone-tempered. THC Photo #102139.
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Figure A4.111. Carinated bowl with engraved panels and scrolls; grog-tempered. THC Photo #102150.
Figure A4.112. Carinated bowl with engraved panels and scrolls; grog-tempered. THC Photo #102144.
Figure A4.113. Engraved pendant triangles, carinated bowl; grog-tempered. THC Photo #102118.
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Figure A4.114. Unidentified engraved bottle, red pigments in the engraved lines; grog and crushed rock-
tempered. THC Photo #102087.
Figure A4.115. Faintly visible engraved scrolls on a bottle, grog and bone-tempered. THC Photo #102084.
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APPENDIx 5, ANALySIS OF ThE 19Th AND 20Th CENTURy ARTIFACTS 
FROM ThE BOxED SPRINGS SITE
Timothy K. Perttula
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 A small amount of mid-19th to early 20th century artifacts of European and/or American manufacture were 
recovered in the archaeological investigations in Area VI and VIII (see Figure 18) at the Boxed Springs site. 
Specifically, an assortment of architectural and kitchen/domestic artifacts were recovered from five shovel 
tests and Unit 7 (Table A.5.1). The density of historic artifacts in the shovel testing is 2.17 per positive shovel 
test, or 17.4 artifacts per m2. In Unit 7, the density of historic artifacts is 37 per m2. 
Table A.5.1. historic artifacts from Areas vI and vIII at the Boxed Springs site.
Provenience Bottle Wire Cut Horseshoe Brick  Other Iron 
(cm bs) Glass Nail Nail Nail frag. Ceramics Artifacts
Area vI
ST B-38, 0-20 1 (AG) 1 – – – – –
ST B-43, 0-20 – 2 – – – – 1 fence  
       staple
ST M-54, 0-20 2 (PG, AG) – – – – – –
ST M-56, 20-40 – 1 – – – – –
ST M-57, 20-40 1 (AG) 1 – – – – –
ST M-57, 40-55 1 (AG) 1 – – – – –
Unit 7, 0-10 4 (CG, 2 3 1 – – –
 AG)
Unit 7, 10-20 5 (AMG,  – 1 – 3 1 stoneware 1 UID nail; 
 1BG, 1CG     pipe sherd; 1 cast iron frag.;  
       1 iron button
 1GG; 1AG)     1 ironstone sherd 
Unit 7, 20-30 5 (2AG, 4 1 – – 1 button
 1 CG,       2 UID nail frags.
 2 BSG)
Area vIII
ST M-58, 20-40 – – – – – – 1 fence staple
Totals 19 12 5 1 3 3 7
AG=aqua bottle glass; AMG=amber bottle glass (ca. 1916-1930); BG=blue bottle glass (medicinal); BSG=brown snuff 
bottle glass; CG=clear bottle glass; GG=green bottle glass; PG=purple bottle glass (1880-1918); UID=unidentified
 The range of historic artifacts from Area VII would seem to suggest that there was a farmstead—perhaps 
a tenant farm—established in this part of the Boxed Springs site in the mid- to late 19th century. The farmstead 
built there probably was of wood frame construction (as denoted by the various wire and cut nails), and may 
have had a chimney or a brick base to a mud cat chimney. The horseshoe nail from Unit 7 (see Table A.5.1) 
may be evidence that horses and livestock may have been kept on the farm.
 Both wire (71%, ca. post-1891) and cut (29%, ca. 1820-1891, see Wells 2000) nails are present in the 
Area VI historic artifact assemblage. The proportion of wire to cut nails in this locale, compared to data on 
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American nail production between 1880-1954 (Adams 2002:Table 3) is consistent with a nail manufacture age 
of ca. 1894-1895.
  Domestic artifacts are dominated by bottle glass sherds of aqua, amber (1916-1930 manufacture), blue, 
clear, green, and purple (1880-World War I manufacture) colors. These vessels or containers includes small 
medicinal vials, and aqua, colorless, and purple bottles that likely contained medicines, either with patented 
(which were made between ca. 1867-1915) or unpatented mixtures of alcohol, herbs, cocaine, and opium. 
One of the color bottle glass sherds has embossed lettering, a technique which began to be used about 1850 
(Newman 1970:74). Two sherds from Unit 7 were from a brown snuff glass bottle. Other domestic artifacts 
include a post-1850 ironstone body sherd and a ribbed bowl to a probable mold-made stoneware pipe. These 
sorts of pipes were made at several pottery kilns in the region, including the J. S. Nash factory in operation in 
Marion County, Texas, between 1850-1880 (Lebo 1988:282). Ceramic and iron buttons were also discarded in 
Area VI at the site during the historic occupation.
 Taking into account the available information on the age of certain artifacts recovered in the 
archaeological investigations, the historic settlement/farmstead in Area VI at the Boxed Springs site likely 
dates from ca. 1880-1930. A few artifacts (including the stoneware pipe, the embossed clear bottle glass, and 
the one ironstone sherd) in the assemblage would not preclude an occupation that began after ca. 1850.
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Appendix 6, OCR Dates from the Boxed Springs Site
Douglas S. Frink
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OCR Dates, Unit 1
Soil  % Organic OCR
Depth  Carbon Date Very     Very Coarse Fine
(cm bs) pH (LOI) (B.P.) Coarse Coarse Medium Fine Fine Silt Silt
15 5.1 1.35 245 1.696 0.052 0.406 4.447 48.90 26.799 17.70
25 5.3 1.06 161 1.643 0.101 0.450 4.264 50.06 26.586 16.898
35 5.4 1.15 204 0.000 0.064 0.488 4.694 54.735 23.65 16.369
45 5.4 1.01 277 0.000 0.000 0.306 4.146 53.784 25.666 16.098
55 5.3 0.79 399 0.000 0.042 0.399 3.909 56.544 22.477 16.629
Soil % Oxidizable 
Depth Carbon
(cm bs) (WB) OCR Ratio Mn Sample ID
15 0.26 5.19 20.5 7612
25 0.31 3.42 21.7 7613
35 0.27 4.26 16.6 7614
45 0.20 5.05 22.7 7615
55 0.13 6.08 14.8 7616
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APPENDIx 7, PLANT REMAINS FROM BOxED SPRINGS (41UR30), By CONTExT
Leslie L. Bush
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APPENDIx 8, 1957 AND 1961 ARChAEOLOGICAL INvESTIGATIONS  
AT ThE BOxED SPRINGS SITE By BUDDy C. JONES
Timothy K. Perttula
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Introduction
 According to recently obtained notes on file at the Gregg County Historical Museum (GCHM) in 
Longview, Texas, Buddy C. Jones, a well-known East Texas avocational archaeologist (then later the assistant 
State Archeologist in Florida), had done some archaeological work at the Boxed Springs site (41UR30) in 
1957 and 1961. With the assistance of Patti Haskins, GCHM Advisory Board member, I was able to obtain 
copies of those notes, as well as examine a small collection of Caddo ceramic vessel sherds (n=70) that Jones 
had obtained from the site (although its provenience within the site is not known).
Mounds C and D
 In August 1957, Jones excavated a 42 ft. (12.8 m) long and 1.67 ft. (0.51 m) wide trench across Mound 
C in the southwestern part of the site (see Figure 12). In it he exposed a relatively homogeneous profile of the 
mound (Figure A8.1), with an old looter’s trench at the top of the profile. The total height of the mound was 
estimated at 10.75 ft. (3.2 m), and it was primarily composed of a light sand mound fill stage to a thickness 
of at least 6 ft. or more (ca. 2.16 m). Above this mound stage was a white clay mound fill (1.58 ft. thick or 
0.48 m), and this in turn was capped by a red clay mound fill that was 1.83 ft. thick (0.56 m). It is unclear if 
the purpose of Mound C was to cover a structure that would have stood on the natural ground surface at this 
locale, and was then abandoned.
 Jones also excavated in what appears to be Mound D, situated in the southeast part of the site (see Figure 
12). He excavated a 10 x 5 ft. (3.05 x 1.52 m) unit in the mound to a depth of 5.67 ft. (1.73 m), and the mound 
itself stood 3.3 ft. (1.0 m) in height (Figure A8.2). 
 The initial mound fill was a 1.17 ft. (0.36) thick reddish sand mottled with red clay and yellow sand; this 
fill was placed upon the original ground surface (described by Jones as a “light sand and topsoil natural”), 
burying the A- and B-horizons of the natural soil. A Caddo house likely had been built on this spot and at this 
depth, then dismantled and destroyed, and capped with mound fill. The second mound fill was a mottled clay 
and banded clay zone 0.8 ft. thick (0.24 m). The final mound fill was a 1.33 ft. thick (0.41 m) cap of compact 
red clay (see Figure A8.2).
Figure A8.1. Profile across Mound C drawn by Buddy C. Jones in August 1957.
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Ceramic Sherd Assemblage from the Jones’ Work
 A total of 70 Early Caddo period sherds are in the Buddy Jones collection at the GCHM; this includes 15 
decorated sherds, two plain rims, 51 plain body sherds, and two base sherds. The provenance of the sherds is 
unknown, but it is assumed that they likely derive from Buddy Jones’ excavations in Mounds C and D at the 
Boxed Springs site.
Figure A8.2. Profile of Mound D and the natural soil zones underneath the mound. 
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 The plain to decorated sherd ratio (P/DR) is 3.67 in this small assemblage, not significantly different 
than the P/DR of 4.69 for the larger Boxed Springs sherd assemblage discussed elsewhere in this report (see 
above), and well within the range of P/DR values for other pre-A.D. 1200 or Early Caddo sites in East Texas. 
Most of the decorated sherds (and all four decorated rim sherds) have incised elements (80%), followed by 
sherds with engraved (13.3%), and punctated (6.7%) elements (Figure A8.3).
 About 27% of the sherds in the collection were analyzed in detail, specifically to obtain information on 
temper use, firing conditions, decorative methods/elements, and rim-lip form in the assemblage. All the sherds 
are from vessels that were tempered with grog (crushed sherds or fired clay), but three sherds also have other 
aplastics: bone (n=1, 5%), hematite (n=1, 5%), and charred organics (n=1, 5%). Most of the sherds are from 
vessels fired in a reducing environment (n=17, 89.5%), but of these, 52.6% (n=10) are from vessels that were 
subsequently cooled in the open air, leaving a thin oxidized band along either one or both vessel surfaces in 
the firing core. The remaining two sherds (10.%) are from vessels that were fired and cooled in an oxidizing 
environment.
 Vessel rims are uniformly direct or vertical. Lips are either rounded (n=4, 67%), flat (n=1, 16.7%), or 
rounded and exterior folded (n=1, 16.7%). 
 Among the decorated sherds in the collection, there are both utility wares (incised and punctated sherds, 
n=13, 86.7%) and fine wares (engraved, n=2, 13.3%) (Table A8.1). The incised sherds appear to be primarily 
from Davis Incised or Coles Creek Incised bowls with horizontal incised lines encircling the upper part of the 
Figure A8.3. Selected decorated sherds in the Buddy Jones collection from the Boxed Springs site: a-b, 
horizontal incised rim sherds; c, tool punctated body sherd; d, Holly Fine Engraved body sherd.
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rim (see Figure A8.3a-b); the lines are generally widely-spaced, and the vessel exterior surface smoothed. One 
Dunkin Incised body sherd has cross-hatched incised lines.
 The one punctated sherd has several rows of large tool punctations on the vessel body (see Figure A8.3c), 
and may be from a Kiam Incised or Weches Fingernail Impressed jar (Suhm and Jelks 1962:Plates 45 and 77).
 The first of the two engraved sherds in the Jones collection has only a single straight line on it. The other 
is a body sherd from a Holly Fine Engraved bowl or carinated bowl (see Suhm and Jelks 1962:Plates 39-40). 
The sherd has sets of straight, opposed, fine engraved lines as well as a portion of an excised triangle element 
(see Figure A8.3d), a principal element on Holly Fine Engraved vessels.
 The range of decorated vessel sherds in the Buddy Jones collection from the Boxed Spring site is 
consistent with the kinds and proportions of decorated sherds in the 2010 assemblage of decorated sherds 
from the site (see above). That is, the vessel sherds in the Jones collection are from a pre-A.D. 1200 Early 
Caddo occupation at the Boxed Springs site. If these sherds were recovered by Jones from Mounds C and D, 
then they constitute material culture evidence that both of these mounds were constructed and/or used in Early 
Caddo period times. 
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